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Class A's Seek Power Boost
by David Hughes
Asbury Park NJ ... A group of New Jersey Class A FM stations has asked the
FCC to raise the current 3 kW Class A
power limit to the 6kW, or the equivalent, level.
The proposal was ahot item at the recent Radio '87 show, as proponents were
concerned about whether the NAB,
whose FM radio members also include
Class B and C owners, would lend its
support to the plan.
The New Jersey Class A FM Broadcasters Association, composed of 14
Class A stations, filed the plan 1September with the FCC.
This is the second time the group has
asked the Commission for such apower
hike.
Last year, in comments filed on an FM
allocations plan to allow Class A stations

to upgrade to Class B's and C's, the New
Jersey association, as well as other firms
such as Clear Channel Communications,
filed comments urging ablanket power
increase for Class As.
However, the Commission failed to
rule on the Class A hike saying that the
request was "outside the scope" of that
particular proceeding.
Latest request
The new action takes the form of apetition for rulemaking for coverage relief
for Class A stations.
As a result of what it calls "overly-

restrictive Commission policies and urban growth, Class A FM stations
throughout the country find themselves
increasingly handicapped in their ability to serve their communities and compete with other higher-powered stations;' according to the New Jersey Class
A organization.
It maintained that a6 kW or equivalent height-power combination could
take place at "the vast majority of Class
A stations without any increase in overlap to other FM stations!'
"In those relatively few cases where
overlap would exist," the NJ petition in-

AM Stereo
Comment
Corning
Washington DC ... The FCC is planning to release a long awaited "statement" about AM stereo on 21 October.
At press time in mid-September, Bill
Hassinger, the engineering assistant to
the chief of the Mass Media Bureau, told
RW that the Commission will issue a
single, all-inclusive statement at the FCC
commissioners' October meeting, tentatively slated for the 21st.
The statement, he said, will cover the
range of AM stereo issues including the
recent National Telecommunications and
Information Administration ( NTIA) report, released in August, which concluded that multisystem technology is
not asolution for AM stereo.
According to Hassinger, the FCC will
also address two pending petitions—one
filed by Texar in September 1986 asking
the Commission to select a single AM
stereo standard, and the other filed by
Press Broadcasting in November 1986
asking the FCC to require that multimode circuits be included in AM stereo
receivers.
"The FCC will comment on the NTIA
study, as well as the whole (AM stereo)
situation," he said. However, Hassinger
would not divulge the contents of the
planned statement.
Indications are that the FCC will acknowledge, in some way, that ade facto
AM stereo standard—C-QUAM—has
been reached, but go no further toward
officially sanctioning the standard,
sources say.
(continued on page 3)

Radio ' 87 drew arecord attendance to the Anaheim Convention Center. Complete coverage begins
on page 9.
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dicated that the FCC should "allow
power increases subject to ashowing by
the Class A station that the increase
would be consistent with one or more
public interest considerations."
The filing indicated that Class As face
two major handicaps, the first being
"Commission policy favoring stations
with more powerful facilities over Class
As." The group claimed that power and
height requirements for Class As, when
compared to B's and C's, often "exhibit
gross disparities!'
In some areas, the petition continued,
Class As of 3kW at 100 m coexist with
Class C's of 100 kW at 600 m, and the
FCC allows greater interference protection to Class B's.
The second handicap, it indicated, was
a "dramatic urbanization" in which the
population base literally outgrows the
Class Ms coverage area.
As aresult, many Class As are "able
to cover less and less of their service
areas with aquality signal," the New Jersey group said. "This is aresult not only
of urban and suburban expansion but
also increased building density in core
areas."
FCC action criticized
The Class A organization criticized the
FCC action last year allowing Class A
stations to upgrade to Class Band Class
C. Previously, 20 FM channels were reserved solely for Class A operations.
"Unfortunately," the New Jersey petition continued, "it appears that few, if
any, of ( the) petitioner's members—or
other Class A stations around the
country—will be able to take advantage
of this relief: spacings simply will not
permit it."
It added that "fewer than 10% of FM
stations nationwide may be eligible for
this option."
The 6kW power hike proposal would
provide relief to "most, if not all, Class
A licensees," the petition indicated.
"Moreover, it avoids the large capital expenditures associated with class upgrades."
"Instead of being required to purchase
anew, higher-powered transmitter, or to
construct ataller tower, the Class A licensee opting for the power/height increase
proposed may be able to make asimple
adjustment to the power control on its
existing transmitter, or install a higher
gain antenna on its existing tower;' the
New Jersey group added.
Radio '87 developments
A meeting of Class A stations was held
11 September during the Radio '87 show
to lobby support for the plan in agrass
roots effort.
During the meeting Class A owners
were encouraged to write to the FCC and
to members of Congress in support of
(continued on page 7)
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Westwood Streamlines Networks
by Alex Zavistovich
Culver City CA ... Following the completion of the sale of NBC's radio networks to Westwood One, a number of
layoffs have taken place, which Westwood officials attribute to "streamlining"
of the business.
However, despite personnel cutbacks
at NBC Radio, affiliates of the radio network are reportedly enthusiastic about
the transaction.
On 25 August, Westwood culminated
adeal it entered into on 20 July, purchasing the NBC Radio networks. With its
purchase, the NBC Radio Networks join
Mutual Broadcasting in Westwood's increasing radio holdings.
Under the terms of the agreement with
NBC, Westwood One will pay $50 million
and issue NBC five-year warrants to buy
one million shares of Westwood One
common stock, at $36.40 per share.
In turn, Westwood has taken possession of the three NBC radio networks—
The Source, Talknet and NBC Radio
Network—and NBC Radio Entertainment, a long- form program operation.
According to an NBC spokesperson,
the NBC Radio Networks will have a20year news supply and license agreement
with NBC News and exclusive US radio
broadcast right to the 1988 summer
Olympic games in Seoul.
Westwood One President Bill Battison
maintained that NBC Radio affiliates'
reactions to the acquisition have been
"almost 100% positive!'
"Everyone realizes that NBC Radio has
for along time been the flea on the tail
of adog called TV, riding in the back of
a truck carrying lightbulbs," Battison
said, referring to NBC Radio's poorcousin status at GE-owned NBC.
Battison added that "most NBC affiliates are excited about having Westwood
One as aresource for them!' He noted
that, during the Radio '87 Convention in
Anaheim, there seemed to be no negative responses to the purchase by Westwood.
Westwood One Chairman Norman

Pattiz told RW in July that the acquisition would result in "consolidation" in
several areas of NBC Radio, but assured
that Westwood was "not going in for a
wholesale bloodbath!' Nevertheless, a
number of staff reductions were made in
the transaction, including the release of
several NBC veterans.
One of the first changes to occur was
the combination of the newly-acquired
NBC radio properties with Mutual
Broadcasting and the Westwood One Radio Networks. As part of that consolidation, the NBC Radio News bureau in
Washington has been relocated to the
Mutual Broadcasting headquarters in
Alexandria, VA.
Reportedly, although NBC and Mutual
will share acommon headquarters, the
two news operations will remain separate. However, some reporters in
Washington will also be shared by
Mutual and NBC, and four of NBC's
Washington-based correspondents have
been released.
Among those NBC reporters laid off
is Russ Ward, who had worked for NBC
news for approximately 34 years.
Another staff cut at NBC Radio
travelled as far up the corporate ladder
as general manager. Willard Lochridge,
formerly GM and VP of The Source and
NBC Radio Entertainment has been
replaced by Steve Soule, who had previously served as the networks' VP/Sales.
Other executive positions at NBC have
largely remained intact.
At press time, still undecided is the
fate of some 86 members of the National
Association of Broadcast Employees and
Technicians (NABET) who had been
working for NBC Radio. By some accounts, Westwood One opted against
succeeding NBC in a contract with
NABET.
NABET's status in the sale of the NBC
radio properties has been of great concern to the union, which has been on
strike against NBC since 29 June. The
two sides are in dispute over anew contract proposal, implemented unilaterally
by NBC, which followed the 31 March

expiration of aprevious master contract.
Battison explained that NABET has a
contract with NBC, not with Westwood.
No contract was in effect when Westwood purchased the NBC radio properties, he added.
NABET's members in NBC Radio are
"still employees of NBC," Battison
pointed out. "Anyone who wants to join
us has to resign from NBC," he said.
Westwood One has "no immediate
plans" for further consolidations, Battison stressed. "Right now we're looking
at replacing some systems," he said, "but
there are no more people involved."
Battison also added that, within two
or three quarters, Westwood expects to
break even with the NBC Radio holdings, which by some reports lost $9million in 1986.
"Our whole business is providing
services to our affiliates that they want
and need," he said. "It doesn't make
sense to let a business like this lose
money; if we do what ( the affiliates)
want, and do it well, we'll win," Battison commented.
For additional information, contact Jim
Brown or Bill Battison at Westwood One:
213-204-5000
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Clips
Abuses in licensing, allocations
The FCC is requesting comments
on proposed methods of stopping
abuses in the broadcast licensing and
frequency allocation processes.
The concern is about parties who
may be using petitions to deny those
of other applicants or allocation counterproposals to extort cash from other
applicants.
Some individuals or groups, the
FCC said, use the petitions to "extract
some financial consideration from an
applicant," rather than to raise questions of an applicant's fitness to be a
licensee.
A petition to deny license renewal
could cost alicensee most or all of its
investment in building and operating
abroadcast facility, and even abrief
delay could be expensive, the Commission explained. To avoid such expenses, an applicant may decide to
pay to have apetition withdrawn.
The FCC is considering instituting
arule which would prohibit an applicant from paying more money to a
petitioner than was spent in preparing and prosecuting the petition to
deny.
In the case of frequency allocations,
the Commission tentatively stated
that parties filing counterproposals
without the intention of seeking alincense could be liable to afine or forfeiture.
At press time, a comment period
had not been set.
FCC docket is MM 87-265. For additional information, contact Mark
Solberg at the FCC's Mass Media Bureau: 202-632-7792.

FM Plan May Add Interference
by John Kean
Contract Engineering
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Did Fail Safe Really Go Away?
by Harold Hallikainen
29
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Variables of FM Antenna Design
by WC. Alexander
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FCC

EBS activation reports
Following the last Emergency
Brodacast System (EBS) News Release, issued 23 March 198Z 592 EBS
activation reports have been received
by the FCC.
The reports, submitted by 137 stations, cover situations ranging from
natural disasters such as flash floods
and tornadoes to man-made hazards,
including toxic gas leaks, chemical
fires and a siren alert error at a nuclear power plant.
KGNC, an AM/FM combo in Amarillo, TX, used the EBS most frequently since March, activating the
system 70 times.
The FCC, the Federal Emergency
Management Agency, the National
Weather Service and the National Industry Advisory Committee instituted the EBS state and local program in 1976. Since then, 8,589 activation reports have been received.
The Commission noted that the actual number may be "considerably"
more than that figure, because broadcast stations are not required to file a
report when they activate the EBS.
In early August, the FCC sent 130
state and local draft EBS plans to
areas in the US without final plans.
Edward Minkel, FCC Defense Director, anticpated all state and territory
plans and 582 local operational area
plans to be completed by the end of
the year.
For more information, contact the
FCC news media information office at
202-254-7674.
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Kahn Stations Remain Loyal
by Alex Zavistovich
Washington DC ... Many AM stereo
broadcasters who have chosen the
Kahn/Hazeltine ISB transmission system
remain convinced of the system's technical superiority, and disagree with arecent study rejecting multisystem receiver
technology.
A 12 August study by the National
Telecommunications and Information
Administration (NTIA) found that multisystem AM receivers were not apractical method for promoting the growth
of AM stereo.
The NTIA also noted market dominance of Motorola's C-QUAM system
over ISB, and recommended the FCC
protect the C-QUAM pilot tone.
On the surface, the agency's report did
not bode well for Kahn's stereo system.
With Kahn-compatible receivers vastly
outnumbered in the market by C-QUAM
receivers, an endorsement of multisystem technology might have
prompted some broadcasters to choose
the ISB stereo system.
Supporters loyal
However, most Kahn loyalists have
been undeterred by the NTIA study.
With the exception of those who question the future of AM stereo in general,
many still believe ISB is the superior system choice.
Exploration of the multisystem receiver
option was proposed by the NTIA in
February as apossible solution to what

the agency called a "stalemate" in AM
stereo.
The study found that, although such
receivers would not degrade the reception of the Kahn and Motorola systems,
implementation delays, economic considerations and an international climate

shown by NTIA of the Kahn ISB system.
WFBR has had aKahn system in operation since 1975.
According to Daisey, the NTINs findings do not change his support of the
Kahn transmission system.
"It ( ISB) is the only way to go," Daisey

66

Most Kahn loyalists have been
undeterred by the NTIA study.
geared towards asingle standard made
the multisystem option impractical.
"While the Kahn system has won a
number of adherents among broadcasters in several markets, its level of acceptance is substantially less than Motorola's," the NTIA wrote. The study held
that an "apparent lack" of Kahn receivers
made protection of the ISB pilot tone
„problematic."
Still, the NTIA report left open the option that Kahn, "or any other AM stereo
manufacturer," could petition the FCC to
demonstrate that its system "has met
whatever criteria are established by the
Commission for pilot tone protection."

55
maintained, adding that C-QUAM, as a
phase system, creates objectionable interference.
Daisey also disputed the contention
that multisystem AM stereo receivers are
economically impractical. He noted that
the AM multisystem feature for his own
Sony AM stereo car system cost only $11
more than its monophonic counterpart.
Herb Squire, CE of New York's WQXR,
also a Kahn supporter, took issue with
the NTI/es support of protection by the
FCC of AM stereo pilot tones.
"I don't understand what their definition of 'protected' means—protected
against what?" Squire wondered. He
suggested that protection from "sub-

Support of Kahn
Floyd Daisey, CE of Baltimore's WFBR,
was one of numerous broadcasters who
seemed unswayed by the lack of support

ey

lia had selected C-QUAM previously.
Despite McKinney's remarks at the
March show, Hassinger had said that
any formal Commission statement
regarding whether a de facto standard
had been reached would await the release of the NTIA multimode report.
The August release of the NTIA conclusion that multimode was technically
but not economically feasible, and arequest to protect the C-QUAM pilot tone
has left the way clear for a statement
from the FCC.
Such astatement would be the Commission's first new action on AM stereo
since it came out in favor of the so-called
marketplace decision" five years ago—a
decision it is not expected to overturn.
For more information, contact Bill Hassinger at the FCC: 202-632-6460.
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Multisystem not impractical
Bill Krause, manager of Technical
Operations for WNBC in New York, said
the station implemented Kahn's ISB AM
stereo in 1982. He noted the Kahn system works well, although he noted that,
in WNBC's current oldies/talk format,
"there's nothing to promote in stereo:'
Like most others contacted by RW,
Krause questioned whether a multisystem option is as impractical as the
NTIA indicated.
(continued on page 4)

The Perfect Pair

Statement on AM Stereo
(continued from page 1)
An FCC public notice on AM stereo
had been planned earlier this year, however it was delayed because of the NTIA
report, which was not released until August.
At the March NAB show, then Mass
Media Bureau Chief Jim McKinney, who
has since left to assume aWhite House
communications post, unofficially came
out in favor of Motorola's C-QUAM system. C-QUAM leads the competing
Kahn-Hazeltine ISB system in the number of stations that have selected
'tin other news that bolstered C-QUAM,
just before the NAB show, Canada
selected C-QUAM as its official national
standard and required all Kahn stations
to switch to C-QUAM or go back to
mono by March 1988. Brazil and Austra-

audible telemetry" might be the agency's
concern, but stressed that the NTIAs
recommendation was "vague."
The NTIA findings have not shaken
WQXR's support of the Kahn system,
Squire said.
"With our particular situation, Motorola would not work," he stated. Motorola's C-QUAM system produces intolerable platform motion because of WQXR's
"frequency and susceptibility to phasing
and skywave skipping," Squire said.
Additionally, Squire held that nothing
was to be gained from asingle AM stereo standard. Multisystem feasibility has
been proved technically, he said.
"If aperson has achoice of either one
or the other, asingle system should not
be an issue Squire maintained. "Both
can coexist!'

specifications and other helpful information.
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Stations Loyal Despite Study
(continued from page 3)
He maintained that having a single
standard is not necessarily superior to
multisystem technology, and expressed
doubt about the likelihood of such a
standard coming about in the US.
"I don't know whether broadcasters
are ever going to get together on asingle system," he said.
WMAL, Washington DC, Maintenance Engineer Rick King said, judged
on its own merits the Kahn ISB system
is "very good. If there were any receivers
out there, we'd be very satisfied with
it."
The ISB system "compared favorably"
to C-QUAM systems employed by other
stations in the DC market, King said.
However, with station processing and
other variables, it would be "impossible
to say that one system stood out over the
other," he commented.
King was downbeat about the future
of AM stereo, however. He said the
NTIAs study will have no affect at all on
the technology because, "for all intents
and purposes, AM stereo is dead."
"The fact that more stations use CQUAM than Kahn really makes no
difference," he explained, "since even
that number is very small compared
with the total number of AM stations."
Despite these problems, King stressed
the AM format is "still exciting to broadcasters," particularly in light of technical
advances such as the preemphasis/deemphasis standard proposed by the National Radio Systems Committee.
"If receiver manufacturers step into
line, Ithink AM stereo may follow," he
said.
Some advantages over C-QUAM
NewCity Communications' VP/Engineering John Marino said company
management "originally felt that Kahn's
system had some advantages over CQUAM—it (ISB) worked better than CQUAM under skywave conditions."
NewCity owns four Kahn ISB stereo
stations—WFTQ-Worcester, MA, WSYR-

Syracuse, NY, WDBO-Orlando, FL, and
WZZK-Birmingham, AL. Since coming
out in favor of the Kahn system, however, the company has become concerned by the lack of receivers for the
Kahn system, Marino said.
Two C-QUAM AM stereo stations have
recently been acquired by NewCity, Marino said. KRMG-Tulsa, OK and KKYXSan Antonio, TX, both use the Motorola
AM stereo system.
Although Marino maintained that the
Kahn system "may be technically superior;' he acknowledged that C-QUAM
is "in more widespread use," asituation
which has caused astandoff in the industry. The AM stereo issue, he said,
"needs something to bring it off of dead
center."
Conversations with broadcasters indicate that the AM broadcast industry is
confused over which system to use, and
may have "given up on AM stereo," he
added.
Marino questioned whether the

NTIAs investigation "has done anything
to bolster either system." Receiver
manufacturers with whom Marino has
spoken have indicated that the study
may have come too late.

If there were any
receivers out there,
we'd be very
satisfied with it.

55

"Receiver manufacturers have made a
commitment to produce C-QUAM radios and see no reason to go multisystem," Marino continued. "They've
made their decision—either it works this
time, or they're going to give up on AM
stereo altogether."

Of those Kahn broadcasters contacted
by RW, the majority supported the ISB
system as being technically superior to
C-QUAM. Most also said that, if they
had it to do over again, they would again
choose the Kahn system for stereo transmission.
Still, WFBR's Daisey was disappointed
by the lack of Kahn-capable receivers on
the market. He noted that, in arecently
published electronics catalog, only one
AM stereo receiver was carried—a CQUAM-only automobile receiver.
WBFR has also recently added the
Kahn POWERside to its transmission
gear. The unit boosts sideband signals
for improved sound in mono radios.
"It's pointless to be broadcasting in AM
stereo if there are no receivers out there
Daisey said.
For additional information, contact
John Marino at 203-333-4800. Contact
Floyd Daisey at 301-685-1300, Herb
Squire at 212-556-1144, Bill Krause at 212664-6666, or Rick King at 202-686-3100.

Canada AMs Switch to CArQUAM
by David Hughes
Ottawa ONT ... Most of the KahnHazeltine AM stereo stations in Canada
have made the switch to Motorola's CQUAM system, following that nation's
selection, last March, of C-QUAM as its
sole standard.
Canada's Department of Communications (DOC), reported in mid-September
that seven of the nine stations that had
been using the Kahn-Hazeltine ISB system when the March 1987 ruling took
place have since converted to C-QUAM.
The DOC figures agree with those
supplied by Motorola.
Canada set 31 March 1988 as the date
Kahn-Hazeltine stations are to have
switched to C-QUAM or cease broadcasting in stereo.
Figures, current as of 1986, indicated

that about 50, or about 12%, of Canada's
435 AM stations had gone stereo, with
42 selecting C-QUAM and eight or nine
going with the Kahn-Hazeltine system.
Moffat switch
While the DOC would not provide a
list of stations that have made the switch,
alist provided by Motorola includes six
AMs owned by Moffat Communications.
According to Moffat Technical Director
George Buzunis, the firm's stations were
converted from Kahn-Hazeltine to CQUAM during August and September.
The stations include: CISS (formerly
CKXL) Calgary; CHED, Edmonton;
CKLG, Vancouver; CHAM, Hamilton;
CHAB, Moose Jaw; and CKY Winnipeg.
"I have mixed feelings about the
switch," said Buzunis. "It was good that
(the DOC) selected afinal standard, but
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Ihave questions about how they went
about it."
"But, we had no choice in the matter.
It was either switch to C-QUAM or stop
broadcasting in stereo;' he added.
Buzunis maintained that he receives
little input from listeners who receive the
stations with stereo receivers. Most of
the AM stereo listeners, he jokingly
speculated, are the CEs at his and other
radio stations.
On anote of optimism for AM stereo,
Buzunis also explained that Canadian
cable TV regulations require cable systems to relay AM stereo stations to subscribers in stereo on the cable FM band.
In some cases, stations provide direct
feeds to the cable systems, and in other
cases, the AM stereo signal is received
over-the-air, Buzunis said.
In another conversion, CFTR, Toronto,
made the switch from Kahn to C-QUAM
in March, immediately after the DOC
ruling, according to Kirk Nesbitt, CE at
the 50 kW station.
Nesbitt said the station had been
studying the switch to C-QUAM for a
year and was not surprised when the
DOC selected C-QUAM.
"Everyone could see it coming," said
Nesbitt. "A single system is the only
pragmatic way of getting along." He
added that he had had "little concern"
about which system won.
Hazeltine complaint
In a related matter, the DOC's Ron
Begley indicated that legal hearings will
be held in October on achallenge to its
AM stereo decision that was filed by
Hazeltine 30 March.
Hazeltine had filed an "originating notice" with Canada's federal court indicating that it plans to challenge the DOC
ruling.
Begley said that the DOC "has put forward a motion to quash the action."
Most sources indicate that the Hazeltine challenge, especially in that it comes
from aUS-based firm, will have no effect on the Canadian AM stereo decision.
For more information contact Ron
Begley at the DOC, 613-990-4820.
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-Readers'

Forum

Got something to say about
Radio World? Any comments on
articles? Call us at 800-336-3045 or send aletter to Readers' Forum (
Radio World, Box
1214, Falls Church VA 22041 or MCI Mailbox #302-7776).
RW's tenth
Dear RW:
Congratulations from Royce International Broadcasting Company upon RWs
tenth publication anniversary.
During the decade, RW has become
increasingly apparent in the effective
communication of technical and marketing concepts among members of the
broadcasting fraternity.
Your personal dedication and perseverance have, no doubt, contributed to
RW's emergence as aleader in specialinterest publications.
On the occasion of the RW anniversary, we noted your request for aphotocopy of the initial edition of Broadcast
Equipment Exchange.
We are pleased to report that we have
retained that edition for our files, and
that a photocopy thereof is enclosed
with this letter.
May your good fortune multiply with
coming decades of publication.
Edward R. Stolz, President
Royce International Broadcasting Co.
Sacramento, CA
Editor's note: Royce's photocopy of our first
issue as Broadcast Equipment Exchange
was anice surprise, and afirst edition Radio World mug is on its way. Any more
takers?
Not always pole-mounted
Dear RW:
In response to the article by W. C
Alexander on FM directional antennas in
the 15 August edition of RW, Imust corred one statement. Directionals are not
always pole mounted as Mr. Alexander
stated.
Two of our FM stations are directional.
WMAG in Greensboro, NC uses aHarris
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Ws not often that all factions of an industry get together to agree on one
issue with only a minimum of opposition.
But that's the case with the NRSC AM pre/demphasis standard supported
by major broadcasters, trade associations and receiver manufacturers.
Now a complementary draft transmission standard has been approved,
and it should easily ride out the six-month comment period to become a
voluntary standard too.
Stations that have converted to the NRSC standard are already reporting
benefits. Plus there is irrefutable evidence that second adjacent stations which

FMH type antenna side mounted at
1500' on aTV tower.
WWMG in Charlotte, uses a Harris
1063-4CP-DA panel type antenna
mounted at 1718' on atelevision tower.
Obviously the manufacturer designed
these antennas to work on the existing
structures and to conform to our radiation limits.
Both antennas work very well but due
to structural limitations the patterns required agreat deal of work to meet the
FCC limits.
Iagree with Mr. Alexander that FM
DAs are a great way to solve shortspacing problems, but you are not always limited to pole mounting.
Carl W. Davis, VP of Engineering
The Voyager Group
Raleigh, NC

Equally important is the second
adjacent interference factor. Even if
90% of all AM stations convert to the standard, the remaining 10% could
negate that effort if they are causing interference to those who do convert.
But supporters of such amove should be aware that making a voluntary
standard mandatory may cause opposition to surface that had been previously held in check.

MIDI studio

Station owners may not wish to be forced into footing the bill for new
equipment that they feel they don't need. Owners, programmers and en-

Dear RW:
I've been running ahome MIDI studio
for over a year now and would like to
hear of your experiences (good or bad)
in composing, arranging and creating
MIDIfied radio production work.
Would any station now utilizing—or
planning to utilize—a MIDI based
production studio please contact my station, WHMP, P.O. Box 268, Northampton MA 01061.
Your input is most welcome and I
would like to exchange tips and pointers.
Alan R. Peterson, Producer
WHMP-FM
Northampton MA

5

adopt the standard will decrease the interference which plagues the AM
band.
In light of all this good news is a move, with apparent NAB support, to
petition the FCC to make the voluntary standard mandatory. The arguments

Time For
FCC Rule

in favor are persuasive.
First, it would send a clear message to receiver manufacturers that
with a standard in place, AM is
ready for high fidelity wideband radios.

gineers may also feel restricted by the 10 kHz cutoff filter, once the label
"voluntary" is removed.
And since the standard came about as a compromise of many differing
positions, some of those differences will again come up during the comment period the FCC would set for such a rulemaking.
A petition for rulemaking should leave intact the term "interim" on the
NRSC standard (and the five year review which accompanies it) so that its
effectiveness in the future isn't limited by any short-sightedness of the present.
The NRSC standard can be presented as a way to reduce interference to
the AM band through a change of occupied band specifications. Thus it
becomes an integral part of AM's technical improvement, and it stands a
better chance of getting Commission approval given the current deregulatory climate.
The standard represents the brightest hope so far for AM's future and
an FCC rule mandating il would guarantee its success.
—RW

Digital Should Look to Radio
by Rob Meuser
Hamilton Ont ... The era of digital audio technology is here.
But the limited ability of large companies to move swiftly coupled with the inability of the American legal system to
do much more than make lawyers
wealthier is restricting the growth of an
incredibly powerful technology.
First, the use or threatened use of
legislation is restricting or possibly
eliminating the ability of Americans to
obtain R-DAT.
Because certain well-vested interests
are better served by holding the status
quo than by dealing with the challenges
of the future, both broadcasters and the
public are being deprived of the opportunity to develop this new technology.
Meanwhile the rest of the world
chuckles in amusement and picks up on
the lost opportunities.
Imagine if today's legal precedents had
been applied to the introduction of early
automobiles or airplanes with their ability to terrify both man and beast.
Rob Meuser runs International Broadcast
Support Services, an international consult:frig firm. He can be reached via MCI mail
#325-3672 or by calling 416-692-3330.

Imagine how lawyers would rush in to
protect blacksmiths and livery stables
from certain extinction.
Progress is both revolutionary as well
as evolutionary—even in nature nothing
stands still.
Japanese uncertainty
In Canada and most of Europe, R-DAT
equipment is going into the marketplace.
As you read this, R-DAT equipment is
sitting on the shelves in Tokyo, Singapore and select European dealers.

Guest
Editorial

So buy aplane ticket and fly to one of
these lovely vacation spots and get your
own R-DAT before the forces of evil get
to US customs too!
Possibly because of the uncertain marketplace, Japanese manufacturers do not
seem to have aclue about the needs of
radio broadcasters, or are apparently
otherwise disinterested.
A prime example is Sony, who has had
tremendous success with both television
and professional audio.
Ihave gone through the experience of
trying to communicate to the Sony cor-

porate structure the small amount of
modifications necessary to make an existing consumer R-DAT machine
properly interfaceable with broadcast
control systems (some ROM changes
and minor hardware modifications).
Iwas informed that their product set
for the next three years did not include
a "radio" type machine.
Their first emphasis is on afield portable machine and some pro audio playbacks.
Radio's needs
While field portable stereo recording
might be nice for TV or films, it does not
compete with multitracks for live music
recording for radio.
Ido not know of many stations that
would place $7000 portable machines in
the news part of their operation, just to
get 96 dB SNR for an on the street interview.
Features such as electronic editing, full
use of subcodes, RS 232 control, and the
ability read basic machine functions via
RS 232 were all not currently under consideration by the manufacturer.
Those features are what makes aradio
machine.
It is understandable that large compa(continued on page 31)
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Flexibility

• High impedance inputs
• Outputs: 40 Ohm source
Maximum level 24dBm
• Freq. response: 0.2dB 10Hz to 15kHz
• THD: typically 0.005% (@ 16dBm)
• Noise: < —100dBr
• Crosstalk: < —90dBr
• Phase difference: < —1 degree

• Minimum configuration 15+1 stereo
• Unlimited maximum number of
Inputs and Outputs
• Modular configuration to meet
customer installation requirements
• Single cable control using serial data
• Simple, easy connect JNS Rear
Terminal Panel ( RTP)

• Machine Switching
• Processor Control
• Thumbwheel Controllers
• Customized installations
• Remote control via modem
(Terrestial or satellite links)
• Talkback Control
• Multiple Displays
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Class A Filing Seeks Support
(continued from page I)
the proposal, and to support it as well
with financial contributions.
"We are the providers, as Class Ns,
of local service. We have to have the
opportunity to reach that audience," said
Bob McAllan, president of Press Broad-

66
'Most stations
would see a40%
increase in their
coverage area.'

55

casting acting as the meeting's chairman.
"This is an inexpensive way for Class
As to share in apower increase," he continued. "Most stations would see a40%
increase in their coverage area, in terms
of square miles!'
Questions surfaced about whether the
NAB, whose radio members also include
Class B's and C's who may not want to
see more powerful Class As, would support the plan.
McAllan said he had several discussions at the show with NAB Engineer
Mike Rau who indicated that NAB support for the plan would be possible.
However, McAllan affirmed, the New
Jersey group will actively campaign for
the blanket hike regardless cif the NAB's
decision regarding support.
L. Lowry Mays, president of Clear
Channel Communications, whose CE
John Purr did much of the engineering
work for the New Jersey group's petition,

said supporters of the plan would have
to appeal to those Class As that are doing fine now, but may find they could
use the (power) boost several years
down the road.
FM subcommittee involved
The Class A power hike has also been
discussed at previous meetings of the
NAB FM Transmission Subcommittee,
which has been looking at the issue of
increased interference and clutter on
FM, and has used the colorful phrase
the "AMization of the FM band" as aresult to be avoided.
Subcommittee Chairman John Marino,
of NewCity Communications, said the
Class A hike was scheduled to be discussed at the next meeting which was
slated, at press time, for 23 September
in Washington DC.

"If it (the blanket increase) can be done
without interference, then it would be a
good thing," he said. He did not say
whether the subcommittee would support the plan.
At the Radio '87 show, Clear Channel's
Mays commented: "We are likely not to
be supported by NAB because we are
outnumbered on this among NAB members by those who don't want more competition!" He continued, "We're going to
have to fight this battle ourselves!'
However, Rau responded, "It is possible to get NAB support, you're not that
far from that right now. This would move
a lot faster with NAB support!'
McAllan added that the New Jersey
group "would willingly accept the NAB's
support, but we intend to move forth on
this with or without it!'
Rau stressed that the NAB is still

July broadcasts
Coast Guard and FCC officials
boarded " Sarah," a 200' Honduranregistered fishing ship 28 July and arrested Rothstein and Weiner, as well as
a reporter for the Village Voice.
For several nights preceeding their arrest, the two broadcast RNI on 1620 kHz,
103.1 MHz, as well as on shortwave and
longwave frequencies. The 5 kW clear
channel AM signal was heard throughout North America.

formulating its policy, but since about
half of its FM members are probably
Class As, he maintained, "There is
no way NAB would actively oppose the
petition!'
The worst case, he said, would be that
the NAB would remain neutral on the
issue, although amore likely possibility
would be to support amodified version
of the Class As petition.
Specifically, Rau explained, the NAB
is worried about increased interference
to Class B's and C's, and would have
trouble supporting aproposal which allows any contour overlap or negotiated
interference between stations, which the
Class A petition includes in some cases.
He said the FM transmission subcommittee would be working to find some
modifications to the Class A petition, so
it could get NAB support.
For more information on the plan contact is Washington DC attorney William
Keane, who represents the New Jersey
Class A Broadcasters, at 202-861-7800.

Daytimers llave a Longer Wait
by David Hughes
Washington DC ... Daytimers who
were expecting that by this fall the FCC
would authorize nighttime operations
may have to wait abit longer, perhaps
into winter.
At press time, the FCC was examining
the possibility of acting on the plan by
the end of September to give nighttime
powers to many daytimers on domestic
clear and regional channels.
However, according to FCC Audio
Services Division Chief Larry Eads, even
if the FCC does get around to approv-

ing the plan in September, which was
not acertainty, it would still have to inform both Canada and Mexico about the
specific night powers.
That process, Eads said, involves up
to a 60-day notification and comment
period, which could delay the actual
authorization of the night powers until
November, at the earliest.
The night powers plan, unveiled by
the FCC last May, would allow many
daytimers—including those on Class I
and Class III channels—to operate at
night with up to amaximum of 500 W,
provided such operation complies with

"Pirates" Won't Be Prosecuted
New York NY ... The two men who
were arrested and charged with operating an illegal ship-based radio station
five miles off the Long Island coast in
late July will not be prosecuted.
At a27 August session in federal court
in New York, charges of operating an illegal station, amisdemeanor, and impeding the functions of the FCC, afelony,
against Ivan Rothstein, 25, and Allan
Weiner, 34, were dropped.
The two, who operated "RNI-Radio
New York International," each could
have faced amaximum five year prison
term and $250,000 in fines.
Even though their immediate legal
problems were behind them, Rothstein
and Weiner indicated that they had
hoped their case would have posed alegal challenge to the FCC's policy of silencing off-shore broadcasters. They said they
planned to put RNI back on the air.
Assistant US Attorney Matthew Fishbein was quoted as saying that if RNI resumed operations, the two pirate radio
buffs would be prosecuted.

7

After FCC officials boarded the ship
and dismantled the equipment. Rothstein and Weiner were arraigned in federal court.
Even though the ship was in international waters, the US received permission from Honduras to board the vessel.
Weiner, who was cited by the FCC in
1985 for broadcasting on unassigned frequencies, and in 1971 for operating a
land-based pirate facility, was adamant
that the FCC did not have the right to
board his ship and shut down RNI.
Illegal search?
He indicated that RNI was building a
case on its allegations that the FCC had
not obtained asearch and seizure document in order to board the vessel. He
said that the FCC also did not produce
any written, legal verification that Honduras had given permission to board the
ship.
Weiner also contended that FCC officials damaged much of the equipment
when they dismantled it, a point the
FCC denied. The Commission did not
confiscate gear because they could not
get the ship's anchor up in order to tow
it into port.
Approximately 20 people— with about
seven involved in acore group—had donated $150,000 in money, gear and time
to get RNI on the air, Weiner maintained.
As of mid-September, the "Sarah" was
in a Boston area port being repaired.
Since the silencing of RNI, Rothstein and
Weiner have also been invited to host a
program on a legal station, WNYG in

Babylon, NY.
The FCC contact on the issue is Sue
Earlewine at 202-634-1940. A message
can be left for Allan Weiner at 207538-9538.

applicable interference protection requirements.
Eads said that some daytimer owners
at the September Radio '87 show in Anaheim CA were disappointed that the
night powers would not be able to be approved for use earlier, such as in September.
One of those daytimer owners is Jim
Wychor, former president of the Daytimer Broadcasters Association (DBA),
which eventually became the NAB Daytimers Committee.
"We all hoped that all the work would
be done by September," said Wychor,
who owns KWOA in Worthington, MN.
He indicated he had heard that most of
the delay on the issue was caused by the
FCC's heavy workload on other issues,
such the the continuing Docket 80-90 issue.
For more information on the plan,
which is contained in FCC docket MM
87-131, contact Larry Eads at 202632-6485.

You
can measure...

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before...You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70 dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more ..
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements adream.
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CALL ARNO MEYER ( 215) 687-5550
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333

Call or write for more information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.
Circle Reader Service 19 on Page 24
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Seattle Tower Dispute Settled
by Alex Zavistovich
Seattle WA ... An ongoing dispute over
a proposal to build a broadcast tower
supporting three radio antennas and one
TV antenna in the Cougar Mountain
area of Seattle has been resolved, as
citizens groups agreed to have the structure built.
KONG-TV, a UHF station in Seattle,
reached a settlement with Cougar
Mountain home owners over the station's proposal to build alarger antenna
tower. The station's dispute with Monte
and Joanne Lennox and the Cougar
Mountain Residents Association had
kept KONG in litigation and off the air

for two years.
As part of the settlement, KONG has
agreed to undertake an interference
monitoring study of households in the
area to prove that the tower arrangement
will not increase interference to consumer electronics.
Dan O'Brien, GM of KONG-TV, said
aconfidentiality clause in the agreement
prohibited him from disclosing particulars, but he noted that the settlement
was reached in mid-August.
New tower proposed
Over two years ago, KONG submitted
aplan to replace abroadcast tower atop
Cougar Mountain, an antenna site

'DOLBY 11
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southeast of Seattle, O'Brien said.
Presently, a200' guyed tower is located
on the mountain, carrying three radio
station antennas—KMPS, KZOK and
KMGI.
KONG proposed substituting the
guyed structure with a 300' selfsupporting tower, O'Brien explained.
The radio stations would be carried on
a panel antenna below the top of the
tower; the KONG antenna would be on
a pylon on top.
According to O'Brien, the arrangement
would improve the signal, increase efficiency of the radio and TV antennas and
decrease ground level nonionizing electromagnetic radiation at the site.
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Considering the alternatives, telcom c4 N/R is the clear choice.
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7---------In head-to- head
comparisons with our competitors' most recent products and
technologies, telcom c4 Noise Reduction
has been acclaimed as the most naturalsounding noise reduction system available
What do we mean by natural sounding? We
mean pure, clean sound. No dynamic faults or
distortion. No pumping, breathing, overshoots, or
pre- or post- echo. Telcom c4 gets you as close
to the absence of noise— pure sound— as you
can get. Telcom c4 offers up to 118 dB dynamic
range—the widest dynamic range of any noise
reduction system, exceeding even the limits of digital
recording systems. Our system also eliminates the
need for level alignment, improves crosstalk attenuation, and increases 16-bit digital recorders to 20-bit
performance. But to fully appreciate the difference
telcom c4 makes, you've got to hear it. So call
ANT Telecommunications and make
arrangements for ademonstration. Or
contact our dealer, RAM Broadcast
Systems, 346 West Colfax Street,
Palatine, IL 60067, (312)
358-3330. Make sure
you call before you buy
another system.
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Telecommunications

205 Perry Parkway
Gaithersburg, MD 20874
(301) 670-9777
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Despite three independent engineering studies which found that the proposed modification would, in fact, decrease the ground radiation by as much
as 90%, the Cougar Mountain Residents
Association protested any change. The
Lennoxes, whose property abuts the
tower site, also made official complaints.
O'Brien said.
Subsequently, the case was taken to
court. KONG won twice in Superior
Court, O'Brien noted, but both decisions
were submitted to a US Court of Appeals. The matter was being cited by an
appellate court when the settlement was
reached, he commented.
Besides the interference survey which
KONG must conduct, the only other requirements made of the station are "the
normal things that come out of ahearing examiner's investigation or as part of
the standard permit process," O'Brien
said.
Parking spaces, fencing and the addition of hygienic facilities are among
those requirements, he added.
Additionally, Richard Tell, formerly
chief of the Electromagnetics Branch of
the EPA's Office of Radiation Programs,
calculated aworst-case power density for
the site of " 110 etW 36 m from the tower
base," O'Brien stated. The figure was calculated with all four antennas in operation at full power.
O'Brien said the station is bound by
terms of the permit to maintain an
ongoing measurement program to ensure that power stays within those
limits.
Safety or interference?
Ostensibly, the residents' concerns
about KONG's proposal stemmed from
the possibility of harmful health effects
produced by nonionizing radio frequency radiation. Experts in radiation
were called by the citizens' group as witnesses in the case, O'Brien noted.
However, since the settlement stipulates that KONG must prove the antenna
does not worsen consumer electronic
performance, it's unclear whether the
issue was one of safety or interference.
O'Brien commented, "Ithink they just
did not want a tower." He speculated
that RF radiation was chosen as the issue in court, partly because "it made for
the best press."
In court, industry experts cited or used
as witnesses disagreed on matters as
fundamental as measuring procedures
or the correct protection standards.
A "potpourri" of exposure standards
exist for RF radiation, O'Brien pointed
out, ranging from time-averaged to
spatially-averaged guidelines. Experts
were also at odds over how to use measuring devices to get the most accurate
readings.
Those problems, coupled with areluctance by the FCC to involve itself in the
issue, left KONG "trying to prove to the
people of Salem that you are not a
witch," O'Brien said.
With a settlement achieved, O'Brien
said KONG is "all set" to begin construction in early October. He anticipated that
the station will be on the air "by the first
of the year."
Spokespersons for the residential
group and the Lennoxes could not be
reached for comment.
For additional information, contact
Dan O'Brien at 206-292-1616.

Anaheim, California Sept. 9-12 411W
National Association of Broadcasters

Report

Record Crowd Toasts Radio
Anaheim CA ... The NAB's Radio '87
drew arecord attendance to afour-day
meet filled with sessions, exhibits and a
celebration of "America's love affair with
radio."
The convention drew 5,722 exhibitors—
more than 200 more than last year—and
148 exhibitors to the showcase floor.
There were more engineering sessions
this year and attendance was fostered by
three engineering seminars held concurrently with the convention.
The NAB's Directional Antenna seminar drew 53 attendees, and some 40 engineers showed up for aseminar on RF
Radiation with an equal number attending one on implementing the NRSC
standard.
The standard was the talk of the convention, and was demonstrated at the
NAB's booth with about a half dozen
prototype receivers.
Most sessions were fairly well attended, even two on Saturday afternoon
—on FM Improvement and Communicating Skills for Engineers—held after the
exhibit floor had closed.
Ten stations, including eight AMs, one

Radio ' 87's exhibit showcase featured equipment and services from 148 companies.

FM and acombo won the NAB's firsttime Crystal Awards, for excellence in
local achievement. The winners were
chosen from 50 finalists across the nation.
At the Radio Award Luncheon, longtime rock and roller Dick Clark, aregular at the radio show, introduced veteran

CBS news correspondent Douglas Edwards as the 1987 Radio Award recipient.
Edwards looked back at his long
broadcast career and acknowledged that
"we live in an electronic age" and that
"print will never again reign supreme!'

A highlight of the sessions was one on
Targeting Radio's Future. John Abel and
Rick Ducey of the NAB spoke about current and upcoming trends in radio.
Abel concluded his presentation on
what's ahead for radio with some
specific suggestions for technical impprovement.
He urged adoption of the NRSC standard for AM stations and expressed optimism about new antennas that are in
the process of being developed by the
NAB.
Abel also urged FM stations to install
FMX. He further maintained that digital audio would see rapid growth and
suggested stations install digital playback
equipment.
He said that total automation would be
agood future objective for stations, as
well as full or partial computerization of
station operations.
As awhole Radio '87 offered an upbeat
look at where radio is heading, and at
times reflected an appropriately carnivallike atmosphere in alocale where Disneyland is the main attraction.

Digital Innovations
Shine in Showcase
by Marlene Petska Lane
Anaheim CA ... Radio '87 confirmed
the fact that broadcast audio product development more and more is being
driven by the consumer audio industry.
This fact was apparent in the digital
products introduced on the exhibit floor,
some of which caught broadcasters by
surprise.
R-DAT is now areal force to be reckoned with. Consumer models are already finding their way into stations,
and they haven't even been formally introduced into the US market.
On the exhibit floor, R-DAT was ready
for station automation.
Concept Productions, amusic syndicator, showed an automated R-DAT system called CAPS I (Computer Assisted
Programming System).
Hardware and source equipment of
the system, mounted within one equipment rack, includes nine Sony consumer
17TC-1000ES R-DAT transports with all
interface cables and Concept's DAT random access interface controller.
One PC compatible computer including dual disk drives, five dual channel
source interface cards, one system output control card, one VU meter and
monitor panel completes the hardware
package. The CRT and keyboard are external to the rack.
Four of the R-DAT transports are used
for digital music tapes on formats
provided by Concept.
R-DAT cassettes can hold about two

hours worth of material. Three other RDAT machines included in the system
contain the station's commercials, jingles, PSAs and voice tracks.
Another transport can be used for additional commercials or for network
news time-shifting; the ninth transport
contains Concept's custom voice track
tapes (supplied weekly). All transports
have full random access to the 99 cuts
available on each tape.
The system, which will be ready for
delivery by November 1, carries aprice
of $22,000.
Concept is also working on alive-assist
system which will be out next spring.
Systemation has also gone digital in its
new X-7D automation system, which can
be used as alive, live-assist or totally automated system.
The X-7D can control as many different sources as needed, both digital and
analog, and is remote-ready. The system
exhibited used either consumer 8mm or
R-DAT transports with aCommodore 64
PC, but Systemation will offer any format stations want.
The Systemation X-7D/R-DAT connection allows full digital-to-digital dubbing
with first generation quality. Thus stations may dub their compact disc collection to R-DAT using the X-7D for random
access.
Each digital cassette can hold up to 150
songs or several hundred spots. Each is
randomly selectable from the keyboard.
Through a modem, the system can be
(continued on page 12)

From the exhibit floor (clockwise):
Motorola's new C-GUAM exciter; NAB
demonstration of NRSC standard;
Harrison's new Air- 790 console; Steve
Bellinger presents Systemation's X-7D
automation system; Shure introduced
the PDP 1000 pro CD player; Radio
Design Lab's Pod-ULar console; Paul
Schafer with his Beta digital audio system.
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NRSC Approves Draft Ffer Mask
by Judith Gross

NRSC members ponder release of avoluntary emissions standard at their meeting during Radio 87.

Anaheim CA ... The NRSC has approved adraft voluntary standard to reduce RF emissions as acomplement to
the preemphasis standard already
adopted by many AM stations.
In addition, the group has paved the
way for arequest to the FCC to make the
NRSC standard mandatory.
At ameeting just prior to the Radio '87
convention here, members of the NRSC
approved a draft of the so-called "RF
mask" standard—so named because it

When-and-if you're ready to UP your transmitting power,
will your FM transmitter be ready too? fit's one of the 0E1
"New Reliables" FMQ series, the answer is YES!
Our new 3.5KW, 5KW and 10KW transmitters
were designed to give you a clear upgrade path to
higher power. In just afew hours, your 3.5KW or
5KW QEI FM transmitter can be
upgraded to a factory-equivalent
5KW or 10KW unit, right in the
field. QEI's unique modular solid
state drivers and interchangeable
P.A. assembly make these power

transmitters can serve as the driver section for
QEI's 20, 30 or 60KW transmitters, again resulting
in major cost savings.
Every QEI " New Reliables" FM transmitter is
built to deliver ultra-dependability and performance.
So—whether your station is thinking of upping its
power down the road, or if the power you start with
is the power you stay with—you'll be glad you
chose QE.I. Call us toll-free at (800) 334-9154 for the
full story.

upgrades easy...and very economical.
If you're shopping for a 10KW unit in
the first place, the QEI FMQ-10000 has lots
to recommend it. No other FM transmitter packs
this much power, reliability and performance into
a single 24" wide rack cabinet. And the FMQ-10000
is designed to operate on single-phase power, so
there's no need to pay for installing new threephase electric service.
What's more, for upgrades to power levels
beyond 10KW, each of these FMQ series

egE

CORPORATION

The New Reliables
One Airport Drive, P.0 Box D

Williamstown, NJ, 08094 (609) 728-2020

SEE US AT SBE, ST. LOUIS - BOCTIII 628
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would mask unwanted out-of-band
emissions.
The group set asix month comment
period on the standard in order to receive input from stations and transmitter manufacturers.
Complementary standard
The draft standard includes the same
10 kHz cutoff point as the preemphasis
standard approved the same time last
year, which took effect in January.
In addition, it provides apeak specification for spectrum beyond the 10 kHz
cutoff, including progam material and all
ancillary or data communications.
According to the draft standard, the
signal of a station complying with the
NRSC standard should be 25 dB down
from 10 to 20 kHz, 35 dB down from 20
to 30 kHz, 35 dB plus 1dB/kHz down
from 30 to 75 kHz, and 80 dB down
above 75 kHz.
The RF mask was designed to address
emissions, especially those of older
transmitters which may cause astation's
signal to exceed the NRSC standard at
the point of transmission.
The standard is tighter than FCC regulations and has been drafted with an eye
toward the future. The — 80 dB beyond
75 kHz was included to accomodate new
transmitters of the future which will give
cleaner signals.
Measuring splatter
NRSC members agreed the new standard will control splatter, yet most stations will fall within its limitations.
The standard goes on to specify the
type of measurement and testing procedure which will insure compliance, including use of USASI noise and aspectrum analyzer.
The group is also working on a "splatter monitor" which more precisely measures out of band emissions.
Chris Payne of Motorola said an experimental splatter monitor is nearing
completion. The Motorola prototype
measures in-phase and quadrature
modulation to — 90 dB and looks at both
sidebands simultaneously.
Payne said a station could use it to
measure its own signal, or measure another station which may be causing interference. He said such amonitor could
be used instead of aspectrum analyzer.
Once the prototype receives input
from stations, the NRSC feels one or
several manufacturers would develop it
as a product to market.
Benefits now
The latest information the NRSC has
estimates that some 600 stations have
converted or are converting to the NRSC
standard. Many are waiting for shipment
of equipment from processing manufacturers.
NRSC member Bart Locanthi said he
believed "25% of the market is enough
to get receiver manufacturers to make radios"/ones which incorporate the standard and give a wider frequency response than those currently in use.
Locanthi asked committee members,
"Is 25% feasible?"
Most felt that a quarter of the AM
stations— about 1200— was not an un (continued on next page)
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Emissions Standard Approved
(continued from previous page)
realistic number of NRSC conversions to
expect by the middle or third quarter of
next year.
In addition, the NRSC also released
information to explain why stations
which have converted to the standard
are already reporting better sound quality, even on existing radios.
Stan Salek of CRL revealed tests on
transmitters which show areduction in
intermodulation distortion
(IMD) due to the 10 kHz filter
cutoff in the new standard.
Salek tested three transmitters and showed that the
majority of ¡MD occurs at a
point past 10 kHz. By implementing the NRSC standard, a station eliminates the
worst of the ¡MD products hitting the transmitter.

other AM technical issues.
An FCC notice of inquiry on AM allocations is accepting comments, and
many NRSC members have voiced concern about some of the issues raised.
NRSC members have given support to
aplan to release a "report to the industry" on the current state of AM as part
of comments to be filed on the notice.
NRSC coordinator Michael Rau said
the subgroup will begin working on the

report in October and concentrate only
on technical issues.
"We wouldn't worry about policy considerations," Rau explained, "just technical issues such as first and second adjacent channel ratios, skywave and
groundwave propagation."
Rau said that with background work
done by the NRSC in its recent work to
develop voluntary preemphasis and RF
emissions standards, most of the infor-

mation is available for such an effort.
He added that while the 17 December
deadline for comments on the AM allocations issue is not far away, he feels the
FCC might consider a report from the
group important enough to allow an extension.
Rau said that with broad-based input
and support from industry members for
such areport, " it would be hard for the
FCC to ignore it."

THE SUPERIOR SPREAD.

FCC regulation?
While many AM stations are
converting to the NRSC standard voluntarily, the committee
is concerned about those stations which may decide not to.
NRSC subgroup chairman
John Marino of NewCity Communications pointed out that
the few who don't convert
would "ruin it for those who
do," since second adjacent interference benefits only result
when both stations comply
with the standard.
NAB Science and Technology
VP Tom Keller said the NAB executive committee is very supportive of the NRSC standard
and has asked for input from
the NRSC about petitioning the
FCC to make it a mandatory
standard.
The consensus from those
NRSC members present at the
meeting was that amandatory
regulation would be apositive
step.
"I think personally the time
has come for the Commission to
make it mandatory," Marino
said, "there has not been alot
of negative reaction."
As aresult of sentiment at the
meeting, the NAB has been
conducting aletter ballot of all
NRSC members to see if there
is support for apetition to make
the NRSC standard an FCC
rule.
If there is, it would be up to
the NAB and the Electronic Industries Association to petition
the FCC for arulemaking.
On a related note the EIA,
which also convenes the NRSC,
has been balloting its members
by mail to determine if the
NRSC voluntary standard
should be upgraded to an EIA
recommended standard.
AM issues next
Now that the NRSC has
nearly finished its work on the
pre/deemphasis and RF emissions standard, the group is expected to turn its attention to

Orban's new 222A Stereo Spatial Enhancer augments your station's spatial image the way
our OPTIMODTm maximizes your loudness and impact on the dial: Your stereo image will
seem magnified, and your listeners will hear more loudness, brightness, dynamics, and depth.
The 222A uses anew proprietary, patent-pending technique that detects and enhances the
psychoacoustic directional cues present in all stereo program material. The effect is vivid
and compelling—and survives even in San Francisco's brutal multipath environment. On-air
tests have also confirmed complete mono compatibility and an audible increase in brightness, punch, and stereo spatial definition that complements your present audio processing.
Creating broadcast-compatible stereo image enhancement is very difficult. Do it wrong, and
you can get increased multipath distortion, mono incompatibility, unnatural exaggeration of
reverberation, increased sensitivity to vertical tracing distortion in disc playback, and otherwise disappointing results. If an image enhancer uses delay lines, it can drive headphonewearing DJ's nuts, homogenize the stereo image, and comb-filter the left and right channels.
Orban's new 222A does it right. It avoids the
almost endless list of traps and pitfalls, while
delivering asound that stays crisp, dynamic,
and well-defined.
Most importantly, this competitive edge is
remarkably affordable. At $ 895*, it is within
reach of any station—FM or AM—looking to
polish its image by enhancing its stereo.
Call or write today for complete information
on our powerful new on-air processing tool—
the Orban 222A Stereo Spatial Enhancer.
Available Early ' 88.
•(Suggested LIst)

Orban Associates Inc.
645 Bryant St., San Francisco, CA 94107 (415) 957-1067 Telex: 17-1480 FAX: (41 5) 957-1070
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New Products Feature Digital
(continued from page 9)
programmed from remote locations.
One particularly attractive feature of
the X-7D for on-air staff is the easily accessible background information that
can be programmed into the system.
With the touch of akey, talent can call
up information on songs, artists, even
advertisers.
A man who is considered by many to
be "the father of automation," Paul
Schafer, entered the world of digital with
a system which uses yet another consumer digital format—Beta video.
Schafer International's booth garnered
considerable attendee interest with its
Schafer Digital System utilizing Beta format 1
/ "VCRs and special Sony digital
2
processors.
The digital output of aCD player or
recorder is fed to the digital input of a
digital audio processor that converts the
digital information to "video!' It is
recorded onto aBeta cassette on aspecial VCR.
SMPTE time code is recorded on the
linear audio track to provide an "address" to each song.
This information, as well as the exact
length of the song is entered into the
data base of the computer. Thus the ex-

act beginning of asong can be located
to within 1/30 of a second.
During search the tape is not in contact with the heads, so excess head and
tape wear is eliminated.
Each cassette can accommodate up to
10 hours of music, and cassettes may be
recorded digitally by station personnel
or obtained from asyndicator. Playlists
can be created days or months in advance and changed up to the last minute.
The basic System 80 includes eight
VCRs, two digital processors ( for crossfade and overlap ability), switching and
control circuitry and interface, VCAs,
NEC Powermate II computer and software at a price of $29,990. The System
160, with 16 Sony VCRs, is available for
$49,990.
It's interesting to note that the digital
systems, including the R-DAT and 8mm
formats, also interface to analog sources
such as cart machines or cart automation.
Another digital development was
Shure's introduction of its prototype
PDP1000 Professional Compact Disc
Player.
Designed specifically for broadcasters
with full 16-bit processing with oversam-

THE LOSS LEADER

Trans- hybrid loss — the actual separation of caller
audio from host audio — is the reason you buy atelephone hybrid. In over 250 installations, the Telos 10
delivers 35 to 40 dB trans-hybrid loss on real phone
lines. Its nearest competitor specs amere 24 dB.
Let our loss be your gain! Call Bradley for details
and a30 day, no risk evaluation.

Call Toll Free 1-800-732-7665

BRADLEY
BROADCAST
SALES
Where Service and Engineering Make the Difference

pling, it features auto cue and stop, random access programming, 15-track
memory and balanced line outputs.
A complete skip and scan capability is
available via the front-panel keypad.
The PDP1000 will be ready for delivery by 1988 and will be priced at $1200.
CompuSonics, which had been developing a floppy disk store and playback unit, has improved its DSP-1500
recorder-player and is now also offering
acontrol computer, an IBM clone, with
software.
The company introduced the CS/PC
1000 IBM PC AT Clone, apersonal color
computer "ready to run" with the
PC/Sonics remote control and audio
databasing software built in. It will support two CompuSonics DSP 1500
Recorders/Reproducers.
The DSP-1500 records, plays and edits
audio from any source onto aspeciallyformatted disk. But instead of the floppy
disk the system had previously used, the
CompuSonics now uses aBernoulli box,
or removable hard disk.
The company offers 7 Mbyte disks
which can record two minutes, 14 Mbyte
disks for four minutes or 20 Mbyte disks
for seven and ahalf minutes of full frequency stereo.
The DSP 1500 is priced at $5995, the
CS/PC 1000 IBM PC AT Clone with
PC/Sonics is priced at $2995. A carton of
25 disks which includes four 7 Mbyte,
nine 14 Mbyte and 12 of the 20 Mbyte
cost $695.
This year as last year, the Media
Touch/Allied Broadcast Equipment
booth, featuring the Touchstone computerized touchscreen controller remained full of interested GMs, PDs and
CEs throughout the show.
Touchstone is amodularly expandable
controller of all audio sources, traffic and
billing information, commercial copy,
news copy and verification procedures.
It is integrated with an IBM compatible

FCC
Database
AM SERVICES

• Directory — Updated Weekly
• Nighttime Allocations
• Individual Night Limits
• Skywave Contour Protection
Requirements
• Ground Wave Contours based
on M3, measured or Region 2
soil conductivities
• Horizontal, Vertical, Conical
Radiation Patterns
• Population Counting
• By mail or online 24-hr access

datawople
A service of DW, Inc.

8101 Cessna Avenue • Gaithersburg, Maryland 20879
MD & DC: 301-948-0650 • FAX: 301-330-7198
Circle Reader Service 7on Page 24

P.O. Box 30730
Bethesda, Maryland 20814
(800) 368-5754 ( 301) 652-8822
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PC and/or AT.
Several new consoles made their debut at Radio '87.
Harrison's Air 790, successor to the Air
Z features expanded logic for remote
control, auto muting for monitoring,
new switches ( manufactured by lwatsu)
and sensing bus assignment on Binputs
as well as A inputs.
Harrison will introduce asuccessor to
its Pro Z the Pro 790, later this fall.
LPB's Signature III series new 12-

Nick Solberg (R) demonstrates Concept's RDAT automation system.

channel dual stereo console is the latest
in the series of 6, 8and 10 mixer duals,
both mono and stereo.
Radio Design Labs' new approach to
console design was embodied in its PodULar Console System. The expandable
audio console has no chassis or mainframe. There are two balanced or unbalanced stereo inputs per pod.
The system features rotary step type
attenuators, sealed, mil spec input
switches and digital metering featuring
analog type sweep, peak reading and
VU decay.
A hinged rear door provides access to
all electronics and service is possible
while the system is in use.
In RF developments, Motorola showed
its new Model 1400 C-QUAM AM Stereo Exciter. It features LED power supply status indicators, functionally partitioned circuits, front accessible adjustments and front load circuit cards.
TTC showed its recently introduced
FM-300J 300 W transmitter, suitable for
emergency back-up operation. It is 100%
solid state and requires no tuning.
Two first-time exhibitors established
their presence at the Radio Show: Otani
and Mitsubishi.
Otani showed up largely to promote its
NAB format cart machine, the CTM-10,
with record phase compensation and
HX-Pro bias modulation.
Mitsubishi Pro Audio exhibited its digital storage system, the DAS2. It's adigital audio system on Winchester disk
aimed at radio stations. It stores and plays
back digital audio at 10, 15 or 20 kHz.
Manufacturers as a whole expressed
satisfaction with the show turnout and
booth traffic.
Also well received is the apparently increasing perception that the show has
become more equipment oriented.
Several companies, including Nautel
and Fidelipac, reported doing a "brisk
business."
Marlene Petska Lane is RW's Buyers
Guide editor.
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FM% Test Installations Begin
by Judith Gross
Anaheim CA ... Broadcast Technology
Partners (BTP), the organization formed
to develop the FMX stereo extension system fer FM, has begun an installation
program of FMX prototype exciters.
The latest news on the experimental
system surfaced here during Radio '8Z
which included an FMX demo booth on
the exhibit floor.

isrp is a partnership which includes
CBS and the NAB through their respective subsidiaries CBS-FMX Stereo Inc,
and NAB Technologies, and an investor
group, FMX Associates, headquartered
in Detroit.
Recently, some modifications have
been made to the FMX system, which is
a patented noise reduction system
designed to increase astation's noise-free
coverage area.
After some problems surfaced in initial tests, the phase of the FMX signal,
which is transmitted in quadrature to the
station's signal, was reversed.
Thomas Rucktenwald, VP of engineering fer urp also said the reentrant curve
characteristic— the point at which the
FMX signal falls back to coincide with
the original signal— has been raised.
"This reduces the noise modulation
where conditions of heavy noise are
present," Rucktenwald explained.
He said one benefit of this change is
that stations with heavily compressed
audio, such as for Top 40 formats, would
receive some benefit from the FMX system as well_
Previously, it was thought that FMX
would only benefit stations that used little or no processing in their audio
chains.
Rucktenwald said api kwam of installing FMX prototype exciters built by BTP,
and FMX receivers, has already been
started.

"We want to salt the earth with FMX
stations," he explained, adding that I3TP
wants to try out the system with as many
different types of stations as possible.
But Rucktenwald stressed that the installations will cease at some point, because "BTP has no desire to be in competition with industry manufacturers."
Currently, the four companies which
initially expressed interest in manufacturing FMX exciters: Orban, Inovonics,
CRL and Aphex, are conducting their
own tests of the system.

RA 10
RCA 77DX MICROPHONE

What makes a Radio Classic? Timeless design, flawless performance, outstanding value, and above all —
bullet-proof reliability. Because, in radio, we don't coddle
our classics.
The RCA 77DX is one such product. It set new standards in microphone performance. Even now, decades later, its quality still endures.
Arrakis Systems' SC audio consoles are Radio Classics too. Introduced in
1980, the SC series set new standards in design, performance and value.
Today, Arrakis SC consoles are the choice of more radio stations worldwide than any competitive unit in their class. Shown below is the 2000SC,
an outstanding value at S4695. Like all
Arrakis audio consoles, the 2000SC is
ultra- reliable. And it will continue to
deliver outstanding performance as the
SYSTEMS, INC.
years go by. After all, that's what it takes
to be aRadio Classic.
Call (303) 224-2248

arrakis

ARRAKIS 2000 SC AUDIO CONSOLE

Make a friend.
Harris' Medalist 8, 10, or 12
channel dual stereo consoles
are user-friendly for top
on-air reliability!
Fer maximum audio console reliability,
your air talent will enjoy such user-friendly
lenines as color-coded switching and wide
alltenuator spacing, and you'll be able to
choose linear or rotary faders.
`Mull also enjny input/output flexibility and
will be able to opt for such features as
mono/sum output channel or remote line
peogram cue.
With excellent RF1/EM1 immunity and
signal to noise performance, your Harris
Medalist 8. 10 or 12 channel console is
engineered for superb audio performance.
Audio performance is further enhanced
with extremely low THD and IMD.
To learn more about our friendly 8, 10 or
12 channel dual stereo consoles, phone
1-800-4-1IARRIS. Extension 3008, or write:
Harris Broadcast Division, Radio Sales,
r O. Box 4290. Quincy, IL 62305-4290.

gia HA.FiFus

2000SC FEATURES:
•12 Stereo Channels, 24 Inputs Total.
•Program, Audition, and
Mono Mixdown Balanced Outputs.
•Telephone Mix-minus Buss.
•Full Monitoring Facilities.
•Remote Equipment Start.

2000SC RELIABILITY:

For features,
performance,
price and
reliability,

•Rugged Motherboard Construction
•Penny & Giles Slide Faders.
•ITT Schadovv Switches.
•Only 3 IC types employed, all plug-in.

NOBODYPBUILDS CONSOLES LIKE ARRAKIS.
Arrakls Systems Inc. 2609 Riverbend Court
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•DC Controlled — No Audio On Pots
Or Switches.

Fort Collins, CO 80525
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KIR Seminar Looks To Future
by Geary Morrill
Anaheim CA ... The majority of radio
facilities find themselves in compliance
with the RF radiation limits now in
place, but that's subject to change in the
near future.
That's the news that greeted attendees
at the RF Radiation Regulation Compliance Seminar, held September 12th in
conjunction with Radio '87 here.
Representatives of the FCC, NAB, legal and engineering consultants and antenna manufacturers explained where
broadcasters stand now, and what the

future may hold.
An initial overview and orientation
was provided by Richard Tell of Tell Associates, whose new firm provides environmental assessment services and
training relative to RF hazards.
Tell previously served as Chief of the
Electromagnetics Branch, Office of Radiation Programs for the Environmental
Protection Agency.
Robert Cleveland Jr. from the FCC's
Office of Engineering and Technology
outlined how present FCC policy and
procedure was developed, and showed
the existing ANSI guidelines.

NRSC Seminar
Engineers learn how to implement the NRSC standard for audio processing from
(left to right) Michael Rau of the NAB, Glenn Clark of Texar, Stan Salek of CAL, and
Bob Orban of Orban Associates.

Don't Buy
A New Cart Machine
Upgrade Your Old ITC!
Our board in an old ITC machine sounds
better than a new one . . .
money back guarantee . . . field proven
. . . references on request
* Older deck reliability with
no microprocessor glitching
This board will take your current machine well
into the digital era for only $ 299!
Direct Plug in Replacement
No Modifications Required
17 page instruction manual provides
helpful tips and step by step optional
improvement modifications.

Call 800-368-2081
Straight Wire Audio

4611 COLUMBIA PIKE.
ARLINGTON, VA 22204
(703) 979-1990
(800) 368-2081
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John F.X. Browne, of John F.X. Browne
and Associates then detailed evaluation
of station compliance utilizing the "worst
case" charts provided by the FCC in their
RF radiation compliance bulletin.
He emphasized that astation should
check by measurement if it appears that
ANSI limits are being approached.
Tell then took the podium again, in a
session covering RF measurement for
compliance assessment.
He showed the various types of meters
on the market for such measurement
and explained inherent strengths and
weaknesses for each type.
Situations were shown where measurements taken were well in excess of actual fields present, and Tell explained
how this could occur. Emphasis was
placed on using the right meter for the
frequency ranges encountered.
Following abreak for lunch, Cleveland
returned to the podium in adiscussion
of corrective actions stations can take.
While these would normally consist of
fencing and signage to ensure restricted
access, they could take the form of
modifications to antenna or tower, or in
extreme cases, site relocation.
Robert Surette of Shiveley Labs
showed radiation characteristecs of existing FM antennas and work that is being
done on altering interbay spacing to limit
downward radiation levels.
This is normally accomplished with
addition of bays to restore the antenna
gain lost thru the reduced spacings.
Dane Ericksen of Hammett and Edison
further discussed occupational exposure
situations and what precautions should
be taken.
The subject of "hot spots" of reradiation around guy lines and fencing was

brought up, as well as ambiguities in the
current ANSI standard relating to their
measurement.
Ericksen's firm has a petition for
rulemaking before the Commission addressing the need for declaratory rulings
in this and other areas of the present
Section 1.1307(b) requirements.
Ken Keane of the law firm of Wilner
ez Scheiner, Washington, DC discussed
aseries of hypothetical cases involving
station employees, third-party contractors and the general public to demonstrate station liabilities in each type of
scenario.
Great emphasis was placed on licensee liability arising from potential "misrepresentation" in the self-certification of
compliance on the Form 301 and license
renewal process.
A station simply checking the compliance box without further investigation,
and placing astatement in their policy
book without further attempt to acquaint
employees with its contents could be in
great jeopardy.
Questions surrounding insurance considerations were also addressed.
Barry Umansky, Deputy General
Counsel for the NAB, wrapped the session up with discussion of the Electromagnetic Energy Policy Alliance, an
industry organization attempting to effect uniform regulation of RF radiation.
During the question and answer session that followed, the review of the
ANSI C95.1-1982 standards were discussed in greater detail.
The review, slated for later this year,
holds the potential for reduction of the
existing limits to approximately 1/5 of
their current levels for general public exposure, and could have an adverse affect on even more stations if adopted.
Geary Morrill is Director of Engineering
for Mid West Family stations and afrequent
contributor to RW.

Focus On DA Issues
by Tom Osenkowsky
Anaheim CA ... They just keep getting
bigger and better, the conventions and
the seminars.
The 19th Annual Directional Antenna
Seminar sponsored by the NAB, held
September 8-10 to coincide with Radio
'8Z was no exception.
Fifty-three attendees from as far away
as Australia and Puerto Rico were exposed to topics such as broadbanding,
DA maintenance, reradiation, proof-ofperformance, how-to's, and amyriad of
discussions related to the everyday upkeep and optimization of DAs.
According to NAB Science and Technology engineer Michael Rau, the coupling of Radio '87 to the seminar was a
great success.
Supplementing the classroom lectures,
where each lecture topic was presented
by an experienced consulting engineer,
attendees were rotated among three
hands-on workshops where they could
ask questions about to their own systems.
On hand was FCC AM Branch Engineer John Sadler who discussed partial proofs, procedures and preparation.
Classroom materials supplied to each
attendee included looseleaf bound flip
charts for future reference, topographic
map, ruler and protractor (as well as a

Smith chart), for plotting impedances for
broadbanding purposes.
A synopsis of major topics covered include:
• Vector analysis of fields—how to determine which phasor controls affect
what radials.
• Plotting of impedances on aSmith
chart and plotting radials and coordinates on a topo map.
• Broadbanding—can your array be
broadbanded and how to do it yourself.
• Reradiation—how to identify and
cure reradiating parasitic structures.
• Networks, sample systems, impedances and instrumentation in anuts
and bolts discussion that tells you the
tricks of the trade and how to save both
time and money.
• Proof-of-performance— what the
FCC requires and how to do it right.
There are tentative plans to continue
holding the well-attended DA seminar
during the NAB's radio show.
With the DA seminar traveling with
the Radio Convention, engineers across
the continent (and beyond) have a
golden opportunity to learn about DM.
The seminar and the convention can
help attract more engineering attendees
to both.
Tom Osenlcowsky is aregular RW columnist.
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AM Faces Electrical Interference
by Michael Callaghan
Anaheim CA ... If AM radio is going
to stand a fighting chance, it's imperative that measures be taken to reduce interference as much as possible.
While interference from other stations
is often unavoidable, static from power
lines and electrical equipment can be
controlled. This control was the topic of
the session on Removing Electrical Interference_
Current Technology's Barry Epstein
spoke on anumber of important issues,
including the effect of "dirty power" and
what it can do to AM radio, and the need
for conditioners to temper the 6000 V
spikes coming in the power line.
Also of concern is the new SF6 "superfast" switches the utilities use that interrupt the power for "only" two cycles
when they work.
He pointed out that during that two
cycle siesta, computer power supplies
can "ring" and produce high frequency
outputs remarkably close (but not close
enough) to the system clock frequency.
Epstein took the National Electrical
Code to task as not being good enough.
When it was written, the power companies were feeding amuch different type
of load than they have now.
Jim Zoulek from the FCC's Long Beach
office commented on the role his office
plays in interference complaints. Typically power line RF noise problems are
cured by the power company.
When complaints are caused by other
than power lines, the process starts with
aform filled out by the person suffering
the problem.
The FCC sends acouple of letters to
the person responsible, and if that fails,
the enforcement section may get involved, with a lot more clout and the
power to levy fines if needed.
Mike Rau from the NAB's Science and

Ad

Technology Department pointed out that
AM Improvement includes the reduction
of electrical interference.
Rau said there aren't enough standards
limiting interference levels. Enforcement
of standards would command the installation of the necessary traps and filters
at the time of manufacture, where it
would be much less costly than the present "sniff and fix" situation.
He also pointed out that the NAB and
the FCC are both keeping aclose eye on
the RF lighting issue.
Recent attention aims at controlling

dbx RIA- 1

PROOF OF PERFORMANCE TESTS
ANYTIME YOU WANT IT - EVEN
WHEN YOU'RE ON THE AIR

Harris' FM-3.5K, 3.5 kW FM
t-ansmitter is designed to give
real-world benefits to FM

broadcasters. That is why it is
the Number One choice!
The FM-3.5K is cleanly engineered
for broad system applications, with
output power from 800 to 4000 watts.
and its MX-15 exciter and broadband
solid-state 150 watt RF driver is your
assurance of maximum signal clarity.

For the complete story on benefits
you'll get with Harris' FM-3.5K,
phone 1-800-4-HARRIS, Extension
3007, or write: Harris Broadcast Division, Radio Sales, P. 0. Box 4290,
Quincy, IL 62305-4290.
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was the FCC summoned. Instead 76%
tried fine-tuning the station, 73% put up
with the interference and, 61% (here
comes the program directors greatest
fear) changed the station.
The bottom line is that as audiences
become more accustomed to the virtually static-free environment of FM, the
need to remove as much static and other
interference from the AM band becomes
critical.
Power companies, equipment manufacturers and regulating agencies all have
to work together to help achieve this objective.
Mike Callaghan is CE of KIIS-FM, Los
Angeles, and was aparticipant on the panel
on Removing Electrical Interference.

dim

Our competition is
behind us in 3.5 kW
FM transmitters!

Automatic power control and VSWR
foldback features will benefit you by
minimizing the need for operator adjustments, and Harris' exclusive FlexPatch will keep you on the air in
emergencies.

emissions from devices using RF oscillators to excite fluorescent lamps, and
producing alot of unwanted carriers in
the process. A Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking is still undecided, even after two years of FCC study.
Rau also passed out copies of an NAB
study entitled, "What Does The Public
Do Whey They Experience Signal Interference?"
The study covered many different locations where interference was heard,
causes and any action taken.
In not one case, according to the study,

The dbx RTA-1 lets you perform precise and comprehensive source analysis of signals and noise as
well as rooms, equipment, and transmission
media— using the music itself as the test signal. You

Analyze response of transmitter and transmission
media with continuous updating using normal program. See the effects of signal processing, land
lines/microwave/satellite/STL's, noise reduction.

can make measurements during system setup,
sound checks, tape recording, or broadcasting, all
while program material is actually playing.

Pinpoint problem areas and components during
equipment troubleshooting; real time means less
down time. Monitors competitor's peak levels.

For a complete analysis of the dbx RTA-1 real time analyzer
call your BSW representative— TOLL FREE 1-800-426-8434

:7■

BSW 7012 - 27th Street West - Tacoma, Washington 98466
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NO KITCHEN CABINETS!
In

Radio Systems' Broadcast Only
Furniture Woodshop

We're Specialists
Our cabinetmakers are never out installing someone's kitchen. All they do is build professional broadcast studio
furniture — all day long.
That's important because it takes an experienced cabinetmaker and a company that understands broadcasting to
make studio ,Turniture that performs properly.

Performance Furniture
The quality construction, and appearance of your cabinetry
does impact on your air sound in a big ‘
vay. Furniture
must be fabricated with your format, equipment and
operation in mind to allow efficient operation.

Custom Built
Don't let the word "custom" scare yin'. Because we're
always building studios, it's just as fast and inexpensive for
us to build furniture in your size and color as it is to
build standard pieces that never quite fit in your studio.
That means that instead of "catalogue compromises"
you can get custom furniture built to your dimensions,
finish, counter-top color, and with all the built-in options
your operation demands for a hectic broadcast environment.

Buy Furniture from
a Broadcast Company
Our woodshop was started to build furniture t'or our inhouse broadcast installation group. Over the years, we
refined construction techniques that work in the real world.
When you take advantage of our experience — your
console cutouts will fit perfectly, rack rails will space right,
and wiring areas will be pre-planned — because we've been
where you are.

Start with a Design

Call us today and we'll draft a blueprint exactly to your specifications, or we'll suggest
a layout based on your equipment and room size.
We take broadcast furnituir very seriously.

Broadcast Furniture from Radio Systems
•Console Tables
•Equipment Racks
•Turntable Pedestals
•Reel-to-Reel Mounts

•Equipment Terretts
•Record Storage Units
•Cart Racks
•CD Racks

Rama SYSTEMS INC

5113 WEST CHESTER PIKE • EDGEMONT, PA 19028 • 215/356-4700
800/523-2133 ( IN PA 800/423-2133)
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The Future of Synchronous AM
by Geary Morrill
Anaheim CA ... Attendees at atechnical session on Synchronous AM Transmission found out that benefits of the
technology may well be outweighed by
the expenses incurred to implement this
experimental operation.
Many smaller broadcasters in attendance at the symposium, looking for a
cost-effective way to improve deficiencies
in their AM patterns short of re-locating
their main sites, seemed taken aback by
the magnitude of economy presented.
High price tag
A case in point was the 300 W non-D
daytime, 500 W DA nighttime synchronous operation in East Las Vegas,
Nevada to supplement 10 kW day, 1kW
night DA2primary coverage on 870 kHz
from Laughlin, some 60 miles away.
According to Slim Sulyma of Advanced Broadcast Consultants (the consultant to Laughlin Roughrider), the
licensee has spent in the neighborhood
of $600,000 to implement the experimental technology.
Initially Laughlin hoped to syn-

chronize carriers precisely, but has settled for independently operating tolerance oscillators due to difficulties experienced in "locking" the carrier frequency of the satellite to the main.
Questions concerning AM stereo operation remain to be answered as well, due
to the need for phase as well as frequency coherency for such operation to
succeed.
Some encouragement was found in
the fact that the area of interference he-

tween the two sites— where signal
strength from both transmitters approached aunity level—is not as large as
theory would indicate.
Once the carrier from the dominant
site roughly doubles the "interference"
transmitter level, that signal is fully
listenable.
Due to the unpopulated area between
the experimental synchronous sites, this
area is of little concern. In amore populous area of the country, however, this

Cart Machines
A panel on new cart machine technology, where analog tape was pronounced alive and well,
was typical of the variety of engineering sessions offered. Left to right are Jack Williams of Pacific Recorders & Engineering, Art Constantine of Fidelipac, Judith Gross of Radio World, Tom
Becker of ITC/3M, Moderator Jim Loupas and Tim Bealor of Broadcast Electronics.

could become a much greater factor.
Al Resnick of CapCities, another panelist on the symposium, explained how
asimple synchronous solution for WLSAM in Chicago was scrapped once a
$60,000 initial price tag was placed on
it.
Guidelines needed
While the technology has been utilized
elsewhere in the world, and even in the
Northeast US for some time, Wally Johnson, of Moffet, Larson and Johnson,
who moderated the panel, indicated that
much remains to be resolved regarding
FCC guidelines for eventually establishing licensing procedures for such operations.
It is unclear whether such facilities
should be limited to supplement inadequate coverage within astation's existing
market, or allowed to exist as "satellite"
TV operations have for years.
Questions regarding current duopoly
restrictions and interference contours remain to be addressed as well, according
to Johnson.
The Commission is soliciting comments on the issues, technical and legal,
brought up by the proposed and existing synchronous experimental operations.
Geary Morrill is Director of Engineering
for Mid West Family stations.

NRSC Leads Session
by Tom McGinley
Anaheim CA ... It had been several
years since the NAB held apanel on audio processing.
The Radio '87 panel was composed of
representatives from four of the leading
manufacturers of audio processing
equipment.
Present were Bob Orban of Orban Associates, Glenn Clark of Texar, Stan Salek of Circuit Research Labs ( CRL), and
Eric Small of Modulation Sciences.
The dominant topic of discussion was
the new NRSC standard for preemphasis, which was recognized by the panel
as probably the most important recent
technical breakthrough for AM broadcasters.
The consensus was that if amajority
of AM stations get on the bandwagon
and implement the transmission standard in their processing chains, adjacent
channel interference will substantially
diminish on the band.
This, in turn, will allow receiver
manufacturers to build and market high
fidelity wideband AM radios.
Individual approaches
Orban, Clark and Salek each briefly
described their company's particular approach to implementing the proper
preemphasis curve and stopband filter
characteristics in each NRSC add-on unit
or retrofit card.
Salek also showed sample curves from
tests he had performed on transmitters,
showing that distortion performance will
benefit by stopping the audio response
at 10 kHz (see related NRSC story, this
issue).
Clark emphasized the importance of
regularly checking the transmission distortion and response performance of the
AM transmitter, especially with tubetype units.

Unlike FM, AM transmitters age and
deteriorate much more quickly causing
a degraded on-air sound.
Stereo image
Small, the lone panel member who
has not been involved in the development of the NRSC standard, addressed
other processing issues.
He briefly discussed the advantage of
processing improvements in the spatial
domain, rather than the loudness domain.
For AM stereo transmission, he explained how use of his new StereoMaxx
spatial image enhancer will transmit a
wider stereo image, while leaving the
mono sum signal or mono sources such
as straight voice totally unaffected.
But the session continued to be dominated by talk about NRSC.
Product available
Orban, Clark and Salek mentioned
that their companies are now shipping
their NRSC equipment to stations.
Two other manufacturers not
represented on the panel, Inovonics and
Energy-Onix, are also reportedly shipping NRSC equipment.
A show of hands of the approximately
60 session attendess indicated that many
AM stations have either already installed
NRSC equipment or plan to in the very
near future.
Panel members agreed that the standard should be made amandatory FCC
regulation, rather than just continuing as
a voluntary standard.
Michael Rau of the NAB's Science and
Technology department told the attendees that such an effort was currently being considered (see related NRSC story).
Tom McGinley is currently director of engineering for First Media and was the moderator for the Radio '87 Audio Processing Session.
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Variables of FM Antenna Design
by W.C. Alexander
Part It of IV
Dallas TX ... In the last installment, we
discussed items relating to terrain and
obstructions that have an effect on the
signal and influence antenna design.
In this part we'll examine some of the
technical variables of FM antennas.
An FM antenna, mounted on the vertical race or leg of atower, will radiate
more than half its energy above the horizon arid into space. This is wasted
energy
Beam tilt, or the tilting of the main
lobe of the antenna by mechanical or
electrical means can be used to put the
main lobe of the antenna either at or below the radio horizon.
Calculating the tilt
The distance to the radio horizon in
miles is roughly the square root of twice
the height of the antenna. Some
trigonometry is required to calculate the
depression angle to the radio horizon
In some cases you may need to tilt the
beam down even more to place the main
WC Alexander is director of engineering
for Crawford Broadcasting and asoon- to-hepublished novelist He can he reached at
214-445-1713.

lobe directly on the principle community.
Typical beam tilts are in the order of
0.5 to 0.75 degrees down. It should be
noted that beam tilting lowers the gain
of an antenna.
In the days of old, beam tilt was accomplishedi by mechanically tilting the
intenna down somewhat.
nresent day technology accomplishes
oeam tilting electrically by delaying the

highest power FM transmitters on the
market were 40 kW.
With line losses considered, apower
gain of 3or more was required to produce a100 kW ERP. This required at least
asix-bay antenna.
Fortunately transmitter manufacturers
have made great strides in the development of FM transmitters with power outputs on the order of o0 kW allowing a

Until recently little choice
was available for higher
ERP levels.
currents to the lower antenna bays and
advancing the currents to the upper
bays.
All this is normally accommodated in
the design of the power divider.
Antenna gain vs TPO
Different engineers have different
opinions of what combination of transmitter power and antenna gain is appropriate for agiven ERP.
Until recently little choice was available for higher ERP levels since the

LET'S DANCE!
Our DJ packages can help you meet your active remote
schedules easily and economically The system includes two
Technics SL- 1200 turntables with Stanton 680 EL cartridges.
your choice of mixer, and acustom Anvil case to house the
system. Bradley can also provide amps. speakers and all the
accessories for acomplete set-up. Call today and let us help
you to get your show " on-the-road"

Standard DJ Package with Numark 185ORM Mixer

$1812.00 Delivered*
Deluxe DJ Package with Rane MP- 24 Mixer

$2054.00 Delivered*
Price includes surface delivery in continental US

Call Toll Free 1-800-732-7665

BRADLEY
BROADCAST
SALES
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much wider range of antennas that can
be used for a given ERP.
This is particularly important in areas
where FAA restrictions limit the height
of towers and ashorter antenna must be
used to put the center of radiation at or
above the required level
As a rule the more bays an antenna
has the narrower its main lobe will be.
This is an important consideration
when it comes to planning for signal
penetration in areas where shadowing
and multipath are likely to occur i
which
includes almost all urban areas).
Generally speaking the lower the antenna gain and higher the TPO for a
given ERP the greater the energy that is
actually radiated.
Consequently lower gain antennas
seem to fill better and produce less multipath than those with higher gains for
agiven ERP.
Null fill
In its vertical plane radiation pattern
every FM antenna exhibits amain lobe
and a series of minor lobes.
The dips between these lobes are the
nulls because the radiation drops to near
zero in these very sharp areas.
Typically for alb bay antenna the first
null will occur at approximately 5.5 ' below the horizon, and the second null at
10.5
Using trigonometry, one can calculate
that the first null would strike the
ground at a distance of approximately
two miles away, and the second at one
mile, assuming atower height of 1000 '
over uniform terrain
The relative field will fall to near zero
in these nulls, and therefore it is important to consider what lies in these null
areas.
Electrical null fill can be employed to
give a percentage of fill in these nulls,

typically 10 to 20 percent.
Normally, only the first null is compensated for, because the second null is
so close to the transmitter site it is
usually not a factor
Added benefits
Perhaps more important than providing coverage in the areas where the nulls
strike the ground is the effect that null
fill has on the overall vertical plane pattern of the antenna.
Filling the first null will tend to
broaden the main lobe and therefore
more energy is concentrated in that main
lobe, where you want it. This has avery
desirable effect on multipath
Adding null fill to an antenna is accomplished by feeding more power to
the upper half of acenter fed antenna.
As with beam tilting, it does lower the
gain of the antenna.
Any time asignal from two different
directions or paths reaches the receiver
multipath interference occurs.
Most people who live in the asphalt
jungle are well acquainted with multipath and it's associated chopping and
chirping.
Shadowing effects
Shadowing, which occurs when an
obstruction in the path blocks the signal
to the receiver, can work with multipath
to make asignal unlistenable.
The worst case scenario would be a
station outside of town with its tower on
amountain another lower ridge halfway
to town and another mountain on the
other side of the city
Shadowing is going to occur in the
parts of the city hidden by the lower
ridge, and multipath is going to occur
over most of the city because of the direct signal from the tower mixing with
the reflected signal from the opposite
mountain.
Situations like this require special consideration in the design, utilizing uncommon amounts of beam tilt and careful selection of the transmitter site.
Multipath can be either source induced or obstruction induced.
Obstruction induced multipath is difficult to get around, but careful transmitter site selection and attention to antenna
gain and first null fill will help.
Source induced multipath comes from
IM products and sideband distortions,
usually generated in the antenna itself
but sometimes from sources such as another nearby FM antenna with selective
filters in the transmission line.
In the next installment we'll take alook
at the various types of antennas available, some of their individual characteristics, advantages and disadvantages.

Sales Manager
Program Automation Systems
The leadership company in program automation seeks an individual who can
personally sell automation systems and who can select and train reps to sell systems
Radio station background and positive selling experience required. Position is
in amodern 70,000 square foot air conditioned headquarters facility in Quincy, Illinois. Excellent Salary plus commission on sales. Superb employee benefit programs include profit sharing and 401(k).
Send resume in confidence to:

Where Service and Engineering Make the Difference
8101 Cessna Avenue • Gaithersburg, Maryland 20879
MD & DC. 301-948-0650 • FAX: 301-330-7198
Circle Reader Service 16 on Page 24
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Broadcast Electronics. Inc.
4100 N 24th St., P.O. Box 3606
Quincy. IL 62305-3606
(
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Telex 250142
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NABEL NBC Talks Start Again
Alex Zavistovich
Washington DC ... At press time, talks
were scheduled to resume September 22
between the National Association of
Broadcast Employees and Technicians
(NABET) and NBC. Although details of
the new round of talks were unavailable,
the discussions pick up on a session
which failed earlier in the month.
On 1September, talks had been suspended between negotiating committees
of the two parties, reportedly with no
progress made. The netotiations had begun in Washington DC on 25 August,
with the participation of the Federal
Mediation and Conciliation Service
(FMCS).
NABET has been on strike against
NBC since 29 June, when the network
unilaterally implemented afinal contract
offer which the union had found unacceptable. Some insiders had expected
the late August talks to have resolved the
dispute—whether the current round will
bring an end to the strike is unknown.
According to NABET International
Representative John Krieger, in early
Seprember the two sides were still apart
on basic issues such as the status of nonunion employees.
Krieger had blamed NBC for breaking
off the last round. He noted the network
was "holding firm" on anumber of issues,
including contract language enabling nonunion employees to cover sports and news
for NBC, which "could cost the union between 150 and 200 jobs."
Krieger said that NBC VP/Labor Relations Day Krolik, amember of the NBC
negotiating committee, told NABET he
had " no authority" to change the language. NBC's reluctance to bargain on
those issues, Krieger maintained, was
preventing a resolution to the contract
dispute.
Krolik told RW that "progress had
been made" in Washington, and that
fewer issues are separating the parties
than had been previously. However, he
said discussions were adjourned by the

FMCS after it became clear the groups
were "not in aposture to advance talks
any further!'
However, the talks have resumed. At
press time, neither Krolik nor Krieger
could be contacted to discuss the talks
slated for late September.
Some sources had relayed rumors
that, in the past round of discussions,
the negotiating teams were planning on
"talking until they (came) up with something." The sources had expected the union and the network to come to an agreement before the Papal tour of the US in
late summer.
As late as the first week of September,
Krieger and Krolik had said no talks
were planned.
(continued on page 26)

Aphex N
Makes You a
Winner In the
"No Win
Modulation
Wars"

ow there's no reason to give up sound quality for
loudness. The Aphex Audiophile Air Chain has
changed that You can keep your quality listeners
happy with true auciophile sound and still have
competitive loudness using Aphex products.
"Tile complaints from listeners stopped," exulted
Herb Squire CE of WQXR-FM, the leading classical
station in New York City, the most competitive
market in the world That was after WQXR replaced
its olc FM processors with an Aphex C)mpellor7
Dominator and Aural Exciter,
AM, FM or TV...rock lo Bach or talk, with the
same control settings, Aphex products. will give you
ams;stent high quatity sound. Compared to other processors which need to be tuned for alriost every song
and bchieve loudness by homogenizing or crunching
to the point of pain
Once your Aphex Compelke, Dominator and Aural
Exciter are installed, your signal will maintain the
same high quality regardless of program or who, is
controlling the tx:pani. If 3eDu want the .. leanest, most
transparent natural sound on the air, call or write
todae to arrange tra dento.
,

DIRECT READING
WIND CHILL
METER

The Model 851 is acompact fully
integrated instrument providing TEMPERATURE, WIND SPEED or WIND
CHILL TEMPERATURE information
(switch selectable) on abright digital
display.
Circuitry within the Model 851 instantly calculates the current wind
chill temperature eliminating the
need for conversion charts, graphics
or equations. 81
/"W, 21
2
/"H, 6" D.
2

AP'HEX SYSTE111.5 LTD.
13340 Satway St
North Hollywood, CA 91605 (818) 765-2412
Desigmd and niant¡facture( in USA

TEXAS ELECTRONICS. INC.
PO. Box 7225 Dallas, TX 75209
(214) 631-2490
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Here's aswitch:

AUDIO
CROSSBAR
SVVITCHER

an audio router that mixes too!
introducing the only high performance,- programmable audio-routing
switcher that can mix as well as route: the
new ACS Series from Mitsubishi.
..s..

EXCLUSIVE INPUT MIXING
The ACS Series Audio Mixing/Routing Switcher can do more than just handle a
broadcaster's usual audio signal routing assignment tasks—its also designed to electronically mix multiple input sources.
Available in either mono or stereo
configurations, the standard ACS
System permits up to 96 inputs to be
assigned to as many as 64 outputs.
Larger custom configurations are
available.
FLEXIBLE CONTROL
The ACS System is controlled by aPC XT/AT-compatible computer, with
easy-to-use, menu-driven
software. Up to eleven
(11) preset matrices can
be instantaneously salvo-fired.

II M
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R

The system also features self-diagnostics,
password security, fail-safe operation and
RS-232C/422 bus control. If your facilities
have unique control requirements, your
in-house software systems can be easily
integrated with the ACS hardware and
software.
Any ACS System installation can be
easily expanded on site. Available options
include up to 32 remote control stations,
our exclusive touch-sensitive
Plasma Display Controller
and aprinter.
The affordable ACS
System has been delivered
to major installations and
is available now. Contact
us for complete technical
literature.
PC Control:
Assign and mix an unlimited
number of audio inputs.
*Typical specifications: 0.004% THD 0dBy;
+29.5 dBy maximum level.

MITSUBISHI PRO AUDIO GROUP
DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT CORPORATION
Headquarters: 225 Parkside Drive, San Fernando, CA 91340 • re(818) 898-2341 • FAX ( 818) 365-8310
Tennessee: e(615) 371-6602
ü 1987 DEC

New York: e(212) 713-1600

Canada: te(416) 365-3363

United Kingdom .120727-40584
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Riding Out A Lightning Strike
by John " Q" Shepler
Rockford IL ... It's one of those muggy
August afternoons, the dog-days.
Tim Mullin, CE, is about to have an
early supper before heading to the station.
He stands in front of the open refrigerator door trying to choose the best of the
leftovers. The cold from the fridge feels
so good he hates to make adecision.
A moment later, Tim hears acrack of
thunder in the distance. He decides to
grab half asub and hit the road before
he gets caught in adownpour.
Tim peels into the station parking lot
just as the first big drops hit his windshield. With an orange soda in one hand
he scrambles across the lot and through
the front door.
Pausing to catch his breath he can hear
Jerry White, the intern, cueing up anew
automation tape.

on outside
The sounds of thunder and lightning
rage even closer.
He thinks about the clock ticking away
those precious minutes. Then he thinks
about what might happen if he crawled
into that transmitter during an electrical
storm. His decision is made.
Tim eyes the muddy path to the main
building and makes a dash toward a
blurry spot that must be the back door.
Soaked and shaken he collapses into a
kitchen chair.

shorting stick! Those caps may still be
charged.
The stick is way around the back of the
transmitter in the lower cabinet. Too far
away. He looks around for his largest
screwdriver and finds it on the bench.
Armed, Tim makes another stab toward the cavity. Once again his arm
freezes before the screwdriver penetrates
the opening.
Tim waits asecond and glances over
his shoulder, pausing just long enough
to become conscious of what is going

"We wanted the best
"I would highly recommend it to
sound in town—Ithink we
anyone—except my competitors!"
— The automatic equalization
were successful."
and gently gain riding were just what
Ray Fisher, Program Director
Martin Brandi, Chief Engineer we were looking for. And thank you for
WZIX, Columbus, MS
CJMF-FM, Quebec City, Canada
making your updates retrofittable."
(Contemporary Hit Radio)
(Soft Rock

Lightning strike
The outside light has disappeared in
a matter of a few minutes. The booms
of thunder preceded by the ripping of
lightning bolts are getting more and
more frequent.

Tips
Suddenly the lights in the station are
off. The taped music moans to a stop.
Before Tim knows it the lights pop back
on but the sound doesn't return.
There is only a faint hissing in the
monitor speaker. Tim heads to the
equipment racks where Jerry is already
working the remote control.
The meters are dead. No plate and no
filaments. Jerry stabs at the buttons again
and again. No luck. He turns to Tim
with ahelp-me stare.
Tim charges through the back door
and out 300 feet to the transmitter building. It's dead quiet inside.
The exhaust fan as well as the transmitter is shutdown. The air hangs heavy
and Tim can smell some funny odors,
like plastic melting.
Tim glances at the breaker box. The
main is tripped as well as the transmitter breaker. He kicks the main back on
and the fluorescent lights flicker to life.
The exhaust fan also starts to spin and
the louvers creak open. The radio used
as an air monitor is hissing loudly.
Precious seconds
Instinctively Tim pops the fasteners on
the final cavity. As he sets the cover aside
the smell increases.
Now there are some burning insulation smells mixed in. His heart sinks into
his stomach.
Like all dedicated engineers Tim has
a professional conscience that tugs at
him.
It takes the form of aloud clock ticking away the seconds of lost air-time.
Tim feels the sweep hand counting up
those lost seconds, then minutes. His
pulse is racing. What to do?
His right arm lurches toward the
open cavity. Then it freezes mid-air. The
John Shepler is an engineering manager,
broadcast consultant, writer, & regular RW
columnist. He can be reached at 815654-0145.

Jerry slides into the eating area and
wants to know what's happening.
"Not much," Tim replies. "Too nasty
out there."
An hour passes before the heavy stuff
lets up. The lights in the station flash, the
sky lights up and the crashes of thunder almost overlap each other.
The GM calls from acampground 40
miles away. He too had caught the fury
of the storm and was just now willing
to touch apay phone
(continued on page 22)

Don Hobson, Engineering Manager
KJQY, San Diego, CA
(light and Easy M •

"Increased our punch
and gave us afuller sound. It's
ultimately clean. In acompetitive marke,
regardless of format, the cleaner sound gets (and
keeps) the long-term listener. The added controls
give us the advantage of tailoring our sound
to the listener ."John Berrewski, Chief Engineer

"It's scary! Loud and dense,
but not fatiguing. And it's consistent
whether we're playing old LPs or anew
Huey Lewis CD."
Duffy Egan, Chief Engineer
WPRO-FM, Providence, RI
(Contemporary Hit Radio)

WBMX, Chicago, IL
(Urban Contemporary)

"Clean and loud."
Barry Mishkind, Chief Engineer
KFXX, Tucson, AZ
(Contemporary Hit Radio)

"Clean and natural without
being strident. It gives you lots of
adjustment capabilities, and will fit almost
any format. The manuals are very good
as usual."

"Voices sound clean and open,
and the music sounds great."

David Ficker, Chief Engineer
KHOO, Waco, TX
(Adult Contemporary)

"It's the biggest bang for the buck—
lets us customize our sound for our
listeners."

"Super! The most cost-effective
change we've ever made."
Randy Wells, Chief Engineer
KREO, Santa Rosa, CA
(Adult Contemporary
-qxtitee

"Lethal."
Terry Carpenter, Chief Engineer

John Buckham, thief Engineer
KITS, San Francisco, CA
(Modem Rock)

"Gave us more punch and clarity
without any increase in distortion."
Michael Fast, Chief Engineer

Matt Conner, Chief Engineer
WASH, Washington, D.C.
(Adult Contemporary)
,

WPOC, Baltimore, MD
(Modem Country)

IgYY, Houston, TX
(Vocal Soft Rock)

The OPTIMOD-FM XT2 Processor:
Everything they say is true.
Orban's XT2 Six-Band Limiter is an
accessory chassis that works with any
8100-series OPTIMOD-FM. It gives you bass and
high frequency equalizers, plus CLIPPING and
DENSITY controls that let you customize the
sound for your format and target audience. At
S2075' it's probably the most cost-effective
upgrade you can make to your audio.

(suggested list)

For the details, see your Orban dealer, or

contact us direct.
Orban Associates Inc.
645 Bryant St, San Francisco, CA 94107 USA
Phone (415) 957-1067 or (800) 227-4498
Telex 17-1480 FAX (415) 957-1070

«ban
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When a Storm Hits the Station
(continued from page 21)
Had the station taken ahit? How bad?
He gets quiet when Ilm ticks off the few
problems he had noticed while at the
transmitter.
"Ok, do what you can, guys;' the GM
says, and hangs up.
Another hour passes before the electrical part of the storm moves off to the
horizon. Tim decides to take acalculated
risk and get this baby back on the air.
Back in the transmitter building, he
resets the main breaker again. This time
however, he pulls the back door off the
transmitter and unhooks the grounding
stick.
Swinging it around, Tim touches the
stick to anything that even looks like it
might carry more than 24 V.
Close call
Satisfied, he goes back around to the
front of the transmitter and peeks into
the final cavity.
There are long black scorch marks at
the top of the cavity and down the
plumbing. Tim's jaw drops. It isn't the
damage.
There was damage before. It's the
knowledge that had his fingers been
wrapped around those tuning components in the last couple of hours, there
wouldn't be much left of this CE.
He quickly surveys the situation. The
cavity is damaged, the final is certainly blown and the high voltage supply
has a few problems. And another line
of thunderstorms is approaching from

the west.
Tim remembers the emergency setup
they used last year when the new antenna was being installed.
The old three-bay is still hanging on
that telephone pole just outside. But
would the exciter get up and run?
Tim resets the breaker for the equipment rack next to the transmitter. Lights
and meters start to jump. The mod monitor is up, and the exciter looks like it
might be OK.
He flips off the breaker and nervously
swaps the old antenna for the transmitter drive on the exciter output. On with
the breaker once more and aquick check
of the output reading. OK, back in business.
Tim calls Jerry on the house phone
and tells him to get cracking with whatever weather information they can provide to their limited service area.
Somewhat relieved that he had at least
given the station a small voice, Tim
heads back to the studio to wait out the
rest of the storms. At his desk in the
shop, he pours over the transmitter
schematics.
He is certain that some components
were goners, but he needs atest strategy
for the other areas. He settles on aplan
of progressively bringing the transmitter to life.
First he'd get the breakers to stay on by
isolating the power supplies. Then he'd
get the low voltage up followed, hopefully, by the high voltage. The final amplifier would be the biggest challenge.

Digital Hybrid
Now your telephone audio can have the
consistent quality you demand for on- air

He'd save that one for last.
He calls Bill Peters, afriend and CE of
asimilar station 20 miles south. If he can
get Bill's assistance, they might stand a
chance.
Bill is his best hope, not just because
they're friends and would help each
other out, but because Bill has the same
model transmitter and astock of spare
parts.
Tim is in luck. Bill's station was spared
the brunt of the lightning attack and is
still on the air. They agree to meet just
after midnight with Bill's van loaded
with parts and Tim providing the pop
and pizza.
Makeshift solution
About 12:15, Bill backs his van down
the gravel path to the transmitter building and the two engineers set about their
work. The rain has stopped.
They disconnect the power supplies
from the rest of the transmitter circuits,
and then reset the breakers.
There is still a short. Tim lifts the
secondary leads of the high voltage
transformer. Now the breakers hold.
Low voltage—OK.
The damage to the high voltage section
consists of ablown rectifier stack and a
filter choke shorted from case to ground.
That accounts for the insulation smell.
Bill has an extra stack but no choke.
They settle for insulating the choke on
drinking glasses for the time being. High
voltage ON and holding!
Now the ugly job. Bill pulls the final
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and set it aside. They check the socket.
Except for some discoloration, it
doesn't look bad. How about the plate
insulator? It ohmed out ok, but that's no
guarantee. Would she run? Not yet—still
a short to ground.
The problem is isolated to ahigh voltage doorknob capacitor cracked down
the middle. Some plastic standoff insulators also look and smell fried, but are
still intact.
Bill has a collection of high voltage
caps, but not the exact replacement.
Since this is only for bypass they pick
something close and find hardware to
match.
The two engineers put the covers back
on the transmitter and start the warmup cycle. First filaments—let Bill's rebuilt
final warm up a little. Then plates.
Incredibly, they're up and running.
The final tuning needs touching up, but
at least there's no arcing.
Tim also resets the exciter tuning from
the changes needed for running directly
into the old antenna. What a relief,
they're back on.
Tim grins at Bill. "Thanks, pal, Iowe
ya one."
"No problem," replies his buddy,
gathering up his remaining parts collection. "But it looks like the strike that
knocked you off came through the
power lines. Ididn't see real damage to
the tuning components.
"You ought to talk the old man into
some surge protection. Might let you
ride out the next one. Besides, who
wants to be out here poking around during athunderstorm?"
"That's for sure," Tim sighs. "Who
knows what could happen?"

.41110111,
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Be Your Station's Cheerleader
by Tim McC3rtney
Boise ID ... Have you ever heard aradio station in which the announcers badmouthed management—on the air?
Ihave worked at two such stations and
was only too happy to see these announcers be forced into rapid career changes.
It seems to go without saying that you
don't criticize your employer in front of
the clientele But vet it happens.
An airline pilot recently publicly
passed the buck for delays to 'those air
traffic controllers."
This sort of behavior does nothing to
boost confidence in the airline industry.
And the situation is even more true in
an entertainment medium such as radio.
Why would someone be so openly
hostile' on the air? The reasons Isaw during cases of abuse included revenge, format change, loss of power, free speech
and superiority.
In the case of revenge, the announcer
thought he deserved apromotion, didn't
get it, and sought appropriate revenge
on station management.
In fact this announcer truly had the
skills to be promoted if only he would
have been willing to move to another
market.
For personal reasons relocation was
ruled out. The result was a doublebridge-burning behind him_
Format change
One station ! knew had changed tormats and the announcer perceived her
role as intolerably diminished She was
upset that such drastic changes could be
made by upper management without
her counsel.
She felt it her civic duty to expose
management directly to its current
listenership in some futile hope of
reversing the format decisions.
After all, her ego had been inflated
over the years by her regular on-air post.
Her listeners had contributed to arationalization which said that her approach to that format alone made the
world turn.
We cannot realistically expect an announcer in such a position to broaden
this tunnel vision.
She saw her own personal role as far
more important than the greater good of
the organization. Once such aperson is
identified, dismissal is the only alternative.
Loss of power
At one station the on-air complaints
centered around the new format. But it
was all acoverup for the true concern:
loss of power.
The in-crowd had lost its ability to get
its own kind on the staff, and had no influence in programming or station direction.
Being publicly angry about losing control isn't likely to win much public support. So their anger was masqueraded
in the form of concern over program
changes.
Some people despise losing power.
One announcer brought in wood boards
to barricade himself in the control room
Tim McCartney is CE of KBSU, Boise
State University. He is a regular contributor to RW, is an SBE Broadcast Engineer, has
amasters degree in human resources development, and is aformer GM. He can be reached
at 208-385-3760.

in-order to advise his listeners about the
inappropriateness of the upcoming format changes.
While he was at it, he lamented over
the sadness that he would not be part
of the new team.
Do these people think management
are imbeciles? We simply pulled the plug
on his little prank, put the production
studio on the air, and showed him the
door.
Free speech
Some folks view the first amendment
as totally without limitation.
One announcer—alaw student—said
station management had no right to
curtail his free speech rights when it
limited his social commentary ,during

a jazz show.
We must assume that he wasn't avery
good student of law. We know that he
wasn't avery good radio programmer or
employee.
Then there are the announcers who
simply know it all. They smack of the
"church lady" character on NBC's Saturday Night Live who is " just alittle bit superior."
They view management as thickheaded thugs with mafia ties who are incapable of comprehending that "Lynyrd
Skynyrd lives on, man!"
Their preoccupation with music often
overules any practical tendencies they
may otherwise demonstrate.
After her radio days had ended over
the loss of power, one announcer carried
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her campaign to aretail establishment.
As manager of alocal record store she
was directly hostile to customers who,
she would eventually learn, supported
the new format. She lost hundreds of
dollars of record sales in the process.
All of this was great news to her competition which got all the extra business
as aresult. Strike one up for capitalism!
Cheerleading is appropriate
It's the responsibility of all radio employees, including engineers, to "talk up
their station :"
If anything can be learned from the behavior of the bizarre announcers recounted here, it is that being astaunch
supporter of your station truly is appropriate and expected behavior.
It helps business. It strengthens the
engineer's role in the station. And, it is
the engineer's responsibility.
Be your station's #1fan!

Harris Pay Cuts Are Reinstated
by Alex Zavistovich
Quincy IL ... Citing successful costcutting measures and an increase in
sales over the past months, Quincybased Harris Broadcast Divisionkplans to
reinstate full employee salaries, following across-the-board pay cuts implemented earlier this year.
At press time, pay level reinstatement
was to take place 26 September The entire Quincy headquarters—approximately 350 people— will be affected by the action. according to Harris Broadcast Division spokesperson Martha Rapp
An across-the-board reduction of 10%
in employee salaries was made by the
company in May, as the product of restructuring of the broadcast division.
Harris had attributed the pay cuts to a
lean sales period in the industry in
general for broadcast transmitters and
related products.
Accompanying the salary reductions.
Harris laid off eighty workers. The layoff followed a "voluntary" reduction of
another eighty workers earlier in the
year.
At the time, Jim Murphy, spokesperson for Harris Corporation, stressed the
pay cuts at Quincy were "temporary,"
and would be reviewed in the early fall.
after areassessment of the business climate.
Following Harris' announcement of
reinstatement of the pay levels, division
VP/Sales and Service Gene Edwards
said "good progress" had been made in
business. "We've become more effective in television sales, and have experienced adefinite pick-up in international business,"
Edwards commented. He added that, although the market for domestic radio
is "soft," the company plans to "redouble" its efforts to improve sales in that
area.
According to Harris, "far-reaching"
programs to increase competitiveness
were instituted during the restructuring
of the Broadcast Division.
Among these were cost-cutting measures such as team manufacturing, in
which the company's audio products are
built by project teams or "cells," rather
than by conventional methods.
Another program born of the restructuring was the "refinement of advanced
marketing and product introduction
strategies." Rapp declined to provide any
of the strategies developed, but noted

Some 350 Harris employees at the firm's Quincy headquarters had
that the program was "closely coordinated with market research."
New engineering programs have also
been instituted at the division. According to Harris, these engineering strategies aided in the completion of the DX10 solid-state digital 10 kW AM transmitter "at less than projected cost."
Edwards said that Harris will "continue with programs designed to reduce
costs and provide products broadcasters
need and want."

salaries reinstated

"Reinstatement of salaries comes at a
time when we are convinced that the Division is on the right track," he commented.
Rapp added, however, that the company has no plans to rehire the employees released earlier this year. Those
employees, she said, were cut as part of
the broadcast division efforts to "streamline" its operations.
For additional information, contact
Martha Rapp at 217-222-8200.
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IPM Plan May Add Interference
by John Kean

Figure 1A. Interference area for Class A
station ( 3 kW 100 m) for
minimum 50 dB stereo
SNR ratio

Part II
Falls Church VA ... This is the second
part of our look into the FCC's recent
Notice of Inquiry in Docket No. 87-121.
This docket considers the use of directional transmitting antennas and some
form of signal contour protection to allow greater flexibility in the location of
commercial FM transmitter sites.
The first part provided background on
the present allocation rules. This final
part explores the basis of the FCC's present allotment system and projects some
estimates of interference for minimum
separation.

Figure 1B. Interference Areas for Class B
station ( 50 kW 150 m) for minimum 50 dB stereo
SNR ratio.

Class A Adjacent
Channel Station

Figure 1C. Interference area
for Class C Station ( 100 kW 600 m)
for Minimum 50 dB stereo SNR
ratio

Class C Adjacent
Channel Station

.1.
Class B Adjacent
Channel Station
Predicted
Interference
--S.N\
Area

Predicted
Interference
Area

Predicted
Interference
Area

.1.
Class A
Co- Channel
Station

Stereo vs mono
The FCC's FM allocations technical
standards are based, to alarge degree,
on a co-channel signal-to-interference
(S/I) ratio of 20 dB. This ratio was established approximately 40 years ago when
the only FM transmission mode was
monophonic.
A 20 dB co-channel S/I ratio results in
an audio SNR of approximately 50 dB for
monophonic reception. For adjacent
channel operation, a6 dB RF S/I ratio
was also expected to result in a50 dB AF
SNR.
For stereophonic transmission the interference ratios are considerably different.
Tests conducted for the National Radio
Systems Committee concluded that a50
dB stereo SNR of 50 dB requires a40 dB
RF S/I ratio for co-channel stations, and
a25 dB RF S/I for adjacent channel stations.
These values represented the mean for
measurements of 17 receivers ranging

100 km

200 km

200 km

(62 miles)

(124 miles)

(124 miles)

from low cost to high cost models.
Recent tests have characterized a50 dB
SNR degraded by interfering signals as
"perceptible but not annoying" for most
radio programming.
In the same tests, a30 dB AF SNR was
generally characterized as "annoying".
Since stereo sound is the FM transmission standard today, many receivers have
neither manual nor automatic means to
override the stereo mode when interference occurs.
The common international standard
for FM stereo broadcasting supports this
finding. The CCIR believes a 50 dB
stereophonic SNR ratio is necessary to
provide aquality FM broadcasting service.
Capture radio
Little or no improvement has occurred
in pertinent aspects of FM receiver performance since the adoption of the FCC's
adjacent and co-channel allocations
policy.
One exception is capture ratio per-

John Kean is asenior engineer with Moffet,
Larson & Johnson Inc., a Washington, DC
area-based consulting firm. Previously he
was asenior engineer with Jules Cohen and
asenior engineer for National Public Radio.
He can be reached at 703-824-5660.

Class C
Co- Channel
Station

Class B
Co- Channel
Station

Distribution
Amplifiers

formance (ameasure of an FM receiver's
ability to suppress aweaker undesired
signal), which has improved significantly in the past 40 years.
The capture effect of an FM receiver is
determined by the modulation index of
the FM system being received, but this
index is low for broadcast FM stereo.
.The modulation index is the quotient
of the peak deviation divided by the
highest modulating frequency.
For mono FM this is 75/15=5; for stereo FM the modulation index is (757.5)/53=1.3 ( where 7.5 kHz is deducted
for stereo pilot injection).
Because stereo FM has arelatively low
modulation index, the broadcast receivers have aminimal ability to capture the
stronger signal and suppress interfering
signals.
FM receiver adjacent channel performance (± 200 kHz) has generally not improved in the last few decades.
Wider radios
The demand for high fidelity equipment with low audio distortion and wide
stereo separation has encouraged development of receivers with rather wide
and flat filter characteristics.

Sete

However, broadening a receiver's response across the desired channel
reduces its ability to select against adjacent channel interference.
(On the other hand, second and third
adjacent channel selectivity of average
receivers has improved, but this change
is not exploited in the present proceeding.)
The diagrams of Figure 1 were prepared to illustrate the areas of interference that are predicted to result to three
classes of adjacent and co-channel separations: A-to-A, B-to- B and C-to-C
classes. (Of course, many other interclass
combinations are possible).
The separations are the minimum distances allowed under present rules and
are roughly equivalent to the contour
protection methods suggested in the
Commission's Notice of Inquiry.
The diagrams are based on the maximum facilities for each class and minimum separation distances described in
Part 1of this article ( see Tradeoffs in FM
Revamp Plan 15 September RW).
The outer circles depict the 60 dBu ( 1
mV/m) contour for each class of station.
Omnidirectional transmitting antennas
(continued on next page)
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Revamp Plan Cause For Concern
(coati'sured from previous page)
and uniform terrain are assumed for
both the desired and interfering station.
The distance scale is the same for each
class so that service areas may be cornThe shaded zone depicts the locations
where the ratio of desired F(50,50) to interfering F(50,10) field strengths are 40
dB and 25 dB for co-channel and adjacent channel operation, respectively.
As discussed earlier, these ratios
would result in astereo SNR of less than
50 dB for the desired station. ( Note that
in the case of Class A stations interference sweeps fully around the site of the
desired transmitter!)
In viewing the diagrams, bear in mind
that the S/I ratios at a point on the 60
dBu contour nearest the interfering station are listed for maximum facilities in

of stations.
Remember that the closest interfering
contour from a nondirectional station
can be assumed to be an arc which is
nearly tangent to the protected contour
at only one point.
With directional antennas the ERP of
the new ( interfering) station can be controlled across an arc which fits this contour around part of the protected contour.
Although the required Sil ratio would
not be exceeded anywhere along the 60
dBu contour, the area of the interference
crescent would increase because its
edges would extend further around the
desired station's service area.
The service areas for maximum operations in each of the three sample classes
is listed in Table 1. The interference areas
are also listed, along with the percent-

the previous article.
For each class, the ratio exceeds 20 dB,

age of service area receiving interference.
It should be noted that the interference
areas depicted in Figure 1and listed in
Table 1are the locations where the probability of interference exists to more than
50% of the locations for more than 10%
of the time.
Clearly interference does not occur at
all locations within the predicted zone,
and it is expected that interference can
occur in some locations outside the zone.
There are more statistically thorough
means of describing this interference to
service, but these methods are beyond
the scope of this article.

the actual interference.
As discussed previously, the majority
of stations operate at greater than minimum spacings due to the random separation of communities chosen in the allotment proceedings.
Also, some stations operate with less
than maximum facilities, reducing their
own area receiving interference, as well
as interference caused to other stations.
A more complex factor which reduces
the interference in some cases is terrain
shielding. Mountains, hills and ridges effectively reduce interference between
some FM stations.
However, these terrain features are not

Limiting factors

considered by a table of separations or
by acontour protection method employing the F(50,10) field strength curves.
On the other hand, extraordinarily flat
terrain results in greater than expected
interference but this land characteristic
is overlooked as well. In those cases,

Why do such large interference areas
always occur between adjacent and cochannel operations?
In reality there are factors which limit

Table 1. Examples of interference areas assuming minimum separation

which results in a mono SNR of better
than 50 dB, but astereo SNR of less than
30 dB.

distances.
Facility
Relation

Service Area
(sq. km)

Using DAs
If a directional transmitting antenna
was employed by the interfering sta-

tions in combination with simple contour protection methodology, greater interference could occur to all classes

A to A

1,855

B to B

8,332

C to C

26,436

Interference Area
Co-Channel
Adjacent Channel
(sq. km) (%)
(sq. km) (%)
1,430
77
1,040
56
1,730
21
1,220
15
5,200
20
3,210
12

greater interference results between stations on adjacent and co-channels.
Potential for problems
We have seen that the present allot-

ment system is based on distance separations which are in turn based on SR
ratios at the "protected" contour of
at least 20 dB co-channel and 6dB adja(continued on page 26)
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That's the goal that many stations have set for
themselves: to generate 100% of their music programming from CDs by the end of 1987. Using copyrighted
station identifiers like " Lazer 104," broadcasters are able
to position themselves in the listeners' minds as the
high-quality music source. One promoted slogan is
"Declare your independence from vinyl on July 4th
1987r Surprisingly, it's not necessarily the big chain
stations in major markets that are leading the charge.
Medium and small market stations have shown themselves just as likely, if not more likely, to become leaders
in their market.
Many of the early hurdles to on-air use of CDs have
been removed. While early CD players were difficult to
cue to music, making it impossible to run atight air
show, and were user-unfriendly, this has changed. Today's CD players (such as the Technics SLP-1200 and
the Studer A725) feature instant start and incremental
cueing, making it possible to cue exactly to any desired
point in the music.
Many stations also questioned whether sufficient
material, both oldies and current, existed on CD format
to support all-CD operations. Oldies have come avery
long way in the past few months. Several of the Beatles'
albums have been released in CD format in just the past
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few weeks, with more to follow shortly. And literally
thousands of oldies titles are available on CD from Century 21 Programming in Dallas, Texas (214/934-2121).
Each disc contains cuts from many different artists, so
you don't pay for the album cuts that weren't hits. Each
cut is ahit.
And more and more of the new release hits are being made available as asingle-title CD. Under intense
pressure from stations and also from influential program
consulting firms like Burkhart/Abrahms/Douglas/Elliot,
record firms are putting new emphasis on making hit
releases immediately available on CD. Some record
companies are getting the message slower than others,
and are also finding themselves at adisadvantage when
trying to get airplay for their new releases. Some stations simply won't add atitle that is not on CD.
Why the big deal over CDs? Because today's listener
has better equipment and is more quality-conscious
than ever before. A higher-quality air product can
translate into higher ratings and higher station revenues.
If you do or will originate asignificant portion of your
music from CDs, you should also consider the quality
of your audio processing equipment. CDs deliver crisp,
clear audio, but not all audio processors can preserve
that quality. The digitally controlled TEXAR AUDIO

PRISM delivers the cleanest, powerful audio money can
buy. All three networks have made multiple purchases
of the AUDIO PRISM for their Owned and Operated
radio stations. And the AUDIO PRISM has been the
audio processor of choice for the top three rated FM
stations in America's number one market, New York
City, for seven Arbitrons in arow!*
The secret? Digital control. Using digital technology
allows the AUDIO PRISM to preserve the brilliance and
quality of CD source material. On FM, the plug-in
TEXAR Replacement Card Five (RCF-1) can add even
MORE signal punch with no loss in quality.
For the complete story of how digital control can make
you the quality leader in your market, contact your
favorite distributor of high quality audio equipment, or
call Barry Honel at (412) 85-MICRO.

TEXPIR
616 Beatty Road, Monroeville, PA 15146-1502
(412) 856-4276
(412)85-MICRO

*Sulhiner and Fell '86 Winter. Spring, Summer and Fall 86, and Winter '87 ARBITRON Ratings Total Persons 12 +
Share, Mon-Sun, 64M- 12M. (Used with permission.)
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NBC Strike Talks Begin Again
(continued from page 19)
Even as the two sides met in the nation's capital, strike activity was continuing, as members of NABET and supporters from other unions—about 150 in
all—rallied on 27 August in Washington
DC, in ashow of solidarity.
NABET supporters who gathered in
DC's Lafayette Park were addressed by
Lane Kirkland, president of the American Federal of Labor and Congress of International Organizations (AFL-CIO).
Kirkland, while denouncing the "errant
ways" of NBC, applauded ralliers for
their participation in the strike activity.
"There is no greater example of the
solidarity that is the source of all our
hopes and aims than what we see day
by day on the NBC picket line," Kirkland
stressed.
As the rally took place, talks between
the two parties were underway at the

FMCS headquarters in Washington. The
first session was reportedly devoted to
the sale of NBC's radio networks to Westwood One, aradio program distributor
and owner of the Mutual radio network.
Westwood One completed the purchase of NBC's radio networks on 25 August for $50 million and warrants to purchase one million shares of Westwood
stock at $36.40 per share.
According to anetwork spokesperson,
the opening day of discussions was an
"informal session" addressing how the
sale of the radio properties would affect
NABET members.
Further details of the discussions were
not available at press time, although
NABET reportedly withdrew its request
for a four-day work week.
The late August return to negotiations
by NABET and NBC had been prompted
by an informal meeting of key officials

FM Plan Considerations
(continued from page 25)
cent channel.
For minimum separation these S/I ratios produce a minimum 50 dB monophonic SNR ratio within the protected
contour. The same S/I ratios result in a
stereo SNR ratio of less than 30 dB at
some locations within the existing service area.
While the allotment system has assumed these levels of protection for decades, FM interference is less than the
maximum permitted due to greater than
average separation, less than maximum
facilities and so on.

Contour protection methodology
could increase interference between stations which are less separated than the
present allotment rules allow.
This would be especially true in cases
where terrain between the stations is
flatter than is assumed by the standard
field strength curves.
It's my opinion that consideration of
terrain factors would be of significant
benefit in protecting existing services
from excessive interference, while permitting the flexibility of location possible with directional transmitting antennas.

COLOR RADAR „

from both sides with John Cardinal
O'Connor, of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of New York.
Cardinal O'Connor said he was concerned about "his good friends and
neighbors at NBC," as well as preserving the "dignity and worth" of the two
parties.
Some insiders speculate, however, that
the Cardinal may have been anxious to
see an end to the labor dispute so that
it would not interfere with coverage of

Pope John Paul II's visit to the US.
With no further negotiations planned,
NABET's Krieger said the union is stepping up strike activity.
On 9September, the NABET negotiating committee decided to request other
unions and guilds working with NBC—
including the Writer's Guild, the Director's Guild of America, and the International Brotherh000d of Electrical
Workers—to honor the NBC picket lines.
At press time, the other groups had
not yet responded to the union request.
For additional information, contact
John Krieger at 301-657-8420. Contact
Day Krolik at 212-664 4444.

McKinney Job Filled
by David Hughes
Washington DC ... A replacement has
been named to the job vacated by former
FCC Mass Media Bureau Chief Jim
McKinney.
Alex Felker, 38, who has been with the
FCC 15 years, assumed the MMB's top
spot 18 September.
Felker takes over from Bill Johnson,
who had been acting MMB chief since
McKinney resigned the position in June
for acommunications job at the White
House. Johnson now returns to his
previous job as MMB deputy chief.
Since he joined the FCC in 1972, Felker
has performed awide variety of Commission functions. He spent time in the
Office of Plans and Policy and has handled common carrier, standards and
field operations functions.
He has also served as deputy chief of
MMB's Policy and Rules Division, and,
in the past year, has advised commis-

sioner and now Commission Chairman
Dennis Patrick on engineering issues.
Felker said he was chosen by Patrick
to head the MMB because of his "strong
policy background, as well as (his) significant experience as an engineer!'
Felker declined comment on any
policy issues, including apending AM
stereo statement due to be released 21
October, until he has spent some time
in his new job.
"I'll reserve comment on any issues
until Iget my feet wet," he said.
In related news, at press time, there
was still no formal word on the indication that Bradley Holmes, the 33-yearold chief of the MMB's Policy and Rules
Division, would be the choice to fill the
commissioner vacancy caused by
Patrick's move to chairman, following
Mark Fowler's resignation last spring.
For more information, contact the
FCC's public affairs office at 202632-5050.

a practical reality!
c
lant

Raytheon
The 48040 Color Rastar Scan
Radar has the best of all worlds:
single-color or multi-color target
presentations. At the same time, a
variety of colors are used to clarify
navigation data.
This 48- mile radar's exceptionally compact, 10- inch diagonal CRT display makes color radar a
practical reality for all broadcast stations. The rastar exhibit permits daisy chaining of monitors
to remote locations within the station. A 31/
2foot antenna is standard; 6-foot antenna is optional.
Offset mode increases effective forward range up to 62 statute miles.
ATLANTA, GA
(404) 964-1464

CHICAGO, IL
(312) 470-0303

DALLAS, TX
(214) 423-8667

LOS ANGELES, CA
(818) 843-5052

RICHMOND, IN
(317) 962-8596

SEATTLE, WA
(206) 838-2705

RICHMOND HILL, ONTARIO ( 416) 731-3697

ALLIED

Broadcast Equipment
P.O. BOX 1487 • RICHMOND, IN 47375
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Marketing Your Contract Work
by Steve Conover
Part II
Hyattsville MD ... Now that you have
taken care of setting up the legal and
financial aspects of your contract engineering business, it's time to ask the
all-important question:
"What's out there for work?"
The key is to research your market to
find out if there is enough business in
the real world to support you. Any first
year business major can tell you this.
Expenses are paid in real money you
have to earn yourself. So working capital is an important ingredient.
Invest some of your capital into adirect mail campaign. Start with an area
of 100 to 150 miles radius of your business location.
You should highlight your experiences, rates that you will charge for
services rendered, follow-up services if
they are available and the rate you will
charge for emergency services if that is
the case with your business.
To find out what you need to know,
you can include questions such as:
• Does the station employ afull time
engineer?
• Is it currently being serviced by a
contract engineer?
• Are the studios co-located at atransmitter site?
• Has the radio station frequently
been knocked off the air because of
storm related influences?
If astation directory year book is not
available to you, a public library is the
next best source to locate stations.
Use a state road map with a service
ring ( 100 to 150 mile radius) drawn
around your home.
At the library you should find the telephone directories for each of the towns
within the circle—simply look up any
listings for radio stations.
The questions in your direct mail campaign are simple "yes" or "no" questions
aimed at trying to get the general manager or owner to answer you, and not
throw the mailing away as so much junk
mail.
Purpose for research
Your questions are asking for the information you must have to understand
just what the prospective client has for
a broadcasting plant.
You also need sufficient information
for you to be able to hold a somewhat
intelligent conversation and give
reasonable price quotations when you
make your first contact.
The basic purpose for the market
study is to find out just how many clients
exist within the service area of your business and how many of those possible
clients are interested enough in your
business to respond to your research.
Your ultimate purpose is to find out
how many of those that do respond will
become paying clients.
If you feel that you are not capable of
Steve Conover has been a corporate engineer in Omaha, NE, and is aformer contract engineer. He is currently residing in
Maryland and can be reached at 301-5597224.

handling market research, you may want
to consider alocal business college for
assistance with the project.
Many times students are required as
aclass project to do a market survey.
It may be possible for you to contact
aprofessor teaching amarketing course
to recommend astudent or students that
are capable of handling your needs and
at the same time provide experience for
you and the students.
Using the information
After completing the market study
you'll know the potential number of
clients you have to work with.
From your own study of your personal
monthly expenses and business expenses, you can calculate an approximate hourly rate to charge for services.
As an example, if your business and
personal monthly expenses are $2,000
and you have eight clients available and
expect to work an average of 12 hours
per month per client, then $2,000/96
hour comes out to slightly more than a
$20 per hour rate.
Simple, yes? No. The hourly rate as
calculated above is the gross rate before
taxes. That figure may have to be raised
by as much as 40% or to about $30 per
hour.
An important fact to keep in mind is:
never vary your rates from one client to
another simply because a client pressures you to consider alower figure.
Once you have started this practice,
you will have started with ashaky foundation. Now you have compromised
your receivables.
On the other hand, don't price yourself too high, either.
It is better to start at a lower rate of
charge for services based upon your
market survey and develop asteady rate
of income from several good clients than
to try and get rich quick off of a few
clients.
Remember, even though these stations
may be competitors for ratings and advertisers, the managers and owners still
pass along information and abad reputation is very hard to live down.
Advertising
Along with the marketing is the advertising of your services.
Always keep your company name in
the eyes of your clients and the eyes of
those stations that did not respond to
your first mailing.
Just because a manager threw away
your questionaire, don't forget the station.
Every 60 to 90 days mail apostcard out
to the stations that did not respond to
the market study and remind them that
you are there and what you can do for
their business.
As an aside, if your talents include
two-way equipment repair include small
town police, fire and sherriff departments in your original market research
and follow-up mailings.
They have communications equipment and in some cases, recording
equipment to record any and all emergency telephone calls.
Small clients, yes. But many small
clients make for abroad base for income.
After completing the aforementioned

tasks, you will now have to sit down and
establish a set of goals.
There are short term goals. These are
what you want to accomplish in the first
year of business.
Next comes medium term goals: what
you want to accomplish in the first three
to five years of business.
And finally long term goals: what rou
want to accomplish in the first five to ten
years of business.
The most important goals will be
the short to medium term goals you
establish for yourself. It will be the
first two to five years of business that
will make the difference between suc-

cess and failure.
Statistically speaking, businesses typically fail within the first five years of
existence. The majority occur because
of poor management skills, under
capitalization and poorly defined or
vague goals.
Your goals will be the road map you
use toward your personal success. Without goals any external pressure, event or
influence will divert your attention from
where your business shoud really be
heading.
Above all, keep in mind that whether
you wish to be small or large, be professional!

HOLD THE PHONE !
New Low-Cost Option Adds Dial- Up
Capability To Advanced Micro- Dynamics
TC-8 Transmitter Remote Control.
And It's 100°/o
FCC-Legal.

ow Advanced Micro-Dynamics
puts it all together—The simplicity, reliability and convenience
that's made our TC-8 today's fastest
selling transmitter control package. PLUS
the added flexibility of dial-up remote
control. All at a price you'll scarcely
believe.
Our new dial-up option gives you full
access to all TC-8 features from any touchtone telephone. Its on-board speech
synthesizer announces all readings, and
a user-selectable password protects
against unauthorized access.
And this is one dial-up remote that's unquestionably legal. FCC regulations require a designated positive control point,
and that's what the TC-8 studio unit gives
you — even when the dial-up remote is
in use.
So now there's no need to choose between full-time remote control and dialup. You get both with the TC-8.
How much? That's the most amazing part.
The TC-8 dial-up option is just $395!
The TC-8 studio/transmitter system is
just $2495.
For value, no other transmitter control
system comes remotely close to
Advanced Micro-Dynamics' TC-8. Add it
up for yourself. TC-8 now gives you fulltime studio remote control PLUS dial-up
features for LESS than others charge for a
dial-up remote control alone!
Your next move? Call your favorite distributor, or call Advanced Micro-Dynamics
Toll-Free at 1 ( 800) 255-8090. And if
you're already among the hundreds of
TC-8 users, call us for information on adding the dial-up option.
0 0 °

Advanced

micro-dynamics inc
7Lomar Drive, Pepperell, MA 01463 (617) 433-8877
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Radio's New Secret Weapon

StereoMaxx

Stereo/dame" is a hit with scores of Chief Engineers and Program Directors from
coast to coast. Our spatial image enlarger is their new " SECRET WEAPON". And
it's a secret they'd prefer to keep to themselves as long as possible.

NEW YORK

A Southwest top 10 market CE explained to us:

LOS
ANGELES

"After you asked me for aquote about StereoMoo', Italked it over with management. We
agreed on two things: First, Stereoldcnoc is making adifference at our station. It gives
our sound afullness and richness we didn't have before, and nobody else has now. And
second, we don't want our competition to know what we're doing. So no naines, OB?"

We understand. StereoMaxx users love the box, but most don't want publicity.
After all, it's no secret that audio processing can be a potent weapon in the
"ratings wars." A West Coast Chief Engineer tells us how StereoMaxx is working
out at his station:
"Ifs terrific. The extra separation and depth we get from StereoIda:ac makes us not only
sound bigger, but better. It's amazing... The PD has been bugging me for months to give
our station asound that stands out from the other CHR's. With StereoMœsoc, we're finally
able to do it. Ifollowed your instructions for connecting StereoMaxx with our Texar
Audio Prisms. There were no problems putting StereolEmoc in, and it gives us no
problems on the air."

CHICAGO

SAN
FRANCISCO

We're glad he said that. Enlarging the stereo image is one thing, but doing it
without creating big hassles is quite another. A top 5 market CE put it this way:
"I was alittle skeptical because I'd played with several ambience gadgets in the past.
But they were more trouble than they were worth. Stereolialoc is different. It really does
make us 'more stereo'. And it really doesn't cause us any undue multipath hassles.
Also, Idon't like unknown 'black boxes', so Iwas impressed that you sent me complete
specs, and ablock diagram. The unit comes with full schematics... no mystery modules!
Eric Small, you've done it again."

To sum up, we like these comments from a West Coast Program Director:
"When Ifirst heard about StereoMaxx, Ithought it was alittle expensive. But now you
couldn't buy it back from us. Every song we play now has as much separation as the best
produced stereo record or CD. Turning oft Stereohlazoc is like going back to mono."

StereoMaxx sounds intriguing, right? Our FREE DEMO CASSETTE is an earopener. To get yours pronto, just call the StereoMaxx hotline at ( 800) 826-2603
toll-free. Our first production run sold out in weeks. So act fast, and there's a
good chance you can beat the other guys to " radio's new secret weapon".
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Did Fail Safe Really Go Away?
by Harold Hallikainen
San Luis Obispo CA ... In the first two
parts of this series, we've been slowly
working our way through the FCC rules
regarding the remote control of broadcast transmitters.
We'll continue the analysis this month
with alook at what used to be called "fail
safe".
The revision in the "fail safe" requirement of the rules has inspired some
different approaches to remote control
These include the use of dial-up control and monitoring of broadcast transmitters from traditional control points,
such as the studio.
They also include the use of dial-up
control and monitoring from nontraditional control points, such as an answering service, alarm company or station staff homes.
A third use is dial-up control and
monitoring of affiliate broadcast transmitters by program network control
centers
And finally there is access to transmitter control and monitoring from indefinite locations (wherever the chief
operator happens to be at the moment).
I'll try to provide amore complete discussion of these issues over the next few
months.
On the record
Let's begin with areview of stated FCC
rules to help determine the status of current policy.
According to 73.1410(d): "The remote
control system must be designed so that
malfunctions in the circuits between the
control point and transmitter will not
cause the transmitter to be inadvertently
activated or to change operating modes
or output power!"
This is the current rule regarding what
is to be done should the control portion
of aremote control circuit fail. Let's compare this to the rule prior to 1December 1984, 73.67(a)(2).
"The control circuits from the operating positions to the transmitter shall provide positive on and off control and shall
be such that open circuits, grounds or
other line faults will not actuate the
transmitter and any fault causing loss of
such control will automatically place the
transmitter in an inoperative position!'
This section applied to AM stations.
Similar sections applied to FM, NCE FM
and TV stations.
The requirements of the old 73.67(a)(2)
were generally referred to as the "fail
safe" requirement.
Most remote control equipment
manufacturers provide afail safe output
that is released on loss of communications with the control point.
When 73.1410(d) replaced 73.67(a)(2),
there was considerable discussion in the
industry regarding the "elimination of
the fail safe requirement".
This one rule change probably led to
the introduction of "dial up" remote control, although Ibelieve Delta had introduced dial-up parameter reporting prior
to the rule change and had held off on
dial-up control, feeling it was not legal.
A literal reading of the new rule would
Harold Hallilcainen is president of Hallikuinen & Friends, abroadcast equipment design, manufacture, sales and installation
firm. He can be reached 805-541-0200.

appear to indicate that astation need not
stop transmitting on loss of acontrol circuit as had previously been required.
Instead the rule appears to only require
that such aloss of the control circuit not
change transmitter mode or power.
For example loss of the circuit should
not cause the transmitter to go on the air
or change to day power or pattern.
If an unintentional loss of the control
circuit is not cause for immediate shut
down, how about an intentional loss?

r-Insight onRules
Could the control circuit be established
only when control or metering needed
to be accomplished? This could save considerably on communications costs.
Economy device
Many stations utilizing manual parameter checking spend about one minute
every three hours communicating with
the control and metering equipment at
the transmitter.
If the circuit establishing this communications could be established only during the time it is used the circuits could
be used for other purposes the remainder of the time.
Assuming one were to use circuits
leased from a telephone company
(whether wire line, microwave or acombination) portions of the circuit could be
used by others between the times that
the broadcast station is sending useful
information over the control/metering
circuit.
When you release the line from your
call to the transmitter other telephone
users are assigned the interoffice trunk
circuits that you were using.
If astation is using aUHF P channel
telemetry return link, dropping the carrier when no useful communications are
being sent allows others to use the frequency.
It appears that with this interpretation
of the rules—loss of the control circuit is
not cause for immediate cessation of
transmission—dial-up remote control
was introduced to the broadcast industry.
Purpose of the rule
To find the Commission's intent in
writing this rule we can check the Federal Register Volume 49, Number 236,
page 47606.
The comments section, paragraph
three states: "Nearly all respondents
stated that the primary difficulty with remote control operation under the present rules is the fail safe requirement.
"Currently, remote control operation of
the transmitter must immediately cease
if the control circuit is interrupted. Stations apparently experience occasional
loss of service due to short term disruptions in control circuits!'
The discussion section, paragraph five
says: "The present remote control rules
were derived from the transmitter duty
operator rules which are, in turn, based
on section 318 of the Communications
Act of 1934, as amended.
"That statute requires that all broadcast
stations be operated under the control of
a licensed operator. The Act does not
specify the duty location of the operator nor the necessary degree of control

of either the transmitter or other station
technical functions.
"However, the Commission's rules
now require alicensed operator to be on
duty at the transmitter site or at acontrol point shown on the station license!'
In paragraph seven, the Commission
addresses short-term losses.
"The Commission shares the concern
of the licensees in that short-term losses
of control or telemetry should not be
cause for immediate termination of operation.
'Accordingly, the new rules will permit continued operation following aloss
of transmitter control, pending repair of
the control circuits, as long as the station
continues to operate properly.
"Loss of telemetry, on the other hand,
means that the transmitter parameters
cannot be monitored remotely.
—Therefore, the amended rules will require termination of use of remote control within three hours after detection of
the telemetry failure. Although CBS
recommended six hours, the majority of
the commenters on this subject concurred with the proposed three hour
period."
Section 318
Finally, the oft mentioned section 318
of the Communications Act of 1934 (as
amended), states, 'The actual operation
of all transmitting apparatus in any radio station for which astation license is
required by this Act shall be carried on
only by aperson holding an operator's
license issued hereunder ... "
It goes on to state:"and no person shall

operate any such apparatus in such station except under and in accordance
with an operator's license issued to him
by the Commission ... "
There is an italicized provision however:"That the Commission, if it shall
find that the public interest, convenience
or necessity will be served, thereby may
waive or modify the foregoing provisions
of this section for the operation of any
station ... "
There are four exceptions listed to this
as follows:
• stations for which licensed operators are required by international agreement
• stations for which licensed operators are required for safety purposes
• stations engaged in broadcasting
(other than those engaged primarily in
the function of rebroadcasting the signals of broadcast stations)
• stations operated as common carriers on frequencies below thirty thousand kilocycles.
There is one further provision emphasized: 'That the Commission shall have
power to make special regulations
governing the granting of licenses for the
use of automatic radio devices and for
the operation of such devices.
From this, it might appear that the "fail
safe" requirement of the previous rules
has been thrown out.
However, correspondence and discussions with the FCC seem to indicate
otherwise.
Now that we've looked at the rules as
stated, next month we'll look at "FCC
policy!'
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All New Design
Featuring
•Reading LED
•Peak Level LED

•Low Battery«Indicator
•Mic and Line Inputs
•Headphone Amplifier

The TLM-500 is ahighly portable battery powered mini
console that can turn any modular telephone into aremote
broadcast link or telephone interview control center.
BSW Price $229.00

For Sterling Performance Insist On Radix
TOLL FREE 1-800-426-8434
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On the Air From Puerto Vallarta
by Jeremy Burnham
Part II
Los Angeles CA ... In Part Iof this article Iexplained how KIIS prepared for
the top-rated Rick Dees Morning Show remote in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. And
now, on with the show.
Puerto Vallarta, on Central Standard
time, was one hour off from Los Angeles' Pacific Daylight time.
Jeremy Burnham is Special Projects Engineer at KI1S AM/FM Los Angeles. His
phone number is (213) 466-8381.

That still meant getting up at 5 AM
Monday morning in order to get all the
equipment that was stored in my hotel
room out and set up on the adjoining
patio by 6 AM.
From 6to 7AM, the news and sports
people used the satellite to communicate
with Hollywood and copy down news
stories and sports scores because we had
no wire services or current newspapers
to use as sources.
From 7to 11 AM, (6-10 L.A. time) the
show was scheduled to be on the air.
Operationally the remote studio setup
was very similar in layout and types of
equipment to that used at home.

PR99 MKII

The primary difference was that in this
remote the music and commercials were
still played from the main studio, since
bringing literally hundreds, of them
along would have been far too cumbersome to be practical.
The recorded features and drop-ins
were brought along as their use and
proper timing are a major part of the
program.
Circuits in place
Three audio circuits were used by KI1S
for this remote. The first was the primary 15 kHz "fronthaul" circuit which
carries program from the remote site to

PRODUCTION - PERFORMANCE - PERFECTION

the studio.
The second was a15 kHz "backhaul"
circuit which brings the mix-minus back
from the studio to the remote site.
This was mixed with the output of the
remote console to provide the audience
with acomplete program without having to contend with the satellite delay on
the announcer's voice.
The air talent heard that same mixture
in headphones along with a third
"comm" circuit from the studio.
On this 7.5 kHz link, the producer at
the studio can describe upcoming
events, take take phone calls, etc. without distracting the audience from the
main program.
Since the music is played from the studio, the talent is free to talk to the studio down the fronthaul circuit during
records. The producer merely listens to
the remote site on "cue."
Finally, Monday morning arrived
along with the usual excitement about
doing alive broadcast. It didn't take long
for everyone involved to get comfortable
with the set-up.
The news and sports personalities
each had aleather-covered wicker chair
and table, the producer had the drop-in
cartridges, program notes and aspace to
pace, and our air personality had his familiar equipment along with adesk-type
swivel chair.
Fielding problems
The week in Margaritaville did not go
totally without a hitch.
In the middle of one program the backhaul circuit developed a severe crackle
which was quickly traced to aTelco line
from the MIS studio to IDB's uplink.
We switched the wideband circuit with

It didn't
take long for
everyone involved
to get
comfortable.

There can be
no compromise!
Tour the premier recording studios
of the world — from London to New
York to L.A. — and you'll find they have
one thing in common: " no compromise" recorders from Studer of
Switzerland.
Sure, their Studer multitrack
mastering decks are abig investment.
but you can make an equally sound
choice for your production needs for a
whole lot less. You can own atwo-track
production recorder with the same
Studer heritage — a machine that has
many of the same production features.
the same uncompromising audio performance and the same level of manufacturing perfection that has made
Studer Revox recorders the world standard — THE REVOX PR99 MKII is the
machine!
Like its " big brothers" in the top
studios. the PR99 MKII is aprofessional
machine built for long-term perfor-

ii

mance. From the
solid diecast aluminum transport chassis and head block to
the servo capstan
motor
and
the
modular electronics.
everything is milled,
PR99 MKII Real Time Counter and Autolocator.
drilled and mounted
brated "+ 4" balanced and floating
with Swiss precision. The parts fit
inputs and outputs: • 10 1
2 " reel
/
together right — and stay there.
capacity.
The PR99's professional features
As for sound quality, the Studer
are perfect for efficient, accurate tape
heritage again allows no compromise.
production: • Real-Time counter that
We think you'll find the Revox PR99
reads both plus and minus hours,
MKII to be sonically superior to anyminutes and seconds: • '
Due Auto Locathing in its price range. Audition the
tor allows precise, automatic searchRevox PR99 MKII at your Studer Revox
and-cue to any preselected address
Professional Products Dealer, or conpoint: • Zero Locate to return the tape
tact: Studer Revox America, Inc.. 1425
to the zero counter location —
Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210:
EXACTLY! • Auto Repeat to continu(615)254-5651.
ously replay a tape segment of any
length.
Plus: • Built-in, front-panel varispeed: • Self-Sync: • Input and output
mode switching: • Edit mode switch:
•Tape dump: • Calibrated and Uncali-
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the narrow-band "comm" line both in
Hollywood and in Mexico.
This put the interference on the intercom and let the audience hear the program on the 7.5 kHz circuit. Iseriously
doubt that they noticed the difference.
Another problem late in one program
involved all circuits vanishing in both
directions for afew seconds. We traced
that out to parasailors blocking the path
from our dish to Morelos.
The final problem loomed when some
workmen showed up to install asatellite TV system on the roof of the hotel
directly in front of our flyaway dish. We
persuaded them to wait three more days.
Otherwise, all went pretty smoothly.
One little snag
After the final program on Friday, Don
Gilmore from IDB and Ipacked our satellite and audio equipment respectively
for shipping back to the States.
Ironically, it was then that we discovered arather serious problem that had
nothing to do with the technical success
of our endeavor.
Apparently the electronic equipment
had come from the airport to the hotel
without going through all the normal
channels.
(continued on next page)
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Mexican Remote Is Successful (continued from previous page)
When we took it back to Mexicana
Airlines, they would not ship it without
the proper customs forms, and those did
not exist.
To make a very long story short, we
received help from the local Bureau of
Tourism which coordinated with Mexicana Airlines.
They arranged for the equipment to
leave with us, without the benefit of
Mexican customs, as "excess baggage".
Since baggage can no longer travel on
an airplane without a passenger assigned to it, we had to wait until the following Tuesday when a flight would
have room for both us and the eighteen
large boxes of equipment.
A further complication involved paying the substantial fee for the 1200 lbs.

of "excess baggage".
Mexicana will not normally ship passenger baggage collect, however tight
coordination between Ryder International (our Los Angeles customs broker)
and the airline allowed an exception.
The equipment was impounded at the
Los Angeles Airport for an hour or so
until the check was in Mexicana's hands.
And we were home, safe and mostly
sound.
Helpful tips
Based on KIIS's experience doing four
international broadcasts I have some

recommendations for completing foreign
remotes with the least amount of
trouble.
First make a preliminary trip to the
site, meet the people involved and become familiar w;ch potential problems in
time to prepare for them.
Engage afull-service domestic customs
broker and be sure there is areputable
one on the other end to handle foreign
affairs.
Take along spares of everything possible, from components to whole circuit
boards.
Ship the equipment a week earlier

than might seem necessary, and arrive
at the remote site several days in advance
in order to handle unforeseen problems.
Learn the location of all pertinent circuit breakers including those in series
with the obvious ones.
Assure yourself a good ground system, and don't rely on the "Ugrounds"
—if they exist at all.
Foreign remote broadcasts are alot of
work but can be an enjoyable experience
with the proper foresight.
Prepare as much as possible, allow
more time than normally needed, and
always expect the unexpected.

The Future
Of Radio
Is Digital
(continued from page 5)
nies have to prioritize their future plans
and products, but when they also go to
extra length to prevent users from adapting their existing equipment to specialized needs, no one is served.
In the case of R-DAT aschematic and
a listing of the CIRCS code for this
equipment would be ample to get radio
stations started. The availability of basic
decks for custom manufacturers would
also speed development of digital audio.
Winds of change
While Japan Inc. either sleeps or
quivers in fear of American legal vultures, there is some good news on the
horizon.
Other digital storage and delivery systems are jut around the corner.
It might seem strange, but adeveloped
technology like R-DAT might be eclipsed
by some systems that are in amore infant stage, only they are being promoted
by more flexible companies than those
off-shore giants.
No matter how it finally ends the tape
cartridge is now nearly 30 years old!
It is time to put this antique to rest
with other radio legends, like watercooled tubes.
We even have digital transmitters and
STLs, and possibly even full digital audio processors, all being fed by a30 year
old mechanical nightmare that has a48
dB SNR ratio.
It is sad that our future no longer
seems to be controlled by our ingenuity,
but by legal pitfalls and corporate myopia.
Canada has broken the long tradition
of "watching the American market" before setting broadcast standards, selecting an AM stereo format and possibly
even putting the NRSC standard into
law.
R-DAT will not be stopped at Canada's
border either.
It is time for radio to surge into the future. Opportunities for inventive broadcasters are on the increase.
R-DAT may be one of the very useful
tools to help achieve the productivity
needed in the future.

OIL
SYSTEMS
Bring the
Sound up Close
So what does UP CLOSE mesa? Imagine, if you will, sitting in the back
of an auditorium listening to live music. Now consider how the sound would
change if you moved up close to the stage. Small musical details would
suddenly become more apparent. The subtle sound of brushes on drums, the
FEEL of the bass notes, the shimmer of sound that follows a cymbal crash. The
music is now coming from the front and left and right. You feel like you're part of the
musical experience, not just a spectator.
Now, imagine being able to broadcast asignal that would involve your listeners in the same
way. Well now you can with the new CRL THIRD GENERATION SYSTEMS.
The new dual band SGC 800 offers 80 dB signal to noise ratio, vanishingly low distortion, and a
sound that stays clean and open. even at maximum settings. It even includes built in dynafex®
noise reduction circuits. The all new STEREO MODULATION PROCESSOR, SMP 850, with our new
transfer function limiting circuit and soundfield enhance will let you broadcast a signal superior to
anything else on the dial. It provides that UP CLOSE sound that will make you the winner in the button
pushing contest.
If you think this sounds too good to be true call now for complete information. Be sure to ask about our
FREE trial plan. If you don't, your competition will.

THE
PROFESSIONAL'S
CHOICE
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CRL Systems

SYSTEMS

2522 West Geneva Drive
Tempe, Arizona 85282
18001 535-7648 16021 438-0888
TELEX: 350464 CM. TMPE. LJD

Save this Ad!
It may save your Station.
INTRODUCING THE
RICHARDSON RESCUE
TEAM ....

1

SPEED
OVER

90%

Same Day Shipment
Richardson gives
you fast shipment

2

COURTESY

We make that extra
effort when you
have an emergency.

3

Richardson Electronics, Ltd.

o

BROADCAST COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
Products/Major Manufacturers
BROADCAST POWER TUBES BY:

CATHODE RAY TUBES BY:

Amperex
EIMAC
ITT
Mullard
RCA
Thomson-CSF
Westinghouse

Clinton

National

FM AMPLIFIERS BY:
EIMAC
KLYSTRONS BY:
Varian

CAMERA TUBES BY:

ITT

Amperex
G . E.
Panasonic
Toshiba

VACUUM CAPACITORS BY:

Hitachi
National
RCA

Jennings
RECTIFIER STACKS BY:

RF TRANSISTORS BY:
Acrian
CTC
TRW

DEPENDABILITY1

Cetron
G.E.
Machlett
National
Siemens
Varian

Amperex

Amperex/Philips
Motorola
Thomson-Mostek

National

RF POWER AMPLIFIERS BY:
(For STL and Remote Pickup links)

UHF TV LINEAR AMPLIFIERS BY:

RF Gain

Acrian

SOCKET AND ACCESSORIES BY:

SOLID STATE TUBE REPLACEMENTS BY:

EIMAC
National

National

E.F. , Johnson

.....

All our products carry
full manufacturer
warranties.

4

CONVENIENCE

#1- 800Phone or write for our full
catalogue. In the meantime,
use the attached line card for
quick reference.

CALL US FOR SERVICE, QUALITY & OFF- THE-SHELF DELIVERY

SALES OFFICES
EASTERN/BROADCAST DIVISION

CENTRAL/CORPORATE OFFICE

Ceco Communications, Inc.
Brooklyn, NY 11235
Phone: 800/221-0860
718/646-6300

Richardson Electronics, Ltd.
LaFox, IL 60147
Phone: 800/323-1770
312/232-6400

WESTERN DIVISION

CANADIAN OFFICE

Richardson Electronics, Ltd.
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
Phone: 800/348-5580
818/347-5580

Richardson Electronics. Ltd.
Brampton. Ontario L6T 3T4
Phone: 800/387-2344
416/454-5950
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Broadcast Equipment Exchane
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange

accepts no responsibility for the condition of lhe equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

McMartin 2500B tube type RF amp, also
need schematic B Coleman WIST POB
460 Lobelville IN 37097 615-593-2294

AMPLIFIERS
Want to Sell
Shure M64 050n0 Dr-,amp S50
Cibley
Zit)ley Music 138 E7811 NY NY 10016 212.
986-2219

ANTENNAS & TOWERS

PR&E SDA-8 rack mkiunt stereo audio dist
amp new .NImanuals ( 21. BO R Royster
8922 Valencia Dr spring Valley CA 92077

Cablewave FCC 38-505 510 phase stabi.
ized cables 3) electrically phase matched to
41s at 930 kHz. $ 1000 T Fernandez.
171/KXY POB 2500. Sarasota FL 33578 813366-4422

Want to Sell

Phase Linear 400 8 4000 preamp excel
cond "as pair $400 W Laughlin (DCV. 2636
N 56th. Lincoln NE 68504 402-466-8670

Phelps-Dodge HFM-LP4 4 bay FM 915
MHz. 51000 EWelcn WKCL. P013 809. Ladson SC 29456 803-553-5420
Rohn 65G (
350) w/guys & light fixtures. excel cond. $ 10.000.114) 20' sections of 4 face
N/Torgue Gay Dresser tower. $ 15.000 G
Johnson, Johnson Tower Service, POB 66
Burlington ND 58722 701-839-3229

Tower, 309' 24" face insulated for AM. will
hold FM & SIL. 10 yrs old. $3000 & you remove PJellison. WBLY 117 SFountain Ave
*301 Springfield OH 45502 513-324-5643

Shure M67, gd coud wf A6713 & manual
$200 plus ship T Vernon. Vernon Assoc.
1001 Dale PI Carlisle PA 17013 717-2491230

Altec 1570 tube power amps 160 W. very
clean work well $ 130 ea. BBusefti 1124 W
2no Florence CO 81226
McIntosh MC60 tribe anp fair cond. 60 W
mono. S225. Dynaco 70 & PSA2. mint cond
70 W ( 35/side) stt-reo. $ 150. Opamp Labs
240W. 16) 40 W amps. $75 CElmesian, Tn.
Cor Recdg. 27500 5 Mile Rd. Livonia MI
48154 313-427-0432

Phelps Dodge. new in 1977 hi-power 10
bay FM. 104 7MHz. w/deicers. $8000/B0 D
Fields. KUF0 POB 1713. Big Spring TX
79721 915-263-7326
Four tower phaser. Ohm's Law design.
daylnite patterns wI2 ATU's. $ 15.000 TFernandez WKXY. P08 2500 Sarasota FL
33578 813-366-4422

Ultra Audio 5.5 audio chst amp wNU metering. rackmount. 0-Berliner. Soundesign. Box
921 Beverly Hills CA 90213 213-276-2726
Shure M64 phono preamp. needs minor rePa ,'BO G Gerara. WIHS, Box 117 Middletown CT 06457 203-346-3846
Crown D-150, WO FGrundstein. WRHU
Hofsfta univ Hempstead NY 11565 212-4152616
Want to Buy
Dynaco Stereo 70. PHans. Mainline Comm
100 Poplar St Portage. PA 15946 814-7363883
McIntosh, Marantz. Dynaco Quad. Audio
Research etc. amps. WE. Tannoy. Altec. EV
JBL. Hartsfield Olympus. Harness. Laguna
speakers. Thorins. Fairchild turntables. WE
tubes & micropnones Lapine. 10919 Oasis
Houston TX 77096 713-723-5281
Fisher 90-A amp. any cond JMaclane. The
Plate Voltage Club, 1740 N Gramercy PI
Hollywood CA 90028 213-465-1762

ERI Super Power 6bay FM on 94 7MHz.
$1000 WFBO. 616 Fallcreek Rd. Indianapolis
IN 46220 317-257-7565
Tower. 70' self-supporting. $ 1000 DFields.
KUFO. P013 1713. Big Springs TX 79721
915-263-7326
Tower. 980'. solid leg. zone Aw/guy wires.
on ground LDupree. KOID. POB 7057 Alexandria LA 71301 318-445-1234

Utility towers, (
3) 250' standing on ground
like new phasor 1070 kHz in Folsom BO A
Anderson. KBMR, 3500 ERosser. Bismarck
ND 58501 701-255-1234
Cableweve BCC 158-50J coax. appro. 170'
$500 EWelch. WKCL. POB 809. Ladson SC
29456 803-553-5420
Phelps Dodge 4 bay FM HP 96 7MHz
$2500 JPowell, WSEL. P013 240 Pontotoc
MS 38863 601-489-1440
HAW microwave antenna. $500 RSmith
WGSB POB 406 Summersville GA 404857-5815

ERI CP F/A 4bay BDodge. WTIJ. POB 1818.
Brattleboro VT 05301 802-254-2560

Shively Labs 6811. 1kW low power CP 2
bay FM. 103 1MHz, w/mounting brackets
$300 DMatthews. KASK. 802 First Natl Tower Las Cruces NM 88001 505-524-2103

Pined 18, 200' tower. 7yrs old. on ground.
$2395 plus ship SPeters. KKCM. Box 357.
Minneapolis MN 55379 612-496-1530

Tower. 85' heavy duty, free standing tapered tower base 8 square S Bauder
WOEF E 1825 Hwy 182 Park Falls WI
54552 715-762-2611

Phelps Dodge SPC-5. 5bay FM heavy duty
new. used 6weeks. BO AAnderson. KBMR.
3500 E Rosser Bismarck ND 58501 701255-1234

Hughey & Philips beacon, side light flasher & cell, trade for Marti equip/BO BZellmer
KRDZ, POB 2224 Greeley CO 80632 303351-8354
111

SALE!
While

THE 1200's
ARE HERE!!
Technics
SL-P1200

Quantities
Last!
TOLL FREE IN ALL 50 STATES

1-800-356-5844

IN WIS.: 1-803-362-5445

CONSULTATION

NRSC AM PROTECTOR
• Contains switchable pre- emphasis
circuit, built in NRSC filter & switchable
monitor de- emphasis.

Symetrix 5E400 EO's, $250 Soundcraftsman 5E450 EQ. $ 100. CFries. KSOY Box
D Deadwood SD 57732. 605-578-3533

Gentner Microtel 1, new, never used $ 120
PKeogh WKFX, P013 11907. Greenbav WI
54307 414.499-1336

• Can be used with multiband and single
band limiters such as CBS Volumes
• NRSC Filter on PC Board and Stand
Alone Monitor De- emphasis available
separately

AKG Ka40 headphones. $ 115 SRosenthal
Rosenthal Prod, 3145 Geary Blvd Ste 34-4
San Fran CA 94118. 415-665-1035

$595

41 North 7th St., Hudson. NY 12539

Rohn 45-G 10' section w/tapered base B
Zellmer KRDZ. P013 2224 Greeley CO
80632 303-351-8354

UREI 530 stereo Tull octave EO gd cond
$300 RDieTteriCh WAMO 411 7th Ave. Pittsburgh PA 15219 412-471-2181

Gates FMC- 10, 10 bay FM wicle-ICerS avail
soon. $5000. Utility Type 480. 96 guyed tubular tower. 30" face, non-insulated, avail soon
$1000. Utility 95 pole. approx 10" diameter
avail soon. $2000 RHaneman. WDAC. Box
3022. Lancaster PA 17604 717-284-4123

Dorrough 310 FM DAP triband compres•
SOrflimiter ma1Ched pair FM mint wimanuals. BO. PR&E MX FM AM Multimax triband
compressor matched pair FM. new & two AM
models one new one used mint cond
$1000 for FM oar $500 for AM model
w/manuals R Royster 8922 Valencia Dr
Spring Valley CA 92077

Anixter 10' parbolic antennas (2) 950 MHz
grid Construction, will Sell individually Or as
apair MHendrickson. KEEZ 102 Capital Rd.
Mankato MN 56001 507-345-4646
Phelps Dodge 3bay, CP cut ro 92 1. $ 1200
B Hughes. KNET. POB 649 Palestine TX
'5801 214-729-6077
Andrew 250' heliax on spool w/GB & GP EIA
connectors B Hughes. '< NET P013 649.
Palestine TX 75801 214-729-6077
TWR FB3OOMM code beacon light 12). used
3mos. like new cond. $600 ea KHarnack,
KWLN. 88 Union Cntr Ste 309. Memphis TN
38103 901-529-0098
Cablewave. 480 of 3" coax call for price
DSteed KFOX, Box 588. Lufkin TX 75901
409-634-5596
LI 42" base. 480' tubular tower. welded. call
for price DSteed, KFOX. Box 588. Lufkin TX
75901 409-634-5596
Potomac 4tower digital phase monitor T
Jordan. WFNC. POB 35297. Fayetteville NC
28303 919-864-5222
Kintronic FM isocoupler. 98 1. 7.5 kW
$850/80 W Hoisington, WTCG. 303 S
Three-Notch St. Andalusia AL 36420 205222-8849

Want to

Buy

Nitrogen regulator & fittings for pressurization of transmission line S Streitenberger.
WFCB. 45 W Main Chillicothe OH 45601
614.773-3000
High band VHF TV antenna. tuneable to
chan 10 or 12 will re-harness & rebuild J
Powiey KIIU 1536 Logan Ave Altoona PA
16602 814-944-8571

Antenna feed line, 7/8". 500-1000' R
Wright. WLLX, 1208 NLocust Ave. Lawrenceburg TN 38464 615-762.2916

UNBELIEVABLE!

Shure FP11 & FP12 rnic to line & headphone
amp. $89 ea CButler, Butler Bdct Srvs. 1775
Bartlett Ave. Orange Park FL 32073 904-2648169

Alden C2000 color radar w/zoom soft wave
w/19" RGB monitor & autodialer $4800 B
Hughes. KNET. P08 649. Palestine TX
75801 214-729-6077

Bogner or Scala UHF TV translator or LPTV
antenna, for low end of UHF band 1kW input rated or more pref . JPowley KIIU. 1536
Logan Ave. Altoona PA 16602. 814-944-8571

U111111111•111111.

White 1/4 oct passive E0, high end & 1kHz
boost modules, rack mt, excel cond. $90 B
Busetti. Lizard Elect, 1124 W 2nd St. Florence CO 81226 303-784-3540

Shure Production Master sub-mixer mates
to M67/M267. $ 100 plus ship S Sibulsky
KVNI. POB 308. Coeur d'Alene ID 938 12
208-664-9271

401*riCr* -

(518) 828-1690

Gates lighting chokes. 12). never used. $75
ea/BO G Wilson. WGLE. 7519 Dort * 196
Toledo OH 43617 419-865-7289

Blow Out
Turntable

.0111.81•

Energy Onix

Gates 6 bay. 106 5 MHz or trade K Le
Masters Thomas Comm POB 249 New
Martinsdale WV 26155 304-455-3030

Continental/ERI 12 bay CP antenna. 93 1
MHz LDupree. KOID. P08 7057. Alexandria LA 71301 318-445-1234

Hams Phase Fixer audio TBC, w/3 encoder
units. 18 mos old 30 TBryan KARO. 503
Old Hwy 63 Columbia MO 65201 314-4423116

EXCEEDS ALL NRSC SPECS

Collins 37CP FM. 12 bay. 12 yrs old, rebuilt
in 1986. BO GVelker WMCU. 2300 NW 135
St. Miami FL 33167 305-681-4689

McIntosh 240. BO HQuinton BRT Recd
275 EOakland Pk Blvd. Ft Lauderdale FL
33312 305-925-7117

RCA TFU 24DM UHF ant on chan 41 $5000
EMCEE UHF corner reflector antenna 10
gain. $200 CHaynes. Haynes Comm. POB
31235 Jackson MS 39206 501-948-1515

ENHANCE THE
QUALITY OF YOUR
AM AUDIO

Andrew H850A. 8-1/8" heliax. 700 on spool.
12 yrs old. BO G Velker. WMCU. 2300 NW
135 St. Miami FL 33167 305-681-4689

Crown D-60. $250 JDiamond. Blue Diamond Studios. Box 102C Chubbic Rd RD1.
Canonsburg PA 15:17 412-746-2540

Symetnx SE-400 parametric E0, excel cond
$350 Soundcraftsmen SE-450 10 band/than
EO gd cond $ 100 CFries < SOY Box D
Dearwood SD 57732 605-578-3533

NEW

ERI 25 kW tsocoupler 102 9MHz retunable.
$2000 PJellison. WBLY 117 SFountain Ave
*301. Springfield OH 45502 513-324-5643

Pane HC6 6chan stereo headphone amp
like new. $200 G Eridst. BaysJde Snd POB
166 Lincoln City OR 97367 503-996-6020

RCA TFU24DIA UHF ant. ch 4' $5000 MC
UHF corner reflector ant gain of 10 $250
CHares. Haynes Comm POB 31235. Jackson MS 39206 601-948-1515

AUDIO PRODUCTION
OTHER

dbx 150 Type I NR $ 140/130 R Branske
WLOO. 875 NMichigan Chicago IL 60611
312-440-3100
Furman RV- 1reverb wanner mint cond
$iao R Coates KJJG 724 2nd Ave E
Spencer IA 51301 712-262-8036
Fisher stereo reverb. $50 RCoates, KJJG
724 2nd Ave E Spencer IA 51301 712.2628036
SAE 5000A NR, mint cond. $ 150. Phase Linear 1000 single-ended NR. expander. limiter
excel cond $ 125 ADC SA- 1spec analyzer
$85 W Laughlin KDCV 2636 N 56th un•
coin NE 68504 402-466-8670

Symetrix TI101, in new cond. telephone Tiy.
brid interface. $295. TJohnson, KEST 1231
Market St. San Francisco CA 94103 415-6265585

Want to Buy
Tabbie Cat 1/4" tape splice unit SJames
Re-nu Carts, Rte 6Box 127 Ottumwa IA
52501 515-684-7012

AUTOMATION EQUIP
Want to Sell
Instacart 48 PBS stereo, used less than 50
nrs, mint cond $7500 firm DJenkins, KOLB
50 Mark West Springs Rd *3. Santa Rosa CA
95403 707-528-9236
MEI 1001AP microprocessor control programmer w/latest factory mods. run 8sources
plus net mput. $2000 TSaunders WSBH
56 Tagger Ln Southampton NY 11968 515283-9500
SRC ESP- 1complete wIremote control, da
ta encoder ( 3) IGM Instacart decks & - nter
faces. $201080 PWolf. WOEZ, 2010 San
Carlos Blvd Ft Myers Beach FL 33931 913574-5548
IGM Instacart 24 tray. mono. BO over $2000
KHarnack KWLN. 88 Union Cntr Ste 309
Memphis TN 33103 901-529-0098

BROADCAST AUTOMATION, INC.
Presents apowerful yet economical
automation system . . .
The new IGM EC controller
• 2600

events

1.2 audio sources
• Personal Computer operated
• Floppy disk software
• 3Otan ARS 1000DC tape playbacks
• 48 randomly accessed commercial trays
• 1Audicord EllR single cart playback
• 2Equipment racks, cables, manuals and IGM software
• Fully assembled and tested, FOB. Dallas. Texas
• Up to

ALL FOR ONLY $ 17,974 CASH
Above system satellite from $15,024
Lease financing available in most states
We accept limited trade-ins

Want to Sell

LOCAL: 608-271-1100

SALE!

6725 SEYBOLD RD, MADISON, WI 53719-1393

170 PRODUCT LINES
FOR THE PROFESSIONAL
Am.»LIFIERS - CASSETTES HEADPHONE iNTEK.OMS
TPEAKERS - TAPE RECORDERS - IEST EQuiPmEN1
TURNTABLES - LIGHTING - MICS • MIXERS
PARTS - SIGNAL PROCESSING
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Shure M-625 Voicegate, one new $ 100 plus
ship one used $ 7D plus sirio SSibulskv,
KVNI. POB 308. Coeur d'Alene ID 83812
208-664-9271
SWA dual audio matrix system & XLR cable sets for simultaneous encode & decode
of astereo signal. made for Lexicon Inc. list
price $995 now $395 newl Call Lexicon
sales. 617-891-6790
Lexicon 1200 time compressorlexpanders,
change program running time w/o changing
pitch. interfaces w/vanable speed ATR .s.
VTR's. Telecines. used w/90-day factory warranty 120013, $3500. 1200C. $3950: Demo.
$6900: new. $9500 Call Lexicon sales. 617891-6790.

New studio equipment
CRL audio processing
FM antennas and monitors
Compact Disc
Interface for automation
Call for low prices
BROADCAST AUTOMATION, INC.
4125 Keller Springs, Suite 122
Dallas, Texas 75244
(214) 380-6800
Circle Reader Service 9 on Page 24
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Broadcast Equipment Exchange

AUTO ... WTS
BE System 16X, excel cond, 3yrs old. (4)
Otari ARS-1000s, (2) IGM 24-tray, IGM 48tray, control panel, live-assist panel, (2) CRTs,
battery backup, all interfaces. T Spaight,
WLRZ, POB 73, Peru IL 61354. 815-2242100.
Sono-Meg 25ORS 24 tray stereo Carousel.
new, wired for RS, BO. R Royster, 8922
Valencia Dr, Spring Valley CA 92077.
Automation System, SMC DP- 1programmer. 16 chan switcher, 4SMC/Otan reels.
Scully 270 reel, 5SMC 252-RS random se.
led Carousels. 3dual PB cart machines, time
announcer,
teletype
logging
encoder/decoder, $8000. DMackenzie, WJBR,
2617 Ebright Rd. Wilmington DE 19810. 302475-4000.
Harris random access & Carousel interfaces
for SMC 250 units, work w/older Gates automation system, fair cond, (2) avail now. FMorton. KMGZ. POB 7953. Lawton OK 73506.
405-536-9530.
Microprobe Elect 100 programmer w/mansal, some mods, 6source, 30 event, looks
gd. $200. RShenvood. WPSL, 9344 SUS 1.
Port St Lucie FL 34952. 305-335-8800.
IGM 78 tray Go-Cart, stereo. excel cond. on
line now. BO or trade for 2-24 tray Go-Carts.
JHowell, Howell's Audio, PO Box 6184, Kingman AZ 86401. 602-753-3054.
Control Design Corp 24-R stereo random
access Cartel w/cables & manual, $995 plus
ship JMeloon, WDBA. 28 W Scnener Ave.
Du Bois PA 15801. 814-371-1330
SMC Mini Pro, excel for small automation.
complete. $ 1500. MRipley, KOZE, POB 936.
Lewiston ID 83501. 208-743-2502.

Cetec 7000 automation system. DWilliams,
KLCB, POB 730. Libby MT. 406-293-6234.

CAMERAS

( VIDEO)

Want to Sell
JVC KY210 video camera. wIcase, AC adaptor. 10:1 Fujinon lens, gd cond, $3295. D
Brennan, Custom Video, 3596 Lorna Ridge
Dr, Birmingham AL 35216. 205-823-0088.
JVC GZS3U compact saticon color camera.
270 lines, 30 lux, 270. stereo audio capable,
vgc, VHS plug, $350. SHofmann. Cameron
Um Theatre, 2800 W Gore Blvd. Lawton OK
73505 405-581-2428.
JVC KY950 w/AC adaptor, 14:1 Fuji zoom.
Sony BVU110. Portabrace cases for both,
O'Connor 50 head & tripod, sell as package,
$20.000. TNeill. Wave Inc. 72 Cambridge St,
Worchester MA 01603. 617-795-7100.
RCA PK-701 color studio camera. $ 1250;
Panasonic 389013 color portable camera.
new. $ 1995, Norelco PC-70 studio color
cameras. BO; Norelco PCP-90 minicam color camera, $750: Houston Fearless camera
pedestals, $950. CHaynes. Haynes Comm,
P018
5. 31235. Jackson MS 39206. 601-9481515.
JVC KY 1900 color cameras, (1)10 x1servozoom. 52500; ( 1) 6x1manual zoom, $2000.
w/cases. AC adapt/bat charger & ( 1) battery/camera. gd cond. PCosta, Eastern Snd
& Video, 462 Merrimack St, Methuen MA
01844. 617-685-1832.
IVC 500 (
3), BO. JB Salazar. Missionary Bible Crusade. 102 ELyon. Bared° TX 78040.
512-722-6832.

SMC 521 dual play. $700. W Hoisington.
VVTCG. 303 SThree-Notch St. Andalusia AL
36420. 205-222-8849.

Sony Trinicon HVC2500 video camera. J
Hayes. Programming Plus. Box 90486. San
Diego CA 92109. 619-272-7587.

SM Carousels, (
2) Series 350 RS. (3) Series
352 RS8. best serious offer. RMcKay.10(RB.
3205 SMeadow. Sioux Falls SD. 605-3610300

Remote control camera cable wlpush buttons, to trade for tripod. JBaltar, Maine Reel
Comms. 67 Green St. Augusta ME 04330.
2077-623-1941.

TAC1time announce controller, $
350. W
Hoisington, WTCG, 303 SThree-Notch St,
Andalusia AL 36420. 205-222-8849

CART MACHINES

Control Design CD25G lone gen, BO. GErway. KBOG. At 2Box 26B. Cordell OK 73632
405-832-5332.
Harris System 90, excel cond, $4500. D
Robertson. WOXY, 100 St James Ste 103,
Baton Rouge LA 70802. 504-383-4411.
IGM 250 mono seq Carousel. working. $200.
LBuller, KSDB. 104 Kedzie KS STU, Manhattan KS 66502. 913-532-7645
SMC TS25 dual 25 Hz sensor. $250. M Persons, WCMP. At 2Box 230. Pine City MN
55063 218-829-1326.

Want to Sell
PR&E Tomcat, rackmount stereo Rd' wifactory spare parts kit, Maxtrax heads. new; (3)
Tomcat stereo reproducers in rack mount, tri.
mount, new. Maxtrax heads w/manuals.
$11.500 for all 4. RRoyster, 8922 Valencia
Dr. Spring Valley CA 92077.
Tapecaster, Spotmaster machines repaired,
bought & sold. Advent Duplication. 9723
Riggs Rd., Adelphi MD 20783. 301-439-7222.

Want to Buy

Audicord A-Series stereo reproducers, as
is, need work (3). $ 150 ea. EWelch WKCL.
POB 809. Ladson SC 29456. 803-553-5420.

IGM 24 Go-Carts, (
2) pret stereo. JHowell,
Howell's Audio. POB 6184. Kingman AZ
86401. 602-753-3054.

Spotmaster 5006R RIP unit, works, $ 150.
SAmi, WARS, 317 E5th St, Cincinnati OH
45202. 513-621-4545.

RCA- 15A instruction manual wanted. JB
Crawley, WLBN, POB 185, Campbellsville
KY 42718, 502-465-8884.

Audicord ASerles stereo RIP w/3 tones, as
is, need some work. $250/80. E Welch.
WKCL, POB 809, Ladson SC 29456. 803553-5420.

IGM Instacart, 48 tray stereo in gd to excel
cond. for non-profit educ station. JTocknell,
Cedarville College (WCDR). POB 601, Cedarville OH 45314. 513-766-5595.

Spotmaster 1070 R/P, mic & line inputs. mono, $300. PBadger, WKRE. P08 220, Ex'
more VA 23350. 804-442-5000.

For the FINEST
Tape Recording
Heads and
the ULTIMATE
in Relapping Services.

ITC SP-3(
2) desk mount stereo reproducers.
excel cond. BO. RRoyster, 8922 Valencia Dr.
Spring Valley CA 92077.

Ampex Parts, 351 transport. no capstan motor or heads, $ 100; 7.5 & 3.75 ips motor &
15 & 7.5 ips motor, $75 ea; AG-350 2trk elect,
$150 for pair; AG-440 2trk electr w/AG-440
PS. $250: AG-440 rec & play heads, $75 ea:
(2) homemade wood recorder consoles
w/overbridge for 7" of elect. $50 ea. EHelvey Prod, POB 1357, Winchester VA 22601.
703-877-1191.

Tapecaster X-100 cart winder, used twice.
like new. 5225. R Rocks, Eastern Montana
College 1500 N30th St, Billings MT 59101
406-657-2941
BE 53036 stereo 3tone 3deck PB machines
(2), $ 1250 ea. DSolinske, WSYR, 2Clinton
Sq, Syracuse NY 13202. 315-472-9797.
Magnecord 1021, fair cond. $ 100. M Ripley.
KOZE, POB 936, Lewiston ID 83501. 2012,743-2502.
Contel I01P-B mono PB, $150. M Gollub,
WMJS, Box 547, Prince Frederick MD 20678.
301-535-2201.
BE 3200P gd cond, just off air, $450. D
Sparano. WVCR, At 9. Loudenville NY
12211 518-783-2990.
ITC R/P mono fresh Beau motors. excel cond
(2). $ 1595. SHorner, KCAO. 3434 Dodge Rd,
Oxnard CA 93033. 805-488-0901.
Beaucart 22-143-001, gd cond, many features. $900. PWolf, WRCC. 2600 Pine Island
Rd, Cape Coral FL 33909 813-574-5548.
Beaucart Type-20 R/P, 3cue tones, motonzed azimuth adjust. $2500. DMiller, WNOE,
529 Bienville. New Orleans LA 70130. 504529-1212.
Twin Tape 642E-1 (
2) PB mono. $ 150 ea M
Matuis, WSSA, POB 831, Morrow GA 30260.
404-361-8843.
Beaucart 11-123-001, gd cond, (3) $500 ea.
PWolf. WRCC. 2600 Pine Island Rd. Cape
Coral FL 33909 813-574-5548.
BE 5304-B triple deck stereo. 1yr old, 3
tones, like new cond, $3300. S Homer,
KCAO. 3434 Dodge Rd. Oxnard CA 93033
805-488-0901.
ITC PB mono w/fresh Beau motor. excel
cond, wide play unit, $995. SHomer. KCAO.
3434 Dodge Rd. Oxnard CA 93033. 805-4880901.
ITC SP excel cond. $850. BAnthony. Anthony & Assoc. Rt 3Box 185. Cornelious OR
97113 503-357-6120
BE Spotmaster 505CR rack mount player,
$200; 500CR rack mount recorder, $250. M
Persons, WCMP, Rt 2Box 230. Pine City MN
55063. 218-829-1326
Want to Buy
ITC splicefinder. SJames. Re-nu Carts, At
6Box 127, Ottumwa IA 52501. 515-684-7012.
BE 3000 & 2100 cart machines wanted. Exporter needs 90 used machines, working
cond, not more than 6yrs old, reasonable
price avail. Send particulars to: RW, POB
1214. Falls Church VA 22041. Attn: Box 1-1.
Splicefinder, good used one. DSherwood.
WMKC. 334 N State St Ignace MI 49781.
906-643-9494.
ITC Premium Line parts, pieces, boards.
cases. WP deck, any cond. SStreitenberger, WFCB. 45 W Main, Chillicothe OH 45601
614-773-3000.
Schematic for Sparta 300C-Rmono & 150
Hz detector for same: also schematic for
Gates CC-Ill 3deck, rack mount adapter &
150 Hz cue tone card. FMorton, KMGZ. POB
7953. Lawton OK 73506. 405-536-9530.

ITC or BE late model stereo RIP GMcCoy,
KZEN, 1608 16th St, Central City NE 68826.
308-946-3816.

CASSETTE &
REEL-TO-REEL
RECORDERS
Want to Sell
Ampex AG-440 mono in Russlang wooden
roll-around console, 7.5-15 ips, $ 1250 D
Flynn, Continental Recdgs, 102 South St,
Boston MA 02111, 617-426-3131.
Nagra IV-D portable recorder, excel cond,
$3000/80. JHooper, 513-465-6751.

We also provide
precision relapping
and optical alignment Ir
of all magnetic
recording heads and assemblies.

MAGNETIC SCIENCES

If you need optimum performance from your
tape recording equipment,you need our services. Call or write:

JRF/Magnetic Sciences Inc.
The audio magnetic professionals with the treck record to prove d

Kennedy Road • P.O. Box 121
Greendell, NJ 07839
(201) 579-5773 • Telex: 325-449

Can't Find It?

Telex 6120 R-Rmodule, like new, $ 1995. D
Flynn. Continental Recdgs, 102 South St.
Boston MA 02111. 617-426-3131.

Used splice finder. PAllen, Odd Can Rewinding, 5516 HTomahawk Dr, Greensboro
NC 27410. 919-855-6726.

We stock afull
line of direct
replacement heads
from mono to 24
track.

00

ITC RP-3mono RIP desk mount. 2tone, excel cond. w/manual, BO. R Royster, 8922
Valencia Dr. Spring Valley CA 92077.

=

Ampex 351/440, 2trk in console, excel cond,
$1000; Ampex MM1000 transport parts; various cassette decks; reverb equipment;
generators; & various recording studio gear,
call for details & prices BSkye. Plant Recdg,
2200 Bridgeway, Sausalito CA 94965. 415332-6100.
Ampex MM1000 16 trk wldbx NR, VSO remote control, test tape wiring harness, spare
parts, new heads, $6000. G Ernst, Baysicle
Snd, POB 166, Lincoln City OR 97367. 503996-6020.

Ampex 601 portable unit in case, mono, no
power cord. $ 150 SAmi, WARS. 317 E5th
St. Cincinnati OH 45202. 513-621-4545.
Scully 100 parts, motors, schematics, call
or write w/req: Scully 24 trk w/16 trk heads.
spare parts, dcrc. RRobinson, TNA, Box 57,
Wallingford CT 06492. 203-269-4465.
Otari ARS1000D (
4) reproducers. gd cond.
$1000 ea. M Holderheld, WOOF. P08 1427,
Dothan AL 36302. 205-792-1149.
Ampex AG350 sa 8trk, $2200; Ampex 350
ss 4trk; Ampex 350 sa. 3trk, $725; Ampex
350 2trk (2), $700 ea; Ampex FT 350. $525.
LOliver, Lynn Oliver Stds. 304 W 89th, NY
NY 10024. 212-874-7660 aft 12.
Sony TC-K6 cassette deck, servo, solenoid
assist, mint cond. $ 150; Ampex 1450 as is,
$35 plus ship. W Laughlin. KDCV. 2636 N
56th. Lincoln NE 68504. 402-466-8670.
Dokorder 1140 114" 4trk. gd cond, $500. T
Evans. Reel Prod. P013 427 Boston MA
02134. 617-576-2872.
Ampex PRI 0rack mnt wielect works OK,
$150 plus fn. M Kanter, WPOB. 50 Knickerbocker Rd. Plainfield NY 11803.
Pioneer 102L 1/4" 2chan w14 chan repro.
gd cond. $300. TEvans, Reel Prod, POB 427.
Boston MA 02134. 617-576-2872.
Otan MX5050-0HXD 1/2" 4 chan. excel
cond, low hrs, recently realigned, almost new.
$2000. TEvans, Reel Prod. POB 427, Boston MA 02134 617-576-2872.
Scully 280-2 (
2) in roll around cabinets, $900
ea. SAmi, WRRS, 317 E5th St. Cincinnati
OH 45202. 513-621-4545.
Scully 284-8 1" 8trk, late model w/silent
punch & motion sensing, used only in home
studio, w/4 spare recordlrepro modules, excel cond. $2900. BSgorbati. Sgam Recording. 747 Saddle River Rd. Monsey NY 10952.
914-356-6553.
Revox 0710 MK 2rack extentions. $ 10; Teac TZ612 reel hubs, black, $ 10. RCannata,
Cantrax Recorders, 2119 Fidler Ave. Long
Beach CA 90815. 213-498-6492.
Revox B710IAKZ service & parts manual.
$10; Teac 3440 service & parts manual, $5:
Revox 877 MK II ops manual, $5: Technics
1500 US service/parts manual. $5. RCannata, Cantrax Recorders. 2119 Fidler Ave. Long
Beach CA 90815. 213-498-6492.
Scully 280 2trk, w/wood console, $600/80;
Superscope ROC-2. 5VNiCad battery pack.
$12: VSC Soundpacer C-4, new cond. $ 125:
Alpha 21. 16:1 hi-spd mono cass dupl. vgc,
$700 Ed Helvey Prod, P013 1357, Winchester VA 22601. 703-877.1191.
f .

,
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: 1H:: • REVOX

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
REPAIR SERVICE
Swiss trained in servicing all All.
D77. A700, PR99. A67. 567.
A810 tope recorders. Typicol
48-72 hour service, 90 doy warranty. Huge ports inventory, factory boxes. new and used
machines for sole.
VISA Er MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
Coll Studio-Sonics for oil your audio
equipment needs...
STUDIO-SONICS CORP.
I165 Tower Rood
Schaumburg. IL 60195
MO- 74»

(12)

Otari 5050 8trk wIrack & splices, $3500;
Otan 50508 2trk master machine, $1500. W
Brengman, Bill Harris Std, 74 N 9th Ave.
Beachgrove IN 46107. 317-787-2001.
Roll-around cabinet wloverbridge, cut for
Revox A77, $ 100. SAmi, WRRS, 317 E5th
St, Cincinnati OH 45202. 513-621-4545.
ITC 750, gd cond. w/manual, BO. FKelly,
WAZO, POB 2493, Orangeburg SC 29116.
803-531-3990.
Otari ARS-1000 (
4), all in gd cond, $975/130.
TBryan, KARO, 503 Old Hwy 63, Columbia
MO 65201. 314-442-3116.
Revox All 1/2 trk stereo w/built-in amp &
speakers, gd shape, $500; (2) Teac V-350,
$85; Teac V-300, $75. PCosta, Eastern Snd
& Video, 462 Merrimack St, Methuen MA
01844. 617-685-1832.
MCI JHI6-8 JH100 transport. $3000/130. M
Fiedler, Mahoney Fiedler Prod, 5346 Dupont
Ave S, Minneapolis MN 55419. 612-822-0013.

Coll 1-800-426-8434 For Immediate Action!

Ampex AG 350-2 in Ampex console. gd cond
w/manual, $395 plus ship. JMeloon, WDBA.
28 W Scnener Ave. Du Bois PA 15801 814.
371-1330.
Otari AFtS1000 (
2) in excel cond, $ 1000/BC
RKnapp, KENE, P08 350. Toppenish WA
98948. 509-865-5363.

Ampex and Scully Spare
Parts, Accessories, Motor
Remanufacturing.
INTERNATIONAL
PO Box 1555

Magnecord 1000-D stereo tape duplicator
system. wIduplicator master transport, master elect, dist unit & slave transport. $ 100. R
Skelly, 103 Brandywine CI, Bricklown NJ
08724. 201-840-8136.
Magnecord M90 75/15 ips mono. 19" rack
mountable, w/amp, power supply (6). rack
available, $50 ea. RSkelly. 103 Brandywine
CI. Bricktown NJ 08724. 201-840-8136.
Uher 4000 Report L, excel cond. $100: Magnecord 728, for parts. PAndrus, No Coast
Media, P08 261, Chimacum WA 98325. 206732-4085.
Uher 440 stereo Reporter; Ampex 440 2trk
servo transport wlelect.J13 Salazar. Missionary Bible Crusade, 102 ELyon. Baredo TX
78040. 512-722-6832
Technics RSM85MKII cassette deck, brand
new in box (3), $500 ea. KWarner, WLOO,
84
4
70
5.NMichigan Ave. Chicago IL 80611. 31231m
Sony TCI 55, 10". 5power settings. line out,
PB remote. needs work. $75. 8 Sallade,
1108, Stone Dr, Harrison OH 45030. 513-3672202.
3M/Wollensack 2770 duplicator, 1master
2slaves, mono high speed cassette dup. mint
cond. $500. JDiamond. Blue Diamond Studios. Box 102C, Chubbic Rd RD1, Canonsburg PA 15317 412-746-2540
Scully LJ10 1/2 trk PB w/preview elect in
Lang roll around console, 15/30 fps w/mansal. $375. RQuart. Foxtur Stds, 2204 Siesta
Ln. Santa Rose CA 95404. 707-528-9269.
Ampex 3200 hi-speed tape duplication system. 10 slaves, 1master. P Hogan., TM
Comm. 1349 Regal Row. Dallas TX 75247
214-634-8511
Scully 280 8 trk 1", 7.5-15 ips remote.
balanced ins & outs. extra 4trk set head
(1/2" ). $3100. EMauro, Nat) Recdg Std. 3016
Greenmount, Baltimore MD 21218. 301-4677900.

Mtn. View
CA 94042
Telephone Number
(408) 739-9740
Telex 62922869 ESL UD

Ampex parts, 351 transport, no capstan motor or heads, $ 100; 7.5 3.75 ips motor, 15 &
7.5 ips motor, $75 ea; AG-350 2trk elect.
$150 for pair; some Ampex heads. inquire;
(2) HB wood rec console w/overbridge for 7"
of elect, $50 ea. EHelvey, Helvey Prod, POB
1357, Winchester VA 22601 703-877-1191.
Revox All, $350. B. Surrott, WINA, 501 E
Main St. Charlottesville VA 22901. 804-9773030
Sony TC 142 mono portable cassette RIP,
fair working cond. BO. GGerard, WIHS, Box
117, Middletown CT 06457. 203-346-3846
Tandberg TCD 310 cassette stereo R/P, fair.
needs work, BO. GGerard, WIHS. Box 117,
Middletown CT 06457 203-346-3846
Otan ARS-1000 PB w/25 Hz detector TJordan, WFNC. POB 35297. Fayetteville NC
28303 919-864-5222

MCI Motors
Remanufactured
Highest quality available
anywhere with the
fastest turnaround
All work guaranteed

S250 - Capstan
S200 - Reel

Akai GX-4000D 7" R-R, 4 trk stereo. 2
speeds, 7.5 & 3.75 ips. 593. MGollub. WMJS.
Box 547, Prince Frederick MD 20678 301.
535-2201

AMP.

Teac 80-8, DX8, low hrs. excel cond. Teac
alignment tape. PB64 patch bay, 5reels,
good used tape. manuals. $ 1800. 8Busetti,
1124 W 2nd, Florence CO 81226,
Ampex 350 FT w/manual, 5500180. BFouer,
Fouet Prod, 38190 Twin Pines Dr. Warrenvine IL 60555. 312-393-1179
Nagra 4SL sync recorders 1excel cond at
$5200, 1gd cond at $4800. SSmith, Chicago Audio Works. 1005 W Webster Ave.
Chicago IL 60614. 312-327-5533.
NEC 3/4" time lapse VCR. $400 plus UPS.
JBaltar, Maine Reel Comm, 207-623-1941.
Revox A77, fair cond, 2trk, 3.75-7.5. $400.
PWolf, WRCC, 2600 Pine Island Rd. Cape
Coral FL 33909. 813-574-5548.
Nagra OHP handle, $25: Nagra OHTP case
for IV-S, $69: Nagra OHTP-C top cover of 7"
cover, $49: Nagra record amp circuit board
for IV-S. $395. C Richardson. Richardson
Recdg. 1938 Baltimore Annapolis Blvd. Annapolis MD 21401. 301.757-3733
Nagra QSLS synchronizer for Nagra IV-S.
$295, Ampex MR-70-4 4chan, in near mint
cond. BO over $2500. C Richardson,
Richardson Recdg, 1938 Baltimore Annapolis
Blvd, Annapolis MD 21401. 301-757-3733.
Ampex 350 elect w/PS, $25. G Falk, Falk
Recdg, 7914 Fegenbush Ln, Louisville KY
40228. 502-239-1010.
King 680 cassette loader. gd cond. w/spares
&manual. $4000. GFalk, Falk Recdg, 7914
F eg en bush Ln. Louisville KY 40228. 502-2391010.
Alpha 21, 161, hi-speed, mono cass dupl,
one copy/pass, one side or both sides simult,
man or auto rewind, ego, $700. EHelvey, Helvey Prod. POB 1357, Winchester VA 22601.
703-877-1191.
VSC Soundpacer, C-4 van-speed. vao-pitch,
speech compression cass rec. AC/DC
wtthruput to use w/ext van-speed rec, new
cond. $ 125. E Helvey, Helvey Prod. POB
1357, Winchester VA 22601. 703-877-1191.
Superscope ROC-2, 5V, 4C-cells, NiCad
battery pack, gd for Sony TX- 142 & similar
recorders, $12. EHelvey, Helvey Prod, P08
1357, Winchester VA 22601. 703-877-1191.
Scully 280, 2trk, gd cond, wood console
avail at no extra charge, $600/130. EHelvey,
Helvey Prod, POB 1357, Winchester VA
22601. 703-877-1191.

Pairn Beach

Ft_ 3340

,

Revox B-77, gd cond. recently overhauled
at Revox, 2Irk. 3-3/4-7-1/2. $750. PWolf.
WRCC. 2600 Pine Island Rd. Cape Coral FL
33909 813-574-5548.
Inovonics 370 excel cond. $250. FGrundstein. WRHU, Hotstra Univ. Hempstead NY
11565. 212-415-2616.
Scully 270 PB 3-3/4-7-1/2 ips (7), $ 150 ea
ATallman, Visual Magic, P08 1789. Pacifica CA 94044. 415-359-4036.
Pioneer Ri 2022 stereo 2Irk Ft/P, used, one
chan not recording, BO. G Gerard, WINS,
Box 117, Middletown CT 06457. 203-3463846
Dictaphone 4000 recording & logging system. (2) w/controller, 10 chan, phone interface. $2500 LBuller, KSDB. 104 Kedzie KS
STU. Manhattan KS 66502. 913-532-7645.
ITC 750 stereo PB, gd cond. 10-1/2" reel,
for automation or prod use. $350. D Doelitzsch, WDDD. 1Broadcast Ctr, Marion IL
62959. 618-997-8123.
Ampex AG440C 4trk 112" deck, mint cond.
DC motors remote, $3500. J Block, The
Production Block, 906 E5th St, Austin TX
78702. 512-472-8975.
Scully 284-B '
tnisc

pads

2

41
,ack heads &

New - Make offer or

trade for Ampex 440 Bor Celectronics Ampex ATA 100 circuit boards
2 price- Ampex PR- 10-600 heads
75 0,0off What do you have to trade/

All items in this offer limited to stock
on hand
8 Lindahl. NorthWestern Inc.
1224 SW Bdwy. Portland OR 97205
503-226-0170 or 800-547-2252
Scully 284-8 8trk, 1" w/sync master. $2200.
FHellerman, Honeywind Prod, 83 Goodhill
Rd, Weston CT 06883. 203-226-5729.
Want to Buy
Teac RC120 remote to fit Teac 3340S. K
Moore, Listen to Your Heart Music, 4119
Aberdeen Ave, Nashville TN 37205 615-3852470.

Want To Sell It?
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CASSETTES .

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
WTEI

MCl/Sony capstan & red mates, any cond..
recdg heads, most mtgs. machines, new.
used. Relapped then sold. Arnp Services, 224
Datura St No 614. W Palm Beach FL 33401.
800-826-0601, in FL 3C5-659-4805
Rack mounts for Revus A77, at least 1. 2
pref. RPetty, KORE, 2080 Laura St, Springfield OR 97477. 503-749-5673.
Studer B67 MK 2, in gd shape, ready to go.
RCannata, Cantrax Recorders, 2119 Fidler
Ave. Long Beach CA 90815. 213-498-6492.
Scully 284B-8. M Gutnrie, WUSA, 504 Reo
St. Tampa FL 33609. 813-8760455.
Crown SC824 rec & amp elect. DMT AN.
Box 9064-RW. Newarx NJ 07104. 201-4845291.
RT707 1/4 reversible -eel. JVLkefich. Metro
Recdg. 4551 Flag Ave. Minneapolis MN
55428. 612-537-1431
Service manual or schematic for Pentagon
C-1000 cassette dup JNewman. Box 7703.
Atlanta GA 30357. 434-876-8623.
Arnpex 30690-11 or 12 351 elect. ETS Record. P08 932, Honolulu HI 96808
Ampex 1/2" 4trk head gale for 300-351 machine. ETS Record. POB 932. Honolulu HI
96808.
Dog house for Ampex 300 roll around cabinet_ ETS Record, POB 932, Honolulu HI
96808.
ITC 750 for automation, record not necessary. must have rak mount. C McCarthy.
KNCO. 2551 Park Manna Ste F. Redding CA
96001 916-244-9730.

CONSOLES
Wart to Sell
Gates Dualux II ste ,ec 8chan. gd cond
iv/spare modules. 3spares Inc program output & PS, in service now, $700 plus freight.
W Brown, WACF, POB 367. Paris IL 61944.
217-465-6336.
Teac Series 10A 1R&B, Afully loaded, 12
in 4out studio ready. 61500; Bis 12 x4
mixer, $1000 R Dark. Tru Sound Std, 106
S Swenson. Stanford TX 79553 915-7733314

API console parts, EQ's, line amps, mic
amps, blank panels, faders. Input modules,
card cages. oparnps. RRobinson, TNA, Box
57. Wallingford CT 06492. 203-269-4465.

McMartin B-801, mono, 8chan, gd cond.
w/spare boards, $850. R Rocks, Eastern
Montana College, 1500N 30th St, Bangs MT
59101. 406-657-2941.

Sparta A-16Ft rack mountable console, 5chan. 15 input 2than output. $600 plus ship.
SSibulsky. KVNI, POS 308, Coeur d'Alene
ID 83814. 208-664-9271.

Sony IX-16 8x4mixer, works fine. OK cosmetics, w/spare pot & service manual. $ 175
SHofmann, Cameron Univ Theatre, 2800W
Gore Blvd, Lawton OK 73505. 405-581-2428

Ampex MX35 rnixers (
3). $250 ea; Altec portable mixers 1567A, $260 ea; Sigma mixers
(4) 4chan, $240 ea. LOliver, Lynn Oliver
Stds. 304 W 89th, NY NY 10024 212-8747660 aft 12
Studio Mixer II, 24 x8x2, 3band EC), 6
sends, never used, $3900. BSgorbati, Sgam
Recording, 747 Saddle River Rd, Monsey NY
10952. 914-356-6553.
Auditronics 501 16 trk 26 inputs, 16 x8x2
in line modules. 4band EC), monitor & echo
assign, almost new, $9500. BVine's. BV Sod
Studios. 211 E43rd St. NY NY 10017. 212949-9170.
Tangent 32-16, 16 bus. 8x8, producer's
desk, normalized patch bay, like new, comes
w/pedestal & snake, $4203830. RTyrone, DB
Said Prod, 3902 Palomar Ln, Austin TX
78727. 512-255-9975.
Ramsa WR88-16 mixing console, $3500. W
Brengman. Bill Harris Std, 74 N 9th Ave.
Beachgrove IN 46107. 317-787-2001.
CCA Ultimate, 10 pot stereo: Sparta AS30,
5pot stereo; Moseley TRC15AR. gd cond.
w/manual. 67 kHz boards. B Mishkind,
KKPW. 3222 S Richey Ave. Tucson AZ
85713. 602-296-3792.
Ward-Beck R-1200 on-air console, dual power supply. ESE timer & clock. (2) mic & ( 1)
stereo line input modules (2) stereo/1 dual
mono line out mod. talkback. mix- minus &
tape machine controls all included. $9500
firm SBoucher, KQKQ, 1031 Farnam. Omaha NE 68102. 402-342-2000
MCI .111416 16 chan mod wnow noise
warms, 6200080. M Fiedler, Mahoney Fiedler Prod, 5346 Dupont Ave S, Minneapolis
MN 55419 612-822-0013
Studiornaster 16 x8x2. Anvil case, like
new, 91600. BBusetti, 1124 W 2nd. Florence
CO 81226.

WE 128. power supply needs work, otherwise almost mint Drod, iv/manual, BO FKelly. WAZO. P013 2493, Orangeburg SC 29116.
803-531-3990.

Russco 505 Studio Master console, mono,
BO. KSchipper, KOKS, 9191 Sheridan Blvd,
Ste 205. Westminster CO 80030. 303-4277700

Soundwortshop 12808, 12 x8x2, $ 1500SBurt, Be '
Amster Stds, 645 Bdway. NY
NY 10012 212-260-5226.

Sparta 8ch stereo w/power supply, $
375.
BFouer. Fouer Prod, 38193 Twin Pines Dr,
Warrenville IL 611555. 312-393-1179.

RCA!! chan, dual bus tube type console. BO
pltts ship SAm:. WRRS, 317 E5th St. Cincinnati OH 45202. 513-621-4545

Shure II-267, almost new, $ 195 R Rocks,
Eastern Montana College. 1500 N 30th St,
Billings MT 59101 406-657-2941

Automated mix system retrofitable to any
console, Optimix disc based system w/40
chan capacity, 32 VCAs in this system. $10K
R Robinson, TNA, Box 57. Wallingford CT
06492. 203-269-4468.
Gatesway mono 8pot board, tube type. far
cond; also Collins 212E in fair cand, sell or
trade for R-R. FMorton, KMGZ, P013 7953.
Lawton OK 73506. 405-536-9530.
McMartin 5ch mono mixer, very clean. $250.
W Hoisington, WTCG, 303 SThree-Notch St.
Andalusia AL 36420. 205-222-8849.
LPB S13 Signature II. 3mic, 5line inputs.
meets all specs, excel cond. BO. BGelhaus.
WDVT. New Market 900, Philo PA 19147
215-238-3905.
Teac Model 26 pot stereo mixer, used in fair
cond, BO. GGerard, WINS, Box 117. Middletown CT 06457. 203-346-3846.
Quantum 12P stereo 12 chan, $5000. KThomas, KTYK, 115 W Broadway Ste 501. Ardmore OK 73401. 405-226-7777.
Sparta AS-30B 5pot, 9inputs. stereolmono
switch, works good. $403 GCorey, Morning
Show Prod. 3253 Foxcroft Ste 215. Miramar
FL 33025. 305-432-6006
Radio Systems ESA10, new. BO. RLarsen.
7560 Hollywood Blvd Ste 306, Hollywood CA
90046. 213-8514445
Tatum 1.130, excel cond. $650 D Parrott.
Water Gultch Prod, 1334 lronsides. Bremerton WA 98310 206-377-7687.
Shure 1267 mixer, brand new, $275. C
Richardson, Richardson Reccig, 1939 Baltimore Annapolis Blvd, Annapolis MD 21401.
301-757-3733.
Rames WRT820 16x 16 monitors, almost
new in teakwood, wlmeter bridge & palchbay,
photos avail, $6500. JBlock, The Production
Block, 906 E5th St. Austin TX 78702. 512472-8975.
Tascam 512 12 x8mixer, brand new under
warranty w/SRC manual, $2750 FWyatt.
BTM Studios, Box 928, Burnsville NC 28714.
704-675-5685.
Want to Buy

One Source
the
best prices
CALL:
SPENCER

BROADCAST

Ph one
800-336-3045

1-800-221-6941

Call for best price
Sales- Service
Broadcast
Cartridge
Service

(714)898-7224
Can't And k?

Want to Sell
lic
50'. 12 ape 3150. SBurgh. Bdi
Monster Stds, 645 Bdaray, NY YY 10012
212-260-5226
Fairchild 351 spring revierb.2250
$
DFlynn.
Continental Recdgs. 102 South St Boston
MA 02111. 617-426-3131.
Complete 8lit prod studio rod Saar, 2848. Soundsortshop 1280. etc . 310.000. T
Houston. Custom Audio Recdg. 929 Calderma Ave. Baireistekl CA 93304 B05-3240736
KEF 104A8 stuck retenance series speakers. (
2) no gds., excel cond, $500 M Machmat Unsprung New. 322 W 57 St. NY NY
10019 212-489-7354
M. 4312 shale monitors. $4. Century
1100. 63000pr. 4408. $200frpr. G Ernst Bayside Said. P013 166. Lincoln City OR 97367
503-996-6020.
EMT 140-T visage reed). mono. $1500 D
Flynn. Contnental Recdgs, 102 South St.
Boston MA 02111 617-426-3131
Sparta A-1641 15 nput nue. $550, Shure
167. $120 TM 3300SX RR, 2275,
$
RE16
mac (2). $100. C Elmasen. To-Core Recd.
27503 Five Mee Rd. Leone MI 48154 4270832
KIM Raven 11E7103A transient nurse
eliminate. excel cond, it mt. wilcopy manual. 1/275 SHofmann. Cameron line Theatre. 2800 VI Gore Blvd. Lawton 01(73505
405-581-2428
Studio Tech EcoplaleI, $120090 IA Fiedler. Mahoney Feder Prod, 5346 Dupont Ave
S. blormeapoks lit 55419 612-822-W13
Studio package, 16 input console. 2Irk &
8tit Slay, 0150 Crown asp. Rasco TTs.
Ab3c kneels. Fairchild Meer. (2) mialloan
speakers. 8mic booms. cassette recorder.
Sony & AKG mks. $6600 BBurdett 13xv-K
Inc. 842 Bellefonte Recess Rd. /Mae KY
41101. 606-324-W12
BIT HOST remit, plate, mood cond. $3200
RVogt Vogt Quaky Rec, Ra 302.14euthlm
MA 02192 617-444-8687

Vey People rack,

(3) Gain Brain II Max,
0 parametric. 1850, Shure roorn analyzer
$175. Linn dun compaer. /1403 DKccher.
1901 Hanover Ave. Menem PA 18103 215776-1455.

SANGAMO-ACUSHNET
MICA CAPACITORS
PLASTIC CORP.-NON-PCB
OIL FILLED CAPACITORS

CALL US FOR ALL
YOUR EQUIPMENT

RF-AIITENNA AMMETERS
RCA-RAYTHEON-AEL
TRANSMITTER PARTS

free:
NEEDS

TRANSFORMERS & CHOICES
250 WATT TIMM 50 kW

800-223-8202
In Florida:
305-651-5752

COMERCI AL RAMO
COMPANY

y

CORNELL -DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

YOUR SOURCE FOR ALL:

CI AM MIF Directional Antenna
Systems and Components
0 AMenna Tuning Units
0 APA/bIF Dummy Loads
0 IIF Power Attenuator
0 Broadband Batons
o iscicouraers
0 Fixed S. Variable inductors

DT
D
s'.

"'"c„P'",",07:
1 6
"

0 RF Contactors
CI AM 'FIA Comb4ners, Filters
P.O. BOX 845
BRISTOL, TENN 37621 USA
PHONE. 615-578-3141
TLX: 557416

FROM STOCK

BOX 43, CAVENDISH VT 05142

,--,--7_ _-7
_. _ .:_-- -_-, 1
_-.- _-_,

eirà.àààs
--

-

-

M U.
- -=
- -=

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

Audio Solutions

FROM STOCK

Nakamichi Pro, JBLJUREI,

JENNINGS VACUUM

dbx 700, Valley Peopte.

i

Shure Pro Master 6chan excel cond BO
ASutton. WMGA. P013 1380, Moultrie GA
31776. 912-985-1133.
.181 studio monitors, 431113, $600/80 for
pair MFiedler. Mahoney Fiedler Prod, 5340
Dupont Ave S. Minneapolis MN 55419 612822-0013
Vance 11111-7, steed/mono audio prod/disco
mixer, 2me inputs w/pan, 2Tf inputs, 2linetape inputs. cue buss. 9100. EHelvey. Helvey Prod. POB 1357, Winchester VA 22601
703-877-1191.
E-V 12TRXil 3way speaker, $50 G Falk.
Falk Recdg, 7914 Fegenbush Ln. Louisville
KY 40228 502-239-1010
Iliac Items: Shure SR- 110 mon mixer. $ 175:
(2) Shure A102A 70 Vxtrnr, $20, Ampex 503
AktfRil tuner. $50; Ampex portable case for
PR- 10 & MX- 10. $55, Fisher MPX-200 multiplex adapter, $25. Garrard Model TMark II
manual TT. $ 15 CRichardson, Richardson
Recdg. 1938 Baltimore Annapolis Blvd. Annapolis MD 21401 301-757-3733
dbx mdl 21, brand new, swap for KLH, Bur'
«en. or SAE noise filter, working or not E
O'Brien Outhouse Recdg. 3041 Crawford St,
Terre Haute IN 47803 812-238-9312

VERY
TWEAKABLE

You call the shots with this
3- band stereo- FM processor
A wide range of user controls
lets you burn a hole in the
dial or back it off to totally
mellow Many unusual fea nu-es - call for blurb

inovonics
14081 45e-0552

Orban Optimod 8000A compressor limiter.
sereo gen. excel cond. $2000. SStretenterger, WFCB. 45 W Main, Chillicothe OH
45601 614-773-3000
Automated Bdct Controls wideband mod
controller, new, composite clipper. w/manuds (2), BO. R Royster. 8922 Valencia Dr,
Spring Valley CA 92077
r..BS Volumax 411 stereo. $250 R Gray.
Aray Audio, 223 W Mtn Rd. W Simsbery CT
06092 203-658-6941

GIVE IT A CALL

I
Ill Il

Want to Buy

This stereo processor can be

Pultec. Sontec, Lang. ITI EOS DKocher,
1901 Hanover Ave, Allentown PA 18103 215776-1455

pre-programmed with 5 different presets to " call up"
for format changes, etc Unit

MI trade new Studer CD player and/or cash
lor used Pultecs. Lang. program EQ's DPetty. Larrabee Sound. 8811 Santa Monica. W
Heywood CA 90069 213-657-6750

has slow-AGC

LIMITERS
Want to Sell

5- band com-

pressor ,and either an AM or
FM peak Limiter . Computer'
modem control option available
InOVOMICS
(4081 458-0552

i RELAYS

lill il M Mill: lill. Ili':
305 Wisconsin Avenue
Oceanside, California 92054
(619) 722-6162

Aphex IIB bdct aural exciter, less than 1yr
old, $ 1850. RDietterich, WAMO, 411 7th Ave.
Pittsburgh PA 15219. 412-471-2181.
Gates Solid Statesman FM limiter, $200. K
Harnack. KWLN, 88 Union Cntr Ste 309,
Memphis TN 33103. 901-529-0098.

Inovonics 220 audio level optimizer, mono,
BO CCoombs. Cape Cod CC, Rte 132 W.
Barnstable MA 02668. 617-362-2131.

802-226-7582

KINTRoNicie_LABs
,___

Audio Kinetics 310 cue lock, set up for JVC,
MCI. ATR100, $45C0830 ALuccian, National Video Or, 460 W 42nd St, NY NY 10036
212-279-2000

Audimax 4440 AGC (
2), $300 ea. KHamack,
KWLN, 88 Union Cntr Ste 309, Memphis TN
33103. 901-529-0098.

UREI LAS, similar to LA4, w/rack ml, $250.
EHelvey Prod. POB 1357, Winchester VA
22601 703-877-1191.

Fii.:(:TREA-

--"--i

Orban 245F, (
2) brand new, BO BSalzman.
Sieves Comm, 2695 Regis Dr, Boulder CO
80303. 3034 76-6786

would be glad to help you with any of your requirements

P0Ber7689. • Phoenix Arm:m.135068

CART'EM UP ON
AUDIOPAK AA-4

DISCO & SOUND EQUIP.

Pye stereo compressor, discrete transistor
design from early 70s, spare parts & doc. R
Robinson, TNA, Box 57, Wallingford C7
06492. 203-269-4465.

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry

Teac 2A mixer. RCoates, KJJG, 724 2nd Ave
E. Spencer IA 51301 712-262-8036

Toll

Tasman 15 or 16 modules HHenson. Henson Prod. 4569 Havencrest Rd. WinstonSalem NC 27106 919-924-8717

Delta Lab DL-4digital delay. $325, Loft delay lee/Ranger, $20) Eventide phaser, $375,
Omni-Craft 4chan noise gate, $200; UREI 9
band stereo graphic EQ. $425, (2) dbx 216
16 chan NR systems w/spare modules.
$200016 chan system. PCosta, Eastern Sod
& Video, 462 Merrimack St, Methuen MA
01844. 617-685-1832.

Dorrough DAP 310 like new, extra AM peak
limiter board, $650. AH Bon, BHP Inc, 340
S24th St, Quincy IL 62301. 217-224-1076.

THE SOURCE

Call for
ava i
la bili ti
es.

Stereo prod board. 8or 10 chan. gd cond.
must be transparent. CLamb. Uof North lowa Cedar Falks IA 50614 319-273-2774

*ban 8000A, mint cond (2) w/manuals
91750 ea. PR&E ML FM Muttimeter. single
chan FU limner/compressor. 4 matched
pairs. new &manuals. 91200/pr, CBS Labs
4110 slimfine stereo audio compressor. very
low hrs w/manual. BO R Royster. 8922
Valencia Dr Spring Valley CA 921377

Gates Yard, stereo, immaculate cond. have
parts, want complete console. BBart* New
World Bdct, Rte 2Box 7498, Mt Shasta CA
96067. 916-926-3273

Distributor Directory

4lb
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Otan, Tascam ATR.

Studer/Revox. Fidelpac
And much much more!
Call tor a current quote
(617) 794-9399
462 Merrimack Street
Methuen, MA 01844

Coll 1-800-426-8434 For Immediate Action!

CALL US FOR
ADC
Andrew
Belar
Cablewave
Clear-Corn
Crown
Gentner RF
Henry
JBL
Jampro
Leader
Marti
Moseley
Stantron
TFT
UREI
!!!!AND MORE!!!!

CALL
800-777-3000

NATIONAL

BROADCAST SYSTEMS

Austm, TX

Harris MSP90, FM, $500; CBS Audimax 03,
$500; CBS Volumax, 6100. T Hunt, KILA.
2201 S6th St, tas Vegas NV 89104. 702-7315452.
CAL AMI, mono, factory realigned, $ 1300.
T Saunders, WSBH, 56 Tagger Ln.
Southampton NY 11968. 516-283-9500.
Fairchild Conax 600 mono. $250; Gates
Stay-well M5167, $250. LOliver, Lynn Oliver
Stds, 304 W 89th, NY NY 10024. 212-8747660 aft 12.
Texan Audio Prism, (
2). 52800/both. M Wilson. KNOE, Monroe LA. 318-388-8888.
CBS FM Volumes 4110 stereo, BO. K &hipper. KQKS, 9191 Sheridan Blvd, Ste 205.
Westminster CO 80030. 303-427-7700.
Harris solid state limiters. $ 100. CHaynes,
Haynes Comm, POB 31235, Jackson MS
39206. 601-948-1515.
CRL SEP 800 limiters, great shape (2),
PParks, KHYS. 7700 Gulhvay Dr,
Pt Arthur TX 77642. 409-963-1276
Symetrix 525 stereo/dual gated compressor/limner, new, manual, $325. M Gollub,
WMJS. Box 547, Pnnce Frederick MD 20678.
301-535-2201.
Universal Audio 9140 limiter. JHayes, Programming Plus, Box 90486. San Diego CA
92109. 619-272-7587
CBS Audimax 4440A, new caps, excel cond.
$400 plus ship. T Vernon. Vernon Assoc.
1001 Dale PI, Carlisle PA 17013 717-2491230
UREI LA-4 C/L, gd cond. BO. A Sutton,
WMGA, POB 1380, Moultrie GA 31776. 912985-1130.

Wont To Sell It?
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Broadcast Equipment Exchange
AKG 01000E (3), excel cond. $50 ea: Shure
SM-33 ribbon mics, excel cond. $100 ea or
al for $250. CFries, KSOY, Box D. Deanvood
SD 57732. 605-578-3533.

Rusting 23741058 cart rack. Lazy Susan for
148 carts. Moe new. $120 AH Boll BHP Inc.
340 S 24th St Ouricy IL 62301. 217-2241076.

Odian 8000A. ESutton, WOKI, 114 Tulsa
Rd, Oak Ridge TN 37830. 615-483-8451.

Telex CS61 (2) combo headphone/wk. gd
cond. $50. B Wilson. WEWO. POB 529.
Laurinburg NC 28352. 919-276-2911.

Sola hie voltage reg, Orel 208 Vsingle
phase, 5kV. JTurner MAIN. MI Carmel PA.
717-339-1600_

FM stereo limiter/processors, triband pref,
repairable cond okay. BDe Felice, De Felice
Consulting, 621 Bishop Ave, Bridgeport CT
06610. 203-336-5606.

AKG C414EB (2) recently rehirbished. Moe
new, $1100 for both. ROuan. Foxtur sus.
2204 Siesta Ln. Santa Rose CA 95404. 707528-9269.

Hanta Waray load SO kW, new, BO. AAnderson, MR. 3503 ERosser. Bismarck ND
58501_ 701-255-1234

Teletronic LA2A compressor; Fairchild 660,
670 compressor. D Kocher, 1901 Hanover
Ave. Allentown PA 18103. 215-776-1455.

EV RE, mint cond. 1250; MB Peerless 520
mica wiPS. mint cond, $500 for pair Ed P/S.
J Diamond, Blue Diamond Studios, Box
102C, Chubbic Rd RD1. Canonsburg PA
15317. 412-746-2540.

LIMITERS

WTB

Want to Buy
Orban 8000A. JStromquist. WNCB, 2816,
Hogberg St. Duluth MN 55811. 218-722-3017.

MICROPHONES
Want to Sell
Telefunken U47 & 49 w-w/o pwrpcks, $ 1001400; MK Caps V14, $250 ea; 77DX w/cable
44's wNM switch. United Recd Labs, 681
Fifth Ave. NY NY 10002, 212-751-4660.
AKG C414EB condenser, $500. P Cibley,
Cibley Music. 138 E78th, NY NY 10016. 212986-2219
Neumann N80G2 phantom 48 V, $80. JYing,
Aerial Recdg, 140A Bellevue Ave, Newport
RI 02840 401-846-9743.
AKG 451E (
2) excel cond, preamp & capsule
just rebuilt by factory, $400 for both; EV DL42
(2). excel cond, just rebuilt by factory, $400
ea. CButler, Butler Bdct Srvs, 1775 Bartlett
Ave. Orange Park FL 32073. 904-264-8169.
RCA 44BX w/original desk stand from early
50's. sounds & looks gd, $375430. LSmith,
Box 69. Amsterdam NY 12010. 518-8432500.

AKG 451E6 (2) brand new. $303 ea: AKG
CK-22 Omni Capsule, brand new. $100. J
Diamond, Blue Diamond Studios. Box 102C,
Chubbic Rd RD1, Canonsburg PA 15317.
412-746-2540.
E-V665 mica (2), dynamic cardioid, $19Six.
J Sumer, Audiophile Audition. 21 Stetson
Ave, Kentfield CA 94904. 415-457-2741.

IIPA Industries K-55 speed pin. perfect ke
race mintage. MO_ DMurray. WPFX".1 POB
WPRO. Kingsget IT4 37663. 615-239-4745

Sennheiser ME20; ME40, AlE80 plus K3V.
sell separate or as package. SRosenthal.
Rosenthal Prod, 3145 Geary Blvd Ste 344.
San Fran CA 94118 415-665-1035.
Sennheiser MKI4816 P48, $700. SSmith,
Chicago Audio Works. 1005 W Webster Ave.
Chicago IL 60614. 312-327-5533.

Want to Buy
RCA 77DX ma. working or not ETS Record.
POB 932. Honolulu HI 96808.

Superscope EC1213 (
6) electret cond lapel
mics, gd cond, $22 ea/all six $ 120. EHelvey
Prod, POB 1357, Winchester VA 22601. 703877-1191.

RCA 440X. TSchnitt. Schott! Assoc. 1327
Destination Ln Virginia Beach VA 23454
804-496-0099

AKG 01000E (
3), $
50 ea: (3) SM33 Shure ribbon mic, $ 100 ea. C Fries, KSOY, Box D,
Deadwood SD 57732. 605-578-3533.

Neumann mica, all models, any cond. workmg or not, access also SRosenthal. Rosenthal Prod. 3145 Geary Blvd Ste 344. San Fran
CA 94118 415-665-1035

MISCELLANEOUS
Want to Sell
Clarostat 73JA 90-2K ohms. 10 turn mouton pots. $200 ea or $103 for all. GWilson
WGLE, 7519 Dort #196. Toledo OH 43617
419-865-7289.

Falls Church VA 22041, Attn: _

South Texas Powerhouse combo seeks CE
to maintain first class facilities on the sunswept Gulf Coast just minutes from Mexico.
Applicants should be neat, budget conscious
& articulate. Send resume to Don Wolfe.
KRIX. 2100 Boca Chica Blvd #305, Brownsville TX 78521. EOE.
Chicago Sound: give your station's promos.
commercials & breaks the polished Chicago
sound. voiced from your copy by exp Chicago announcer. D Farrell, POB 68441,
Schaumburg IL 60168. 312-310-8179.
Station or Group CE, 20 yrs exper in all
phases & powers of AM/FM eng inc construction. PShirley, 7505 Lake Wheeler Rd, Raleigh NC 27603. 919-779-7547.
CE, radio, 13 yrs exp, AM, DA, FM, STL, automation. construction. Write: RW, POB
1214. Falls Church VA 22041. Attn: Box 8-1.
CE, hard working, looking for FT position
wigrowing company, well qual. 10 yrs exp.

Can't Find It?

Kepco W rack moim regulated power supply. variable 0-50 Val 5 A, mat cond.
$135/130. PDave. Dave Radio, POD 615.
Manasquan NJ 08736 201-974-2180

Seeking staff/assist eng posrtion 8yrs DOC'
exper FCC genrl SBE cell So Cal area
Call Mark 818-447-2544

HELP WANTED
KNIS-F8 non-comm Chasten ministry near
Reno seeks FT professional lo maintain station 8growing FM translator network. Write:
GM, 6363 Highway 50 E. Carson City NV
89701

If so, Allied is expanding
in our Chicago territory.
We need a knowledgeable,
technically oriented equipment

salesperson

who

knows the radio industry.

Contact Tom Harle at
(312) 470-11303.

Manual for Scully 280. M Baykiam. Granny's Kitchen, 6689 Orchard Lake Dr Ste 151.
W Bloomfield MI 48033. 313-737-0751.
WE 111C repeat coils, go cond. $25. BUmberger, WNLT, 51 SMain Ave. Clearwater FL
33575. 813-446-0957
Plate transformer for 300 W FM xmtr. 220
single phase, 5000 Vsec (approx). RWright,
VVLIX, 1208 NLocust Ave, Lawrenceburg TN
38464. 615-762-2916
Variable vacuum caps, Henry Radio lin amp
2kW, copper weld wire for HF ant, ant hardware. NDXE Eng. Box 569. Opelika AL
36801. 205-749-1898

REMOTE &

TRANSCEIVERS

MICROWAVE EQUIP.

Want to Sell
Shortwave receiver, BC-3480, 200-500 kHz. 1518 MHz. $35. RCA CMV-1A, crystal controlled FM
xmlflicvr. $35 RHanernan, WDAC, Box 3022.
Lancaster PA 17604 717-284-4123.

Want to Buy
Antique tube type shortwave receivers for demo 8display purposes, no kink, working only
NDXE. Box 569. Opelika AL 36E101 205749-1898

I

BROADCAST

MONITORS
Want to Sell

Applications

McMartin IBM 2000 SCA monitor, cond unknown, $200. RDietterich, WAMO. 411 7th
Ave, Pittsburgh PA 15219. 412-471-2181

FIELD ENGINEERING
SERVICES

McMartin TBIA2000B, used latest version
SCA monitor, factory tuned & tested.
Goodrich Ent Inc.. 11435 Manderson St..
Omaha NE 68164. 402-493-1886.

P.O. Box 26899
Phoenix. AZ. 85068
602-242-2211

TFT 753 mono AM mod mon wipre-selector
options, new, BO. RRoyster. 8922 Valencia
Dr, Spring Valley CA 92077

Call for Complete
List of Equipment
209-298-2373
AP news wire paper. 8 on* 12 roes per
box. 10 boxes ay. $15 per box plUS frt D
Smith. KKLS, Box 460. Rapd City SD 57709
605-3436161
RC& Œ. Tarnaphone portible & mobile
mom gear. JHayes. Piogrammalg Plus. Box
90486. San Diego CA 92109.619-m-7587

WE 111C aide trandomers, (5). gd cond.
$25 ea NBeaty. 8dct Tech Assoc. 3438 N
Galeslon Ave. kefranapoks IN 46236. 317897-62E6.
Adhesive-Backed Lettering computer
generated for labeling adositteong. cal letters. et. Paw cokes anitwegyles tom 1
2 "
/
to 12" Send tor 'do: Kelly Graphics, 4720
Montgomery St, Amandaie VA 22003.
Equip rack, BO CHaynes, Hares Corm,
POO 31235, Jackson MS 39206 601-9481515.

301 - 983-0054
Member AFCCE

Beier FlollAl & FlASI & FIFAI. on 88.9 currently, $1850 for pkg. BKlinger. WRDL, 401
College Ave, Ashland OH 44805 419-2894142 X5137.

Robert M. Lund

FABRICATION, INC.

Broadcast Consultants

TOWERS. ANTENNAS. STRUCTURES
New Tall Towers, Existing Towers
Studies, Analysis, Design Modification.
Inspections, Erection, Etc

Balar RFA1 AM RF amp excel cond,
w/manual, BO. FKelly. WAZO. POB 2493.
Orangeburg SC 29116 803-531-3990.

Rt. 1, Box 33AA
Sturgeon, MO 65284
(314) 687-3932

RCA BW74 FM stereo monitor. $300. T
Weeden, WMTV. 615 Forward Dr, Madison
WI 53711. 608-274-1515

Hilton Head Is., SC 29928

ITC Cart Machines
From $500 (used)

11704 Seven Locks Road
Potomac PAD 20854

TOWER DESIGN AND

McMartin TBIA4500A excel cond, just taken out of service. $600 G McCoy. KZEN.
1608 16th St, Central City NE 68826. 308946-3816.

88,995

Consulting T',communications
Engineer

Collins FM freq monitor, $ 100 RGray, Aray
Audio, 223 W Mtn Rd. W Smsbery CT 06092

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS

1 kW FM XMTR

Wegener CCN Radio Network nec & tone
decoder. w/1602 mainframe. 1615 dernod
card d1647 cue tone card. $500. KHammk,
WEIL 6080 Mt donah. Memphis TN 38115.
901-365-2032.

R.L. HOOVER

TECHNIQUES

NEW AND USED

30 W FM Exciter $3,495
(new)

Want to Sell
S-A Series 9000 satellite dish, 3.2 meters
w/extender panels, BO JHansen. KFMD,
Des Moines IA 515-282-1033

Consultants

McMartin TI3M4000 FM mod multiplex monitor at 89.3 MHz, $200 TWeeden, WMTV.
615 Forward Dr, Madison WI 5371 1 608-27415

Metal wide rack, 67* high, 61' cd rack
space, has back door. black. BO BRankin. Franklin Assoc, POB 110194, Binningham AL 35211. 205-787-0756

Do you fit this description?

Phase converter, single to 3phase AC converter, Phasemaster or equal, to handle 10
kW or more. JPowley, KIIU. 1536 Logan Ave
Altoona PA 16602. 814-944-8571

VHF transceiver, 145.01 MHz, crystal control pref. TWebb, WXKO, lic87. Box 1085,
Whitesburg KY 41858. 606-633-4434.

RECEIVERS &

McMartin IBM 3500 FM mod mon, 88.3
MHz, gd cond, w/manual. $100 plus ship. T
Vernon. Vernon Assoc, 1001 Dale PI Carlisle
PA 17013. 717-249-1230

Sled racks, (6) 6'. open. $40 ea 11 Skelly
103 Brandywine C
I. Bricklown NJ 08724
201-840-8136

BROADCAST
EQUIPMENT
PROFESSIONAL
SALESPERSON

Advise & info on accounting & or logging
software for IBM PC's. CAlexander, WYTW,
POB 669, Caddilac MI 49601. 616-775-1071

Auricon Pro 1200 16mm camera, mint cond,
factory installed mag head both optical & mag
11 amps cases (2) $2000. LMeister, 321
River Rd Nutley NJ 07110 201-667-2323

BROADCAST
AMERICA

(new)

will consider announcer wicountry sta:Kr ,
tereste0 in KS CC MO NE OK TX ts "Larry 402461-3528

1.
2.
3.
4.

RIty yaws of cabins. Alle Labelle, Radio Wee TV. G-R.
Tek. Wald Ratio,
McGee. Olson_ Ratio-tdasters. General Radio Experenenler. Dtanord Osalographer.
SASE for 1st F Yonker, 7Old Farms Rd.
Saine Rher NJ 07458

(new)

To respond to box numbers, write Radio World, Box 1214,

CE, trans knowledge, studio maint. AM/FM
FM, costs shared, 2companies, live Honolulu. 40K. qualified persone, resume to
KPOI. 741 Bishop St., Honolulu HI 96813.

Plate transionser. 3-phase 240 Vpommy.
4000 V. 1 A nominal sec. unused.
8450/BO/trade SStreitenberger. VIFC8, 45
W titan Chicalle OH 45601_ 614-7733000.

15 W FM Exciter $1,995

To place ads in this section, use the Action-Gram form

CE, very exper, small to mapr market, high
power AM/FM. D-As, turnkey installations,
studio designs, automation, hard working
team player. in Michigan. Write: RW, POB
1214, Falls Church VA 22041, Ann: Box 10-1.

Jack Ship, 52 RTS. dbl closed-oral' lacks.
all grounds normalled. gd med. $100; UTC
dies A21 501503 dens (2) A22 502C).5001
50200.500 ohms. (2) A24 15K/500.333200.
125,50 dims: 0 A39600.15021(500 ohms.
820 ea/al 7 $1200 lITC A33 20 dB rnagnett shields. Molt he den (2) EV 502.
EV soza Slue AMA $1250 ea/allure°.
E Hehey Prod. P013 1357. Winchester VA
22601. 703-877-1191

EQUIPMENT

Employment
POSITIONS WANTED

Anel case, 27' x
x17' deep, heavy duty
CaSterS. 11161 latches & bal corners, gd
shape. 8300 BDalkon. Wage Sports. POB
3300, Chapel Ed MC 27515 919-968-4811

Crown PDA w/E-V 2chan phantom PS. new.
$250. DGuidry Sound Concepts, 1113 Jackson St, Alexandria LA 71301. 318-473-4170.

Parts for AKG C-28 & S7C 4126A, mainly
outer shell & windscreen. RRobinson, TNA,
Box 57. Wallingford CT 06492. 203-269-4465

Neumann U-47NV (
2) excel cond. consecutive S/Ns RVogt, Vogt Quality Rec, Box 302,
Needham MA 02192. 617-444-8687

pre, ED & lie amp. BO. RRobinson, INA,
Box 57. Wainglord CT 06492.203269-4465.

Shure 556A, orig, gd cond. $150/80 D
Guidry, Sound Concepts. 1113 Jackson St.
Alexandria LA 71301. 318-473-4170.

Milab DC-63 condenser. 44 miens. gd cond
(4). $550. FHorton, Horton Systems. 1268
Chesapeake Of. Ldbum GA 30247. Qom5825

Neumann U47 power supply & stand. $2250.
LOliver Lynn Oliver Stds, 304 W 89th, NY
NY 10024. 212-874-7660 aft 12.

Gem mums tube more muffle, Mc

Teletype 33(4, ASR. orkfpundi &,e. valor
ire stands, take me rx both. $250 ea or BO
Lyou pick-up; many 16m prey:cites lo sell;
Fairchk1 Galaxy (rear screen) saksman's
poet:tor. OUT AN Box 9064-RW, Newark
NJ 07104 201-484-5291.

Sennheiser 404 8405. both need work, have
spare cables. PS. BO or trade. RRobinson.
INA, Box 57, Wallingford CT 06492. 203-2694465.

Beyer M260 dynamic ribbon, like new. $250
GWilson. WGLE, 7519 Domr # 196, Toledo OH
43617. 419-865-7289.

Beau amulet, new for Ampex AG-440. 3speed/7.5-15-33. $275. DRym. Continental
Recdgs, 102 South St. Boston IAA 02111.
617-426-3131

Want to Buy
Motor for Sparta-matic cart-time delay &
reverb, model CD- 15, motor D162H, or equiv.
THeathwood, Heritage Radio, POB 16, Boston MA 02167.

W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.
BROADCAST

5 Graceheld Road

(803) 785-4445

Ra

GRANCIMAISON. P.E.
CONSULTING ENGINEER

Applications and Rulemakings

TFT tuneable mod monitor or equis OEI. B
Dodge, WTIJ. POB 1818. Brattleboro VT
05301 802-254-2560

Fairfax Station. VA 22039

Behr RFA1 FM RF amp for Fdd-1. S
Sireiteneerger, WFCB, 45 W Main, Chillicothe OH 45601. 614-773-3000.
CCA AMM-10 AM mod monitor. B Barry,
WMAB, 1617 Lebanon Rd, Nashville TN
37210, 615-889-1960.
CCA AMF-10 AM freq monitor. B Barry.
WAMB, 1617 Lebanon Rd, Nashville TN
37210. 615-889-1960

MOVIE PROD. EQUIP.
Want to Sell
Auricon 1
firnm sound on film 200 foot
programmer; Precision 16 & 35mm optical &
magnetic sound reader; Zeiss 16mm Movie.
scope. HDeans. Deans Prod, 170 Grand St,
White Plains NY 10601. 914-949-5920.
Cameraflex 35mm, new (copy of Arriflex)
Mew 2000' magazine 8(
5)403' magazines.
zooms lens sync & variable speed motor, variable shutter animation crank, $3000. L
Meister, 321 River Rd, Nutley NJ 07110. 201667-2323.

Call 1-800-426-8434 For Immediate Action!

617. 832-2611

Moffett,
Larson &
Johnson,

Inc.

COnSUItIng TeleCOnunu nicd IiOnS

Engineers

Two Skyline Place
5203 Leesburg Pike #800
Falls Church VA 22041
703-824-5660
800-523-3117

EVANS ASSOCIATES

Want to Buy

McMartin TBM 4500A or later Solid State
monitors, any cond. Goodrich Ent Inc.. 11435
Manderson St., Omaha NE 68164. 402-4931886.

Applications Field Engineering

Afernte, AFCCE

Bettor RFA1FM RF amp. 2yrs old. $300.
GMcCoy, KZEN, 1608 16th St, Central City
NE 68826. 308-946-3816
Betat AMMO AM mod monitor, $575/80 plus
ship/trade for FM processor. BDe Felice, De
Felice Consulting, 621 Bishop Ave. Bridgeport CT 06610. 203-336-5606

Auburn Massachusetts

11213 Split Rail Lane
(703) 764-0513
Member AFCCE

Consulting Communications Engineers
FCC Applications, Design
á Field Engineering
Broadcast Engineering Software
216 N. Green Bay Rd.
Thiensville, WI 53092

(414) 242-6000

MIRKWOOD
ENGINEERING

=ENGINEERING

Rural & Remote Site
Field Engineering

(904) 591-3005

50 Park Ave.
Claremont, NH 03743

APPLICATIONS- CONSTRUCTION

603/542-6784

FAIRFIELD. FLORIDA

UTILITY PROBLEMS SOLVED

Contact Radio World Newspaper
P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041

for availabilities.
Phone 800-336-3045

Wont To Sell It?

Rodio World

October 1, 1987
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Broadcast Equipment Exchange

REMOTE ... YATS
15K card for S-A7325 DPU, sell or trade for
75K card. S880. CWison, KSFE, POB 738,
Needles CA 92363. 619-326-2101.
Simpson 7026 freq counter. 904-760-1413.
Moseley MRC1600, mew unit, $2500. RLaury. WRVR. 5904 Ridgeway Pkwy, Memphis
TN 38118. 901-767.44104
Micro Controls PLG 10 SCA gen. used 6
mos, set for 23 kHz. $500 DFields. KIJF0.
POB 1713. Big Springs TX 79721 915-2637326
Moseley OP- 1slaw relay panel. rack mount
w/relays (2), BO, Moxeley POL-505C, 50 MHz
composite aural STL system wIfactory spare
pails kit. $5000, RR:iyster.13322 Valencia Dr.
Spring Valley CA 92077.
Century Video MAP- 1ABC Talk Radio cue
decoder, like new. $350. AH Bolt, BHP Inc,
340 S 24th St. Oulncy IL 62301. 217-2241076.
Daisat DS-140 satellite receiver cue encoder.
excel cond. BO. FKelly, WAZO, POB 2493.
Orangeburg SC 29116. 803-531-3990.
Moseley PC1-404 mono STL system, works
perfectly. BO over $1500. K Harnack. Harnack Eng, 88 Union Or Ste 307. Memphis
TN 38103. 901-529-0098.
Wegener 1602 satellite subcamer demod.
63 MHz for CNN radio. $350. AH Bon, BHP
Inc, 340 S24th St. Quincy M. 62331. 217-2241076.
Microdyne SPSC receiver 8power supply
904-760-1413
N/A-Corn MA-4001 satellite receiver. 3.7-4.2
GHz input, freq agile. baseband. video & audio outputs, $500. SStreit enberger, WFCB,
45 W Main, Chillicothe OH 45601. 614-7733000.
S-ADAT-32, tree 7.5 kHz audio card fa 15
kHz audio card SWildeman, KLGT, 1221
Fort St, Buffalo WY 82834 307-684-2584

TFT 7601 remote control, in use works fine.
81500/90. SHolladay. KABF, 1501 Arch St.
Little Rock AR 72202 501-372-6119.

Class AFM in Oklahoma w/new equip, low
down to qualified, long payout, retiring.
$149.000. GEnvay. 405-832-5432 after 6PM.

new, factory tuned & tested Goodrch Ent
Inc.. 11435 Manderson St. Omaha NE
68164. 402-493-1886.

ITC FB1phone interface (4). brand new.
$120 ea or $400 for all. D Murray. WPRO,
POB WPRO, Kingsport TN 37663 615-2394745

Radio station, 1000 W daytimer, big band.
Jazz & 50's swing station, only live format of
its kind in SColorado, large senior community plus 6acres, 6400,000. Susan, KAYK.
4211 N Elizabeth, Pueblo CO 81008. 303542-1480.

Hants 14515R stereo gen. S1000 or trade for
Oman 8000 Optamod. BUmberger. WNLT.
51 SMain Ave, Clearwater FL 33575 813446-0957.

Andrew 1....17-50A 10-1000' rolls, new, $3/11.
RWurst. Wurstex Tower, POB 227. Gainesville TX 76240. 817-665-0485.
Moseley remote control w/relay panel for
FM subcarner use, older model, gd cond. sell
or trade. FMorton, KMGZ, POB 7953, Lawton OK 73506 405-536-9530.
Fairchild Data Dart 384 satellite recr & down
converter, setup for ABC. CBS & NBC.
$2750 TZuk, KIAM. Box 474, Nenana AK
99760. 907-832-5426
Moseley MRC 1w/autolog option & teletype
43 printer, BO DSolinske, WSYR, 2Clinton
Sq. Syracuse NY 13202. 315-472-9797.
Gentner VRC-1000, 16 chan dial-up Ft/C systern (2). w/banery back-up & interfaces, one
never used, other used for 2months during
studio move. $3000 new one/$2500 used
one. or $5000/both. SBoucher, KOKO, 1001
Famam, Omaha NE 68102. 402-342-2000.

Want to Buy
Marti, gd cond unit. xmtr & rec. UHF or VHF
GJones, WYTM, POB 717, Fayetteville TN
37334 615-433-1531.
Wegener satellite gear in gd cond, 1601
mainframe, 1626 demod card. 1648 tone
decoder, 1644 relay card. B Dodge, INTIJ.
POB 1818, Brattleboro VT 05301 802-2542560.
APT 15 or API-2RPU system. BZellmer.
KRDZ, POB 2224. Greeley CO 80632 303351-8354.
TSL system, Moseley pref. 450 MHz band
JHowell, Howelle Audio. POB 6184, Kingman AZ 86401. 602-753-3054

Cybemet 12V -emote pick-up 2-way radios
(4), like new, $250 ea. RSherwood. WPSL,
9344 SUS 1, Port SILucie FL 34952. 305335-8800.
Gabriel microwave dish, 10', no mount,
$100 R Haneran. WDAC. Box 3022, Lancaster PA 17604 717-284-4123.

STATIONS
Want to

Sell

KRAN AM daytimer, Morton TX $60,000
cash ECouzens 806-266-5545

CP, FM radio station, sell or trade. G Lack,
295 N Second St, Thayer MO 65791. 417264-7266. (MTh)
Atlanta area, 1kW DT AM, appl made to go
2.5 kW. approx 4acre tower site, recently
renovated 1500 sq ft, off bldg in 1/4 acre bus
dist, new bdct & prod equip & more. DBrown.
WSPZ. 8470 Hospital Dr, Dougleville GA
30134. 404-920-1520.
FM 65 kW, 1kW daytimer in Texas 125K
cash, assume note at $8CO/mo. Cal 806-2593701 aft 7PM
AM/FM combo in North Texas, Class CFM,
$125K cash 806-259-3701. aft 7PM.

Moseley SCG-9, like new. $500 P Wolf.
WRCC, 2600 Pine Island Rd, Cape Coral FL
33909. 813-574-5548
Illkinson stereo gen, new. not used. BO
G Gerard. WIHS. Box 117. ladcletovm CT
06457. 203-346-3846

Want to Buy
Harris, Kahn or Attorcila AM stereo. complete pckg. DGanske. WISM. 1819 Mitchell
Ave. Eau Claire W1 54701 715-836-4476
Kahn stereo gen, NTIXE Eng, Box 569
Opelika AL 36801 205-749-1898_
Motorola AM stereo system gd arid ASutton. MAGA. POB 1380 Moultrie GA 31776
912-9135-1130

Want to Buy
FM CP or AM/FM combo, medium market.
D Ganske, WISM, 1819 Mitchell Ave, Eau
Claire WI 54701. 715-836-9476.

SWITCHERS (VIDEO)

MBE interested in CP or starter AM or FM
in Oregon..N Parke, Parke-Reyes Co. POB
1583, Portland OR 97207. 503-293-0353.

Panasonic VI,35000P coley SEG. 2buss

FM CP you can't build? Don't want? Running out of time? I
may be interested. FMorton, KMGZ, POB 7953, Lawton OK 73506.
405-536-9530.
AM or FM or combo station wanted in East
or SE, positive cash flow or break even
w/growth room, must finance at least 50%.
LManning. Manning Bdct Assoc. POB 81.
Westhampton NY 11977.

STEREO GENERATORS
Want to

Sell

Want to Sell
5in. 9wires, WEI& requres ext ernie 7sync
(no bik burst). excel cond, no manual $ 135
SHofmann, Cameron Unni Theatre. 2800 W
Gore Blvd LaMon OK 73505 405-581-2428

TAPES, CARTS
REELS
Want to Sell
Audio tape. 1*. 3M on reel (34 pcs). S20. 31.1
on hub 16 pcs). $15. Ampex on reel (8pcs).
$20. Aukaape on reel Ill pcs) $ 15. Audiotape on hub ( 1). $10: 3M V leader tape ( 1).
$10 DFlynn. Continental Recdgs, 102 South
St. Boston MA 02111 617-426-3131

Moseley SCG-3T rack mount FM stereo gen
w/manual, excel cond, $150; Moseley SCG- 909
Ficleipac Master carts ( 1000). rrostly 3-5
9 (2), stereo gen, rack mount, new, $975 ea.
vgc & tape quality. Large lots only SI 50
RRoyster, 8922 Valencia Dr, Spring Valley
ea. BO on entre ice SSchneider. WBMX.
CA 92077.
408 SOak Park. Oak Park IL 613302. 312-524McMartin BFk1-1521 stereo generator, like
3240

Want to Buy

Carts, 10-1/2 min, (400), gd cond, $1.50 ea.
KHollingsworth, KCSP, 214 EGeorgetown
St. Crystal Springs MS 39059. 601-892-3301.

Copies of Top 100/200 or more of each year
from 1954 or before to 1987. Stevenson Corp.
PO Boo 735, Blaine WA 98230.

3M- Scotch 206, 208 & Ampex 632 1/4" on
5' 7 8 10'.-7 - reels-repro. Also available
Ampex 406. 456. 3M 250 & Agfa 469 2" audio tape wino splices & with one splice. Also
available Ampex 406 & 456 1" audio tape
with no splices. Call for prices. Burlington Audio Tapes. 106 Mott St. Oceanside. NY
11572. 1-800-331-3191 or in NYS 516-6784414

Aristocart wanted for rebuilding, will pay 25 4
ea BAnthony. Anthony 8. Assoc, At 3Box
185, Cornelius OR 97113. 503-357-6120.
Rock and/or Country oldies from 50's & 60's
record library, no cassettes. must be in gd
cond. BColeman, WIST, POB 460. Lobelville
TN 37097. 615-593-2294

Complete black music library. 1940's to
1980's, also canplete black gospel library,
$2000/80 F Kelly. WAZO, POB 2493
Orangeburg SC 29116 803-531-3990

TAX DEDUCT. EQUIP

Replacement record lockets, white. fabricated. (5). 510 plus ship EHelvey Prod. POB
1357. Winchester VA 22601. 703-877-1191.

School needs equip for educ FM & recording studio. B Dean, DownEast Machine
School, AT 1Box 388, Machias ME 04654.
207-255-4735.

U-Malic 3/4' video cassettes, (9) short
lends (5-10 mn) a/vinyl cases, $3.50 ea/all
for $27. E Helvey Prod. POB 1357. Winchester VA 22601. 703-877-1191.

Xmtr & antenna, 250 W range, for non-profit
public station. SRubick, KONK, P013 1388.
Carbondale CO 81623. 303-963-0139.
ENG related equip to train bdct news students at Uniy of FL, call or write. DHofmann,
WUFT, Box 13375, Gainesville FL 32604
904-392-4311.

FM Parade of Star's automated library, developed as Saturday showcase for radio,
$150. JShepherd, Globe Prod, POB 20465,
Roanoke VA 24018, 703-344-3283.

Eng student desiring donation of bdct equip
(anything), EE student at Purdue. CGill, POB
371, Indianapolis IN 46206. 317-923-2800.

3M 206 I/2' :ape ( 12) full. (2) partial hubs,
3M 206 till hub, Ampex 406 full hub. $5per
roll: (2)1/2" metal 10" reels, $3ea or entire
kit $70 Elielvey Prod, POB 1357. Winchester VA 22601. 703-877-1191.

TEST EQUIPMENT

3M 206 1 tape. (6) full on reels. 3M 208 (2)
tul one on reel, other on hub, Ampex 406 partial on hub, $10/roll or entire kit, $70. EHelvey Prod, P061357, Winchester VA 22601
703-877-1191.

Want to Sell
Test equip & spec sheets & manuals for sale.
send SAE for lists. LOliver, Lynn Oliver Stds.
304 W 89th, NY NY 10024 212-874-7660 aft
12.

Audepacks, various selection (
300), 40-70
sec. MOO. JCarrigan. WDOM, Providence
College. Providence RI 02918 401.865-2460

Bankruptcy Sale: includes Potomac instruments AT- 51 test set. OEU
691/01 FM mod mon: NLS mdl IR 1
tracer; B&K 1652 dual output power
soPrgY: Sencore SG 165 AM/FM stereo
analyzer, Dtgunax D1200 freq counter
a Global LTC 2 logical analysis test
kit NSN, all ea Bankruptcy Trustee for
Richard Shepard d/b/a Broadcast Serv,ces. Whitmore- Phelps Law Firm, PS
115 South Chelan, Wenatchee WA
96001 509-662-9544

BPI 1
30Pvocals, 45 reels M Ripley, KOZE.
POO 936, Lewiston ID 83501. 208-743-2502
3M tape & access, new, 206 1/4". $9 & $7.
207 1/4", $12 & $10; 226 1". $45; reels
1x10.5 box $7; leader & splicing tape 112"
&1". $6. India Navigation. 177 Franklin St.
NY NY 10013. 212-219-3670

Tek 1410R NTSC Sync & test signal gener.
ator w/SPG2 sync gen. TSG7 color bars
generator. TSG3 linearity & modulated pedestal test generators, TSG5 pulse & bar
generator, & TSG6 multiburst signal generator, like new, $6950. THopkins, Cape Fear
Enter., Rt 1Box 269-A, Faison NC 28341.
919-594-0172.

Capitel AA3 (
22) 15 min carts, brand new.
12 ea PChristenson. WIVY, 3101 University Blvd S. Jacksonville FL 32216. 904-7219111.
Nostalgic radio commercials on 5" reels,
approx 1130. $100 M Kamtorowitz, WPM, 50
Knickerbocker Rd. Plainview NY 11803 516822-6915

Sound Tech 1000A/1100A FM alignment
gen w/stereo gen & signal conditioner. new,
w/manuals, must sell together, rack mount,
BO. RRoyster, 8922 Valencia Dr, Spnng Valley CA 92977.

Fidelipac gray, HOLN tape (350) all wIAC
stereo music various lengths, buy all or some.
M Andrews, KFMD. P013 5003, Des Moines
IA 50306 515-282-1033.

ACTION-GRAM
FOR FREE LISTINGS IN
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-426-8434
15 LINES TO SERVE YOU

Free listings in Broadcast equipment exchange are offered to all United States Broadcasters AM/FM/TV and all Pro-Sound end users. BSW will accept up to three listings
by telephone. For more than three listings BSW will send you an ad order sheet for
your convenience. BSW will list each ad for a period of three full months.

PACIFIC

MOUNTAIN

CENTRAL

EASTERN

6:00 AM to 6:00 PM

7:00 AM to 7:00 PM

8:00 AM to 8:00 PM

9:00 AM to 9:00 PM

EQUIPMENT LISTINGS:
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing
service for all broadcast and pro-sound end users. Simply call
1-800-426-8434 to place your listings courtesy of Broadcast Supply West.
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not
legitimate end users can participate in the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Listings are available on an $18/25 word basis.
Call MO-336-W45 for details and complete display rates
EMPLOYMENT SECTION:
Help Wanted
Any company or station can run " Help
Wanted" ads at the flat rate of 818 per
listing per month ( 25 words max). Payment must accompany insert; there will
be no invoicing. Blind box numbers will
be provided at an extra charge of $2.
Responses will be forwarded to listee,
unopened, upon receipt. Call 80°336-3045 for display rates.

Check as appropriate:

Positions Wanted
Any individual can run a "Position
Wanted" ad, FREE of charge (25 words
max.), and it will appear in the following 3issues of Radio World. Contact information will be provided, but if abox
number is required, there is a82 fee
which must be paid with the listing
(there will be NO invoicing). Responses
will be forwarded to the listee, unopened.

1Help Wanted
IWith Box Number
lPositions Wanted fl Without Box Number

Text (25 words maximum)-

Name

title

Company/Station
Address

Open For Business When You Are
12 Hours Daily - In Your Time Zone
BSW • 7012 - 27th ST. WEST • TACOMA, WASHINGTON 98466

City

State

Zip

Telephone

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE
PO BOX 1214
FALLS CHURCH 181 22041
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Broodcost Equipment Exchange
TEST ... WTS
Sencore Zmeter 2, freq counter & scope.
BO. CCreekmore, Metro Traffic Control, 101
Wymore Rd Ste 200, Altamont Springs FL
32714. 305-682-1500.

OVER 100 AM AND
FM TRANSMITTERS

Hitachi V202 dual trace scope. 904-7601413.

AMs:

Rust AL- 100 autolog xmtr chart recorder
w/AP-12 alarm panel, $ 100. R Haneman.
WDAC. Box 3022. Lancaster PA 17604 717.
284-4123

25kw, 20kw, 10kw, 5icw, 1kw.

Bird water cooled, 75kW RF dummy load
w/water pump. $350 R Haneman. WDAC
Box 3022. Lancaster PA 17604 717-2844123.
Potomac lnst FIM-21 field intensity meter
excel cond. $ 1500; G-R1606A RF bndge, gd
cond, $800; G-R 1211-C unit osc w1PS.
covers 0.5-50 MHz, gd cond, $ 125; Bird elements for 1-5/8" line section, 10KB1 10 kW
element & 500E11 500 W element, gd cond.
$15 ea. N Beaty, Bdct Tech Assoc, 3438 N
Galeston Ave, Indianapolis IN 46236. 317897-6255,
Potomac 2tower antenna monitor, AM- 19
(204), excel cond, sell or trade for studio
and/or RF equip. F Morton, KMGZ, POB
7953. Lawton OK 73506. 405-536-9530.
H-P 3308 dist analyzer, $300. TWeeden,
WMTV, 615 Forward Dr, Madison WI 53711.
608-274-1515.
Sync gens, BO; Tek waveform monitors, BO.
CHaynes. Haynes Comm. POB 31235. Jackson MS 39206. 601-948-1515.
Potomac FIM21 mint cond, $ 1500. D Murray, WPRO. POB 5715, Kingsport TN 37663.
615-239-4745
EICO 460 scope. $50. M Persons, WCMP,
Rt 2Box 230, Pine City MN 55063. 218-8291326.
HP DC differential voltmeter & ratio meter,
$260 plus UPS; Erdac 1200A transient
recorder. $475 plus UPS; Weston Rote RMS
DC converter. $280 plus UPS. JBailar, Maine
Reel Comm, 207-623-1941.
Federa1101-C field strength meter, operates
on cigarette lighter option. JB Crawley.
WLBN, POB 185, Campbellsville KY 42718.
502-465-8884.
Tek 514AD scope w/cart, $500. B Falkenstein. TriGod Ministries, 3447 Arbor St, Phila PA 19134. 215-739-6599.
Tek R140 NTSC test signal gen & sync gen.
new 6/78. GBoldenow. KJRG, 316-284-2535.

Want to Buy
Bird or equiv Thruline wattmeter w/3-1/8" or
1-5/8" flanged line section; Bird or equiv inline wattmeter, Mdl 43. BEmanuel, KASH,
1300 E68th Ave #208, Anchorage AK 99518.
907-522-1515.
McMartin TX300 FM mod monitor calibrator
&for manual or copy RMeyers. Benchmark
Comm. 4700 SW 75th Ave, Miami FL 33155
305-376-2128

TRAN SMITTER S
Want to Sell
ITA FM 5000 for parts wrtubes & harmonic
filter, BO. JYeager, VVVLK, POB 1559, Lexington KY 40592. 606-253-5900.
McMartin Model DPTU-75K, 50kW AM Electro Impulse Air cooled load, list new at
$11,000, will sell for less than 1/2, used 4
times; also for sale are (2)7 port 3-1/8" patch
panels, factory new, sacrifice price. Goodrich
Ent Inc., 11435 Manderson St., Omaha NE
68164. 402-493-1886.
RCA BTA25 250W xmt.$750/80. KHollingsworth, KCSP, 214 EGeorgetown St, Crystal Springs MS 39059. 601-892-3001,

50kw,

2.5kw,

1kw.

10kw,
FM s:

5kw,
40kw,

Gray 16* transcription arms, (
3), $75; Gates
146244 transistor equalized preamps (2),
$150. RHanernan, WDAC, Box 3022, Lancaster PA 17604. 717-284-4123.

ICM CG7000P character gen. like new.
$1800. HDonnell, Creative Video Prod, 211
Windsor St, Reading PA 19601. 2153780994.

CCA 10 kW FM, solid & reraMe. PAnderson. KZ80. PC43 97 Pocatello ID 83204 208234-1290

ORK 12C if/Micro-7mi tonearm, $150/130
LHouck, Rollin Rectig, 210 Altgelt. San Antonio TX 78201. 512-736-5483.

Sony AC141 power supply (3) in mint cond.
$100. JDiamond, Blue Diamond Studios. Box
102C, Chubbic Rd RD1. Canonsburg PA
15317 412-746-2540.

W ant to Buy

All

CCA or CS110 kW or 20 kW FM intr. BBarry. WAMB, 1617 Lebanon Rd. Nostril» TN
37210. 615-889-1960.

ALL IN OUR INVENTORY

»citartia B-910 FM eer, arty cant!
Goodrich Ent be.. 11435 Manderson St.
Omaha NE 68164. 402-493-1896.

All

Manufacturers,

powers,

All

working,

All

spares, All inst. books.

World leader in AM and FM
transmitters
BESCO INTERNACIONAL
5946 Club Oaks Drive
Dallas, TX 75248
214-630-3600
214-276-9725

Bent TEX2OP 15 Al exciter, $ 1995; Bee 1
kW FM xmtr. $6995 BWhite. 4600 EHerndon 4244. Clovis CA 93612 209-298-2373
Solid state audio driver for Harris BC1OH.
latest design. $ 1000/80 TSaunders. WSBH.
56 Tagger Ln, Southampton NY 11968. 516283-9500
RCA BTA-1L 1kW, working when removed
from service, w/manual. BO plus ship F
WAZO, P013 2493, Orangeburg SC 29116
803-531-3990.
Gates FM1G/1H 1kW FM, */new final &
spare parts, 97.7 MHz, $4800/130. D
Balough, WOXY, 5120 College Comer Pike
Oxford OH 45056. 513-523-4114

»Err in,

High performance at affordable prices.
15, 30 and 80 W exciters.
100, 200, 250, 400, 500 and
1000 W solid state amplifiers.
All front panel programmable, broadband.
2 and 20 W STLs.
24 Hr. technical support on
call.
Credit/Leasing
options
available.

BEXT Inc.
739 Fifth Ave.
San D iego, CA 92101
619-239-8462
Telex 2298821.(MUR

CSI 5TA 5/10 kW AM, 1982, currently on-air
w/new tubes, current proof, $ 18,000/130 J
Hoge, WYND, 316 ETaylor Rd. Deland FL
32724. 904-734-1310.
McMartin 8-910 exciter, 102.9 MHz removed from service 4/87 w/some extra modules, $ 1000. PJellison, WBLY. 117 SForm tain Ave #301, Springfield 01-1 45502. 513324-5643.
LPB carrier current, 20 W AM al 1610 kHz
crystal controlled, BO. K Kraska, WDBN,
1719 Kingsley Ave, Akron OH 44313. 216869-9640.

Gates BC1E 590 kHz, 1kW, gd cond, some
spare tubes, $1500/130. JYeager, VVVLK.
POB 1559, Lexington KY 40592. 606-2535900.
Collins 830F- 1A, 10 kW FM, gd cond, w/exciter & stereo gen, manuals, BO. JWhitmer,
Murray 13dctg, POB 1340, Murray KY 42071.
502-759-1300.

CCA IODS 10 W exciter. $450. Adler 100 W
RA-7translator, $600. C Haynes. Haynes
Comm, POB 31235, Jackson MS 39206. 601948-1515.

Harris TE3, new FM exciters, (2)one iv/factory stereo gen (new) & one w/composite stereo input panel w/manuals, BO. R Royster.
8922 Valencia Dr, Spring Valley CA 92077.

RCA TTU12 12 kW UHF. chan 49. w/spare
xmtr for parts, $20,000. C Haynes, Haynes
Comm, POB 31235. Jackson MS 3920E 601948-1515.

402-331-7515

Products

ORK 3speed, Micro-Trak 303 tonearms (2),
5140 ea 8Wolfe, WMPC, Box 104. Lapeer
MI 48446. 313-664-6211
Henry Eng remote TI controllers, (2) new
cond. BO G Gerard, WIHS. Box 117. Middletown CT 06457. 203-346-3846

Scully record cutting lathe transcript model Jw/Westrex model 28 recording head.
amp. prearnp & elect SBarnard, Imperial Int.
P08 548, Kankakee IL 60901 815-933-7735

Cohu synch generator *Modem Video Eng
B&W to color adapter 0 Berliner. Soundesign, Box 921. Beverly Hills CA 90213 213276-2726.

W ant to Buy

FM translator. tunable to 921 UHL K
Brae& KTRZ. Box 8011 Riverton WY 82501.
307-856-2922.

Technics SL1500 in gd cond. K Thomas.
KTYK, 115 W Broadway Ste 501. Ardmore
OK 73401 405-226-7777

Crosspoint 6006B sync gen system. 4independently phase adjustable pulse amps.
gd cond. $895. D Brennan. Custom Video
Labs. 3596 Lorna Ridge Dr. Birmingham AL
35216. 205-823-0088.

RCA BTA1R1 or 1R2 AM. REugene. Radio
Catadelle. 610 W 141 St. Apt 5A. NY NY
10031 212-862-1296.
Tepco or ITC, 10W dual-output translator.
used R Rocks, Eastern Moreare College.
1500 N3011151. Bangs kIT 59101_ 4066572941.
FM translator & solid state FM ore. R
Peters. Liana Bdct Co. POS 10712 Liana HI 96761

Curler current equip, transmitters & couplers & RF amps PRemaker, WONS. 3905
Spruce. Ph» PA 19104. 215-898-9553.
Spare TE3 exciter or parts D Sparano.
WBCR, Siena College. Loudonvie NY
12211 518-783-2990.

TUBES
W ant to Sell
Assorted ado tubes, call lor al. DFields,
KUFO. P013 1713. Bog Springs TX 79721.
915-263-7326.

Panasonic MV9300A 3/4 VCR w/built-in
UHF/VHF tuner. $750/130. R Branske,
WLOO. 875 NMichigan. Chicago IL 60611
312-440-3103
JVC 3/4" PB only , works but needs minor repair $ 150 PBadger WKRE POB 220 Exmore VA 23350 804-442-5000

Knox K-60 character gen. 4pgs memory.
flasher, generates characters over video, gd
cond, $450 PCosta. Eastern Sod & Video.
462 Merrimack St. Methuen MA 01844. 617685- 1832.

RCA TTU-1B 1kW we or parts, need to
keep mein unit operating. any cond. RCA
TT1J-2A 2kW ore or parts. need lo rebudd
damaged unit any cond JParley, KIIU,
15361.0931 Ave. /bona PA 16602. 814-9448571

FM banslabor, any model. RWright, WLIJ(
1208 NLome »e Lamencelug TN 38464.
615-7E2-2916.

Sony VP2000 3/4" player & V01803 recorder $95 ea LGraziplene, Graden Research,
3532 NMain North Java NY 14113.716-5357251

RCA TFS-121 frame sync, wivideo compressor. remote control & manual. BO. JSmith,
On Mark Eng, 11925 Woodland, Olathe KS
66061. 913-764-4226

Technics SI1200 stereo TTs (2)one with,
one wlo phono cartridge. vgc, BO. GGerard.
WINS. Box 117, Middletown CT 06457 203346-3846.

FM mar far slatdby, 10. 20 or 25 kW. Holingswollt. 100q, P08 430, Ruston LA
71270. 318-255-5030.

Sony Umatie recorder, wrcarnera. $500 R
Smith, WGSB. P06 406. Summersville GA
404-857-5815.
NEC VC-9207 3/4• VCR players, like new.
$795, JVC 5200U 3/4" VCR player. like new.
$895; JVC 440011 314" VCFI portable recorder, $795; Sony V02860 air recorders.
$1250; ye video tapes. BO; 1" video tape
recorder. $995 C Haynes. Haynes Comm.
P013 31235. Jackson MS 39206. 601-9481515
Panasonic 9240 source deck, $2775; Panasonic 9600 editor, gd cond, 43500. PCosta.
Eastern Sod & Video. 462 Merrimack St
Methuen MA 01844 617-685-1832
WORLD VIDEO
STANDARDS CONVERSION
Deal PAUSECAINITSC Chums. Leman>. Error Carredion pen [relit set-up tor tnadcast qua"ty al budge/ pnce VHS BETA IA - USN Qualm,
decount
TK VIDEO
12300 Coppola Drive,
Potomac, MD 20854
301-762-2786

Harris 690 frame sync TBC vill3 bit proces-

W ant to Buy

sor, corrects 3/4, 112 &1". gd cond. $5495.
D Brennan, Custom Video Labs, 3596 Lorna Ridge Dr, Birmingham AL 35216. 2D5-8230088.

Philco Cinescanner TV bdct protector DMT
NV. Box 9064-RW, Newark NJ 07104 201
484-5291

Microtime 2525 TBC. $9000/130. BKrangle.
ISL, 680 Haines NW, Albuquerque NM
87102. 505-842-1419.

VIDE O PR ODUCTI ON

BTX 4600 3machine system. sound effects.
controller sync & gen. gd cond. $3000 J
Rose, Century 3.651 Boylston St. Boston MA
02215. 617-277-0041

TV FILM EQUI P.

EQUIPMENT
W ant to Sell
Panasonic NVA970 time code edit controller.
$700. BChapman. Video Effects, POB 6316.
Napa CA 94581. 707-257-7669.
Lexicon 1200 time compressor/expanders,
change program running time without changmg pitch, interfaces wlvariable speed ATR's,
VTR's, Telecines, used w/90-day factory warranty. 12008. $3500; 1200C, $3590; Demo,
$6900, new. $9500. Call Lexicon Sales, 617891-6790
Panasonic 9- color monitors, $225; Panasonic twin B&W monitors, $295; Sony RM430 editor, $395; video prod special effects
svntchers. $795; video patch panels, BO. C
Haynes, Haynes Comm. POB 39206. 601948-1515.

RCA tripod, dolly, & pan antenna tilt head,
studio unit. $500. B Falkenstein, TriGod
Ministries, 3447 Arbor St. Phila PA 19134.
215-739-6599.

Want to Buy
Tech manual (service) for video protectors.
GE PJ7100 & PJ700. DMT AN. Box 9064RW, Newark NJ 07104. 201-484-5291

JVC 5000U YE player, new in sealed box.
never used. $750. B Falkenstein, TriGod
Ministries, 3447 Arbor St. Phila PA 19134.
215-739-6599.
Sony SLP-300 Betamax video PS decks (2)
w/RM-300 auto search remote control, like
new, 8150 ea plus ship RKerbawy. WTNJ.
Box 1127, Beckley WV 25802. 304-8775592.
JVC 3/4" 606V VCR. vgc, w/manual, original box. $800 R Robinson, TNA. Box 57.
Wallingford CT 06492. 203-269-4465.
IVC r portable VCR. MOO plus UPS. JBaltar. Maine Reel Comm. 207-623-1941

VIDEO TAPE

Want to Buy

RECORDERS

Sony SL0383, Beta 1video recorder J
Smrth, On Mark Eng, 11925 Woodland
Olathe KS 66061_ 913-764-4226.

Want to Sell
Panasonic NV8170 & NV8200 VHS me/player. gd cond. $500 firm M Russell. Sherwood
Comm. 1310 Industrial Hwy. Southampton
PA 18966 215-357-9365

Ampex HS- 100, IVC 9000 & RCA TR100A
H Henson, Henson Prod, 4569 Havencrest
Rd. Winston-Salem NC 27106 919-9248717

Eintac 3(21000A7. new. BO over $200 K
Hamad.. Hornet Eng. 88 Union Or Ste 307.
Memphis TN 38103. 901-529-0098
EIMAC 4-10IXM new. (2). DX ea Aki Bort.
BHP Inc. 340 S 24th St Ouincy IL 62301
217-224-1076.
VAZ21H Idystron for radar tested OK. 575.
5AHP7A CRT for scope. $ 15 J Schloss.
2800 Hiway Blvd. Spencer IA 57301
712-262-1240
4CX5000-R tested. MOO 57E2 tested. MOO.
both full emission JCunningham. Rade \SD& Fit 2Box 113 B. Stonewall OK 74871
405-265-4496
OAK 3-speed TTs 14) wrORK tonearins. nc
cartridge shells. MO ea plus ship S
Sibutsky. KVNI. P06 338 Coeur d'Alerte ID
83814 208-664-927/
Room RIA12 tionearms (2). $3601botti T
Fernandez. WKXY. POB 2500. Sarasota FL
33678_ 813-366-4422
Rum° Cue-Master (2) wrtonearrns Starr:,
680 cartridge & preamps. gd cond. $ 150 ea
CFries, KW/. Box D. Dearwood SD 57732
605-578-3533
Rusaeo Studio P
M, brand new, 1350 B
shall. WT Studios, 2025 S900 E. Salt L
City UT 84105 801-486-4977
Technics SP10 MK IL 1500 RGray. Ara'
Audio. MVO0n Fid.WSinebery CT 06092
203-658-6941
Lead screws for Presto 6N 224/104/106
lines per inch. all $ 135. LOliver. Lynn Oliver
Stds, 304 W 89tn. NY NY 10024 212-8747660 aft 12

OAK 12C w/Rek-O-Cut tonearm. 9125 S
WRRS, 317 E 5th St. Cincinnati OH
45202 513-621-4545.

MCMARTIN INDUSTRIES

Technics SP15 w/base. $500 H Quinton.
BAT Recd, 275 E Oakland Pk Blvd. Ft
Lauderdale FL 33312 305-925-7117

Faroudja Record 1 image processor
w/comb filter & pilot tone. excel cond. $795
D Brennan, Custom Video Labs. 3596 Lorna Ridge Dr. Birmingham AL 35216 205-823°088

Rek-O-Kut CVS12 TT speed variances.
5165 L°her. Lynn Oliver Stds. 334 W 89M.
NY NY 10024 212-874-7660 aft 12.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Sales & Service of McMartin

Mph band VHF sir, arry mailgram.. 100W
to 25,35 kW, voill consider low power driver
Wage of any intr. JPasty, KW, 1536 Logan Ave, Aaoona PA 16602 814-944-0571.

Le model 5kW AM ono, any make. H
Haley. KATX. POO 1236. Livingston TX
77351. 409-327-8916.

RCA BTF-5B, 5kW FM, some spares & manual. $5000; Gates TE1FM exciter. mono,
w/spare audio, mod/osc, AFC modules. 7
transistor kit, $500. RHanernan. WDAC. Box
3022, Lancaster PA 17604 717-284-4123

Can't Find It?

RCA TTU 12 kW on chan 49. rdspare xintr
tor parts, $20.0001E10. C Haynes, Haynes
Correa POB 31235. Jackson keS 39206 601948-1515.

Russo) Studio Pro wrtiticroTrak 303 arm.
$175. OFIK 3atad TT wifilicro-Trak 303 arm
9150 W Laughlin, KDCV. 2E36 N56th Lincoln NE 68504 402-466-8670

e

TRANSCOM CORP.
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters
and Also New Equipment
For the best deals on Cablewave cable,
Rohn towers
and Celwave antennas.

Special on Revox PR-99
and B-225 CD Player
Call for Super Low Prices!
201 Old York Rd, York Plaza Ste 207
Jenkintown PA 19046
215-884-0888
Telex No. 910-240-3856 ( TRANSCOM CORP. UQ)

Call 1-800-426-8434 For Immediate Action!

Want To Sell It?

THE ONE BOX SOLUTION
1THAT MADE SCA WORK
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E.J. PR•(0B, JP,.
Broadcast Technz oc'
"I have been °peeing one SCA on 67Ichn

my

Dallas,

TY, stato n or sorne years. Peermany yees o
nor mal
Ptob‘enls eorosste, nee,
Modu\aton Siences oanle
lorward with the 'Sidele SC generator. fi have never
sbeen out ibç abelou‘ar O
eÌ
‘oe \nlb\s oeenn
een beee, but
I
Wed tat «WA eYeN Prel\ell \ \lad b experiencing,
eaPPegeO een \ tnaN 901one etbese ures and ‘nseed
it at the studio betWeen my stereo generator and composite
SL I
iound that the crosstalk, m iin to sub andsub to main,
afirnost2Odo and the systern noise was Markedly

Here's how Sidekick makes SCA work

‘rnPro`led a\so. ere .
‘
sno fneasutab\e Oeqçadabon to te
was
irnproved
odula
stereo pedonnance or loudness whatever. With the new rules
allowing statons to increase their total Mton eo fior

Sidekick instaqation os quick, easy, and problem-free: dieulene•Install at studio or transmitter.
•Insert anywhere in chain via Sideiyck's loop-through
composite input/output ( SCA input NOT required).
•Remote control provisions standard.

eae le C ‘nleobon, tie Ma\ n onanne\
saes a negligible 0.5db reduction in 10UeteSS
Bepreed by perrn sen from Broadcasters a

Au gI
Sept

1985

Sidekick's elegant circuit design takes the hassles out of SCA:
•Sidekick is tweak-free and drift-free.

30- Market Survey Results:

SIDEKICK IS THE
#1 CHOICE OF MUSIC
SCA OPERATORS.
modulation
sciences, inc.
115 Myrtle Ave.

From SCA: Radio Subcarrier Report

Brooklyn, NY 11201

9/
85

•Crystal-locked synthesizer is stable over time/temperature.
•Excellent RF and EMI shielding.
•Performance certified by an independent RE. (to receive a
copy, just call).
Sidekick's " One Bo( Solution" builds in everything you need:
•Integrated audio processor for superb SCA performance.
•Noise generator and synchronous AM meter lets you tune
transmitter for minimum crosstalk.
•Super-accurate peak & hold SCA deviation monitor.

Waters Informahon Services, Inc.

Call Toll- Free (800) 826-2603
In N.Y.S. (718) 625-7333

And Get Sidekick Working For You.
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ONE THING WE DEPEND ON:

QUALITY IS EASY TO IDENTIFY.
The SP6 8-bus radio and television production console
This is the production console that our clients have long
had on their wish list. It gives the radio and television production staff the flexibility and power required in today's fast paced
facilities. The power of machine control logic and external module control. The power of variable frequency equalizer networks. The flexibility of mono and stereo effects buses. The
simplicity of multi- track composition, and the sophistication of
its control room and multiple studio communications and monitoring capabilities. A full series of accessory control panels,
clocks, timers, turret components and furniture configurations
complete the package. The SP6 is compact, comprehensive and
dependable.

One thing you can depend on is Wheatstone.

SWheatitonë' Corporation
6720 V.I.P. Parkway Syracuse, N.Y.

13211 ( 315-455-7740)
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